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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes the results obtained on Contract F49620-88-C-0022. The
overall objective of this basic research program was the quantitative investigation of the
fundamental phenomena relevant to aero-thermodynamic distortion induced structural
dynamic blade responses in multistage gas turbine engines. The technical approach
involved unique benchmark experiments and also analyses. In particular, the flow physics
of multistage blade row interactions were investigated, with unique unsteady aerodynamic
data obtained and analyses developed to understand, quantify, and discriminate the
fundamental flow phenomena as well as to direct the modeling of advanced analyses. Data
obtained define the flow interactions and the effects on both the aerodynamic forcing
function and the resulting unsteady aerodynamics of compressor rotor blades and stator
vanes in a multistage environment over a wide range of realistic reduced frequency values
for the first time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I

The structural dynamic response of turbomachinery blading to aero-thermodynamic
distortion induced excitations is an item of rapidly increasing concern to designers and
manufacturers of gas turbine engines for advanced technology applications. Namely, the
increasing variety of modem aircraft and missions has resulted in expanded variations of
engine designs and requirements. These have a direct and significant effect on the blading
components, i.e., fans, compressors, and turbines, and thus on the structural dynamic
characteristics of these componeifw.

3
5
3

Turbomachinery blading forced response is a universal problem, with every new
gas turbine engine having had at least one blade row or stage with turbomachinery blading
forced response problems and each engine company having at least one such problem. The
primary mechanism of blade failure is fatigue caused by vibrations at levels exceeding
material endurance limits. These vibrations occur when a periodic forcing function, with
frequency equal to a natural blade resonant frequency, acts upon a blade row. Because a
blade may have as many critical points of high stress as it has natural modes, the designer
must determine which particular modes have the greatest potential for aerodynamic
excitation.
With the resonant airfoil frequencies able to be accurately predicted with finite

I

element structural models, the Campbell diagram is the key design tool in a 0 1h order bladed
disk forced response design system These display the natural frequency of each blade
mode versus rotor speed and, on the same plot, the aerodynamic forcing function
frequency versus rotor speed, Figure 1.
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Figure I. Campbell Diagram Schematic
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At each intersection point, an aerodynamically induced vibration problem is
possible. Thus, these intersection points, termed resonant speeds, indicate a potentially
significant increase in vibratory blade response. However, as Campbell diagrams do not
consider either the detailed aerodynamic forcing function or the resulting airfoil row
unsteady aerodynamics, they provide no measure of the amplitude of the resulting stress at
the various resonant speeds.
1.1 Unsteady Aerodynamic Modeling
A 1st order forced response design system is defined as one which predicts the
amplitude of the resulting stress at the resonant speeds utilizing a linearized unsteady
aerodynamic model, i.e., with the unsteady flow considered to be a small perturbation
superimposed on the steady flow. Thus, 1st order design system unsteady aerodynamic
modeling is performed in the frequency domain, requiring a definition of the unsteady
aerodynamic forcing function in terms of its harmonics. The unsteady aerodynamic
response of the airfoil row to each forcing function harmonic is then assumed to be
comprised of: (1) the disturbance being swept past the nonresponding airfoils, termed the
gust unsteady aerodynamics, and (2) the airfoil vibratory response to this disturbance,
referred to as the motion-induced unsteady aerodynamics or the aerodynamic damping.
Finally, an aeroelastic or structural dynamics model is utilized to predict the blade row
response, typically accomplished by a classical Newton's second law approach with the
unsteady aerodynamics combined with a lumped parameter airfoil model.
1st order design system unsteady flow models can be broadly categorized in terms

of the hierarchy of steady flow and gust models, Figure 2.
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*

For a uniform steady flow, both the steady and unsteady flow fields are independent,
with a flat plate airfoil cascade at zero incidence considered.

Q(it) = U.. + V

V,()eiis

where Q(x,t) is the total flow field, U. is the steady uniform flow, V(i) is the
linearized unsteady potential flow and w is the gust frequency.
*

Linearizing about a steady potential flow, the classical models were extended to
predict aerodynamic damping and gust loading including blade profile effects.

3

(1,t) = V(Do(X-)+ v-x-ei

where 4(o is the steady potential mean flow and although the steady field is still
independent of the unsteady flow, the unsteady flow is coupled to the steady flow
through the boundary conditions.
*

Linearizing about a steady rotational flow modeled by the Euler equations, the gust
modeling is being further extended.
Q(i,t) = Qo(x + q(i)eim

3

where Qo is the steady Euler mean flow.

U
1. 2 Forcing Functions

I

There are many analytical and physical dssumptions inherent in the various
mathematical models. This is demonstrated in the following discussion of state-of-the art

linear theory forcing function modeling.
The source of the aerodynamic forcing function is generally a distortion in the inlet
or exit flow field of an airfoil row. To analyze the resulting airfoil row forced response,
the forcing function is assumed to be specified. In a 1st order design system, this forcing

3

I
I

function is then Fourier decomposed into harmonics, with the response to each harmonic
then determined. Note that although forcing functions can be generated by a wide variety
of sources, the resulting forced response to each harmonic is assumed to be the same if the
particular forcing function harmonic is the same, i.e., if the harmonic frequency and

15
Uamplitude

of two forcing functions generated by different i. )w phenomena are the same,
then the resulting forced response will be the same.
Wakes from upstream airfoil rows are one of the most common unsteady
aerodynamic forcing functions. Thus, consider a wake from an upstream rotor blade row.
In classical linear theory, the wake flow field is considered to be composed of a uniform
mean flow and a superimposed harmonic vortical gust w propagating according to the
wave-number vector k. The corresponding turbomachine blade-row flow field schematic is
presented in Figure 3. For convenience, the rotor wake periodic shape has been Fourier
decomposed and the fundamental harmonic depicted. The downstream relative velocity
decreases from the mean in the rotor wake and increases from the mean in the free stream
by the amplitude of the vortical gust w+ . It is this harmonic velocity which is the unsteady
aerodynamic forcing function to the downstream airfoil rows.
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Figure 3. Turbomachine blade-row flow field schematic
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I

I

In the downstream airfoil row stationary reference frame, the propagation of the
harmonic vortical gust is defined by considering periodicity requirements in the axialcircumferential coordinate system. As a consequence of this periodicity, the downstream
mean-relative flow W 2 and the gust propagation vector k must be perpendicular.
The stator row flow field is modeled as being compressible and isentropic. For a
uniform steady flow, the linearized continuity and momentum equations describing the
perturbation velocity and pressure aie

poco2 Dt-

+

V•"

1

p

(2)

Doo
=

-o
Pt

Iwhere Dt=N+ U~x
This inviscid flow is analyzed by superpositioning rotational and irrotational flow
fields. Thus the unsteady velocity perturbation _U
is considered to consist of a rotational
velocity component w and an irrotational component, with these components satisfying
continuity independently. The airfoil surface boundary condition introduces the effect of
the forcing function rotational flow or gust into the unsteady pressure field. This requires
the specification of the rotational flow field generated by the gust 7.
i

The propagation of the gust is described by
=

I

I

+ei'

kt) = 0

(3)

where the gust component amplitude vector is W+ = u+i + v+j, the gust propagation vector
is k=k, + kyjand =xi+yj.
To satisfy continuity, the rotational gust velocity perturbation and propagation
vector must be perpendicular for all time and space, W.k- = 0. Thus, continuity
considerations result in two constraints on the rotational gust forcing function flow field.

3

primary constraint is the requirement that the phase angle between the
streamwise and transverse gust component harmonics w be equal to either 0* or
180, i.e., the gust-component phase angle w = 0* or 1800. When this primary

*The

constraint is satisfied, the gust amplitude simplifies to w + = f u+ 2 + v+2 , with the

I

1
periodic velocity vectors parallel over the gust periodic cycle. If the primary
constraint is not satisfied, the gust amplitude is not a simple function of the gustcomponent amplitudes and the velocity vector direction is a function of time and
space.

5
3

*The

secondary constraint stipulates that the gust-component amplitude vector must
be parallel to the downstream mean-relative flow + II W 2 if the primary constraint
is satisfied.

I
1.3 Significance

I

3
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I
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U

As demonstrated in the above, there are many analytical and physical assumptions
inherent in the various mathematical models. However, minimal attention has been given
to either the aerodynamic forcing function or to the blade row interactions, i.e., only
isolated airfoil rows are considered with viscous effects not analyzed. Experimentally only
very limited appropriate fundamental unsteady aerodynamic data exist to verify existing
models, with these data generally not suitable to discriminate and quantify the fundamental
flow phenomena and direct the development of advanced mathematical models. Also, all of
the existing data have been obtained in isolated blade rows or in single stages. Thus, the
important effects associated with multistaging, including the blade row potential and
viscous flow interactions, have not been investigated.

7
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II. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES & TECHNICAL APPROACH

U
3

5

3
5

I
I
I
U
I

The overall objective of this research program was the quantitative investigation of
the fundamental phenomena relevant to aero-thermodynamic distortion induced structural
dynamic blade responses in multistage gas turbine engine components. In particular, the
flow physics of multistage blade row interactions were experimentally investigated, with
unique unsteady aerodynamic data obtained to understand, quantify, and discriminate the
fundamental flow phenomena as well as to direct the flow modeling in advanced analyses.
Data obtained investigate the flow interactions and their effect on both the aerodynamic
forcing function and the resulting unsteady aerodynamics of both compressor rotor blades
and stator vanes in a multistage environment at realistic reduced frequency values for the
first time. Namely, the effects of various aerodynamic forcing functions on rotor blade
row unsteady aerodynamic response over a range of operating conditions in a multistage
compressor environment were to be investigated.
The technical approach to achieving these experimental objectives included the
acquisition and analysis of unique unsteady aerodynamic data to quantify the aerodynamic
forcing function and the resulting unsteady aerodynamics on each rotor blade row of the
Purdue Three-Stage Axial Flow Research Compressor. Also, analytically, unsteady
viscous flow analyses were developed which model the unsteady cascade aerodynamics
generated by both a convected gust and harmonic airfoil oscillations.

8

*

9

3

Ill.

RESULTS

The experimental and analytical research results obtained are contained in both the
publications and the graduate student theses. The publications describing these results are
summarized in the following, with the detailed results and publications presented in the
appendices.

I

These results are categorized in the following as: (1) Data Analysis, (2)
Experimental Gust Generated Unsteady Aerodynamics which is further divided into Blade
Row Response and Forcing Function Significance, and (3) Mathematical Modeling.

U
3

111.1 Data Analysis

I

The acquisition and analysis of time-variant data by ensemble averaging discards
information describing significant unsteady flow phenomena.

3

Figure 4 presents samples of the instantaneous cross hot-wire probe signal which
make up the ensemble averaged rotor blade exit flow field together with the exit flow field
averaged 200 times. In the free stream region, the instantaneous signals are analogous to
one another and to the ensemble averaged free stream results as expected. However, the
instantaneous signals in the rotor blade wake region are somewhat surprising. Namely,
some of these instantaneous signals are analogous to one another and to the characteristics
of the ensemble averaged wake, but others differ significantly from the expected wake
profile.

3
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The unsteady flow phenomena resulting in the differences in the instantaneous rotor
blade wake data have been investigated and these data interpreted. This was accomplished
by developing a mathematical model of the rotor blade exit flow field, with a vortex street
structure for the blade wake. Predictions from this model were then utilized to interpret the
instantaneous rotor blade exit flow field data and demonstrate the existence of a vortex
street structure in the rotor blade wake. This wake vortex street structure is analogous to
the unsteady flow field behind bluff bodies due to classical von Karman vortex shedding.

111.2 Experimental Gust Generated Unsteady Aerodynamics
Experiments to investigate the fundamental flow physics and quantify the blade row
unsteady aerodynamic response to gusts generated by inlet flow distortions and blade
wakes have been performed in an extensively instrumented research three stage axial flow
compressor for both low and high reduced frequency values, with steady loading as a
parameter. These unique data were then correlated with state of the art linearized gust
response predictions.

3

The significant results of these experiments, including their implications to
advanced mathematical model requirements, include the following.
Blade Row Response
*

5

The steady aerodynamic loading level, not the incidence angle, is the key parameter

to obtain good correlation with linearized cascade gust model predictions.
* The aerodynamic forcing function chordwise gust affects both the dynamic pressure
coefficient magnitude and phase whereas the transverse gust primarily affects the
magnitudes. These effects cannot be predicted with harmonic gust models because
these data have been Fourier decomposed, with the predictions thus identical for all
forcing function wave forms.
*

The chordwise gust is not small compared to either the absolute velocity or the

transverse gust. Thus to provide accurate predictions, unsteady aerodynamic models
must consider this gust component.
*

I
U

There are large and significant differences between high and very high reduced

frequency gust generated unsteady aerodynamic response of the rotor blade row, with

*

11

current state-of-the art math models not able to predict these responses, Figure 5. As
blade row forced response problems are significant over the complete range of reduced
frequency values, i.e. low, high and very high reduced frequency values, advanced
math models must be developed.

I
I
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For closely spaced stages, downstream airfoils rows are potential aerodynamic

excitation sources which affect the unsteady loading in the trailing edge region of the
upstream airfoils. Since the trailing edge is thin, it would be highly susceptible to
fatigue failure.
*

I
I
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Figure 5.High and very high reduced frequency rotor blade gust response
*
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Steady flow separation has a significant influence on the unsteady aerodynamics of

the separation point and also in the trailing edge region. As most forced response
problems are at off-design conditions, additional research is needed to understand
steady flow separation effects on the resulting gust generated unsteady aerodynamic
blade row response.

12
*

The unsteady pressure response on the blade pressure surface, i.e., the low camber

surface is primarily affected by the level of steady loading as characterized by the mean
flow incidence angle except in the accelerating mean flow field of the front chord region
at negative incidence angle.
*

The unsteady pressure response on the high camber blade suction surface is

affected by the level of steady loading, i.e., the accelerating mean flow field in the front
half of the surface and the large viscous regions in the aft half of the surface. Thus, for
turbines with highly cambered high turning airfoils and accelerating flow fields, the
level of steady loading and the interaction between the steady and unsteady flow fields
must be considered. Unfortunately, no fundamental turbine blade row gust response
unsteady aerodynamic data has been obtained to date. In view of the high degree of
susceptibility of turbine blade rows to flow induced vibration problems, this area of
research needs attention, both with regard to flow induced vibrations and unsteady heat
transfer.
Forcing Function Significance
Two different two per rev aerodynamic forcing functions were considered: (1) the
velocity deficit from two 90" circumferential inlet flow distortions and (2) the wakes from
two upstream obstructions, Figure 6. These aerodynamic forcing functions to the first
stage rotor blade row were equivalent in terms of state-of-the-art linearized unsteady flow
models, including the reduced frequency, interblade phase angle and ratio of the
streamwise-to-normal gust component amplitude ratio.
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*

The rotor steady aerodynamic performance was found to be independent of the

aerodynamic forcing function.
*

The wake generated rotor row unsteady first harmonic response is much greater
than that generated by the inlet distortion, with the difference decreasing with increased
steady loading, Figure 7. Also, these results can not be predicted with state-of-the-art
linearized gust response models as the fundamental parameters for the two forcing
functions are equivalent. Note that these are the first quantitative results clearly
showing that the forcing function fluid dynamics is significant with regard to flow
induced vibration modeling and is not considered in current state-of-the-art gust
response models.
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111.3 Mathematical Modeling

3
3

The resonant conditions at which significant flow induced vibrations may occur can
be predicted with Campbell diagrams, although Campbell diagrams give no information
concerning the amplitude of the response. However, many of the resonant conditions
indicated on the Campbell diagram correspond to off-design operating conditions where
viscous effects may be significant. Thus, although considerable progress has been made in
the prediction of the unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils, these analyses are not
applicable to these off-design conditions. This is because these small perturbation analyses
are typically limited to inviscid potential flows.

3

To begin to address these important off-design flow conditions, two mathematical
models have been developed.
(1) The first analysis models the unsteady aerodynamics of an harmonically
oscillating flat plate airfoil, including the effects of mean flow incidence angle, in an
incompressible laminar flow at moderate values of the Reynolds number. The unsteady

3
3

3
3

I
I

viscous flow is assumed to be a small perturbation to the steady viscous flow field.
The nonuniform and nonlinear steady flow is described by the Navier-Stokes equations
and is independent of the unsteady flow. The small perturbation unsteady viscous flow
is described by a system of linear partial differential equations that are coupled to the
steady flow field, thereby modeling the strong dependence of the unsteady
aerodynamics on the steady flow.
(2)
The second analysis predicts the effect of flow separation on the unsteady
aerodynamic lift and moment acting on a two dimensional flat plate cascade which is
harmonically oscillating in a subsonic flow field. The unsteady flow is considered to
be a small perturbation to the uniform steady flow, with the steady flow assumed to
separate at a specified fixed position on the airfoil suction surface. This formulation
does not require the difference in the upwash velocity across the airfoil in the separated
flow region to be determined before calculating the unsteady pressure difference in the
upwash velocity across the airfoil in the separated flow region to be determined before
calculating the unsteady pressure difference across the chordline of the airfoils, thereby
eliminating the assumption that the upwash difference is zero at the trailing edge when
the steady flow is separated. Results obtained demonstrate that although flow
separation decreases bending mode stability, it does not result in bending mode flutter.

I

I
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However, flow separation can result in torsion mode flutter, with this instability being a
function of the location of both the separation point and the elastic axis.
In addition, a model has been develop which predicts the turbulence generated
single degree-of-freedom bending and torsion mode vibration response of a turbomachine
blade row operating in a subsonic compressible flow field. The turbulence is assumed to
be random in the neighborhood of the blade natural frequency of interest and to generate a
large number of constant amplitude harmonic unsteady aerodynamic lift forces and
moments on the blading with equally distributed frequencies. The resulting random airfoils
vibrations thus occur at the blade natural frequency. The unsteady aerodynamics generated
by the blade response i.e., the aerodynamic damping, as well as the effect of blade
aerodynamic coupling are also considered.

16
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Measurement and analysis of unsteady flow structures in rotor blade wakes
V. R. Capece and S. Fleeter
Thermal Sciences and Propulsion Center, School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette. IN 479417. JSA
Abstract. Time-variant data are obtained to investigate the exit flow

reference frame moving with vortices

field from a rotor in a research compressor. In the free-stream re&ion, the instantaneous data are analogous to one another and to
the ensemble averaged free-stream results. However, in the wake
region, sonic of the instantaneous signals are similar to one another
and to the ensemble averaged wake, but others differ significantly.
These variations in the instantaneous data are interpreted and
shown to be due to a vortex street structure in the wake. This is
accomplished by: (ll developing a mathematical model of the rotor
blade exit flow field based on a wake vortex street structure analogous to (he unsteady flow field behind bluff bodies due to classical
von Karman vortex shedding; and (2) correlating predictions of
both the ensemble averaged and instantaneous rotor blade exit flow

with origin at center of vortex rows

The basic unsteady flow phenomena inherent in turbomachine blade rows are, at present, generally detrimental to
both aerodynamic efficiency and durability (Mikolajczak
6). To eliminate these detrimental cffccts in advanced
197

fields as well as the velocity probability density distributions from
this vortex wake flow field model with the corresponding data. The
correlation of the ensemble averaged rotor blade exit flow fields is
very good and the flow angle distribution correlation excellent. The

high performance component designs, fundamental timevariant flow data arc required. The acquisition and analysis
of such data has only recently become possible with the
development and availability of high-response transducers

predicted instantaneous rotor blade exit flow field exhibits many of
the flow features found in the data. Also, the probability density
distributions for the data and the vortex wake flow field model are
analogous to one another.

and computer controlled digital data acquisition and analysis systems.
The time-variant data of interest in turbomachines arc

I Introduction

typically periodic, being generated at rotor blade passing

Ssbased

list of symbol
N
.

3'
$,
11
4'

IV
,VS
W,
W,
V
y
p,
f,,,,
I

number of rotor revolutions
rotor blade wake width
vortex core horizontal spacing
vortex core vertical spacing
velocity component parallel to vortex street motion
velocity component normal to vortex street motion
instantaneous relative velocity
velocity induced by vortex street
frec-stream relative velocity
velocity of vortex street
coordinate parallel to vortex street motion
coordinate normal to vortex street motion
free-stream relative flow angle
instantaneous relative flow angle
vortex strength

frequency. Hence, a digital ensemble averaging technique
on the signal enhancement concept of GosIclow 11977)
is used for data acquisition and analysis (e.g., Rothrock ct al.
1982, Capece et al. 1986, Shaw et al. 1986). The key to this
technique is the ability to sample data with the same data
initiation reference over a time interval greater than the
periodic signal characteristic time. The
of the time-variant signal is determined
of corresponding digitized signals with
tion reference, thereby eliminating any

periodic component
by averaging a series
the same data initiarandom signal coin-

ponents.
To demonstrate this ensemble averaging of time-variant
transducer signals, the rotor blade exit flow field is ieasttred
in the Purdue University low speed research compressor
with a cross hot-wire probe positioned axially midway be-

Subscripts
lower
lower row of vortices

tween the rotor and stator rows at mid-stator circumferential spacing, as schematically depicted in Fig. I. The signal

upper row of vortices

from this probe is digitized and averaged over 25, 50, 75, 1( )
and 200 rotor revolutions to determine the rotor blade exit
flow ficld as defined by the velocity distribution (Fig. 2). The

upper

Superscripts
reference frame moving with vortices
with origin at vortex street centerline

ensemble averaging significantly reduces the random fluctuations superimposed on the periodic signal, with the time-

*
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variant signals essentially unchanged when averaged over 75
or more rotor revolutions. It is this ensemble averaged rotor
blade exit flow field which is predicted by stale-o-the-art
viscous flow models.
However, the acquisition and analysis of time-variant
data by ensemble averaging techniques discards information
describing significant unsteady flow phenomena. Figure 3
presents samples of the instantaneous cross hot-wire probe
signals, which make up the ensemble averaged rotor blade
exit flow field, together with the exit flow field averaged 200
times. In the free-stream region, the instantaneous signals

are analogous to one another and to thc ensemble averaged
free-stream results, as expected. I lowever, the instantaneous
signals in lhe rotor blade wake region are somewhat surprising. Namely, some of these instantaneous signals are analogous to one another and to the characteristics of the ensemble averaged wake, but others differ significantly fromn the
expected wake profile.
These differences in the instantaneous rotor blade wake
region data are a result of lundamental unsteady flow plienomcna which are also a source of total pressure loss, flow
unsteadiness, and acoustic excitation. These unsteady flow
phenomena, as well its the resulting instantaneous rotor
blade wake region data, cannot be predicted by threedimensional inviscid flow field models and are not compatible with analyses which impose steady flow boundary conditions. In addition, current flow models cannot predict the

Inlet
velocity
tviscous
Rtr
rotation

-

S"

"

",,

,

""

flow features within blade wakes. Thus, it is important to interpret these - antaneous blade wake region data
and to understand these unsteady flow phenomena.
In this paper, the unsteady flow phenomena resulting in
the differences in the instantaneous rotor blade wake data

"

..

,

are investigated and these data interpreted. This is accom-

Cross-wire

plished by developing a mathematical model of the rotor
blade exit flow field, with a vortex street structure lor the
blade wake. Predictions from this mathematical model are
then utilized to interpret the instantaneous rotor blade exit
flow field data and demonstrate the existence of a vortex
street structure in the rotor blade wake. This wake vortex
street flow structure is analogous to the unsteady flow tield

robe

Sloto

SExit
vetocity
Fig. I. Schematic of flow field
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behind bluff bodies due to classical von Karman vortex

y

shedding. Vortex streets have been identified in the wakes
behind bluff bodies, flat plates, airfoils, and rotor blades,

w__..

.

S

I.

with th, vortex shedding from airfoils with sharp trailing
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"
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edges somewhat ambiguous (Hathaway et al. 1986, Heinemann and Butcfish 1977, ilobbs et al. 1982, Binder et al.

Rotor
blade

I2 Rotor Made wake model

Fig. 4. Geometry of rotor blade exit flow field vortex model

_

-

,
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2.1 Model giYvortex street

To v 'erstand the basic unsteady flow features illustrated in
Figs. 2 and 3, an investigation was undertaken using the
rotor blade wake model proposed by Hathaway et al. (1986).
Thus, only a brief description of the model is presented
herein.
Figure 4 presents the two-dimensional model of the rotor
blade exit flow field in the relative frame, i.e., the frame of
reference fixed to the rotor blade. The free-stream region is
assumed to be uniform, with the wake modeled by two rows
of opposite sense vortices convected downstream with the
uniform free-stream flow. These vortices are positioned such
that the vortices in one row are mid-way between the vortices in the opposite row. The spacing between adjacent
vortex cores is denoted by S,, the distance between the vorrexcores of the two opposing rows is S, with the width of
the rotor blade wake denoted by S,.
Three coordinate systems are defined in Fig. 4. The (x, y)
system is fixed to the trailing edge of the rotor blade. The
(x', y') coordinate system is located on the centerline between
the two vortex rows and moves with the vortex cores. The

vortex. Thus, the velocities in the (x", y") reference frame arc
determined by summing the contributions from the upper
(/'<0) and the lower (('>O) rows of vortices, taking into
account the singularity at the center of the vortex.
2.2 Vortex street relative to rotor
Equation () defines the vortex street in a coordinate system
moving with the vortex cores in (.e", y") coordinates. It is
necessary to transform this vortex street tO the (x', j") coordinate vortex
sytem rows
whichand
is loated
on the
between the
two
moves with
thecvnterline
vortex cores.
The induced velocity of the vortex system which is cornprised of the two opposing rows of vortices, with strengths
+ I and - I' for the lower and upper rows, respectively, in
the (x', Y') coordinate system moving with tie vortex
cores,
is given in Eq. (2).
=

W.

-, th
S2).anh

--

2

(x', y") coordinate system also moves with the vortex cores

In the relative frame of reference of the rotor blades, the

but is Fixed to the cores of the moving vortices in either row.
The velocity components in these coordinate systems are
denoted by (u, v), (a', v'), and (u", v"), respectively.

(x, y) coordinate system, the vortex street moves with vclocity W1.
W. = W + W,.

(3)

The velocity components of the vortex cores have been
determined by Lamb (1945) in the (x', y) coordinate system

where W. is the free-stream velocity in the relative frame of

which moves with the vortex cores, Eq. (1).

reference.
(C", v )
tile
adding
by
coordinates to the (x', y') system is determined
induced velocity given in Eq. (2) to the u" velocity component in the (x", y") system.

Thus, the coordinate transformation from the

-r
2S,

sinh (2x-.Y)
S.,a
h("a
csh
-.
( 2 ,x
2
=

0

sin 2x- s
s
1/
(1b
cosh 2x- -Cos 2 x
S.i
S.ing
where r is the vortex strength.
The vortices are assumed to have continuous velocity
distributions. Thus, the singularity at the vortex center must
be removed. This is accomplished by assuming a forced
vortex motion, subtracting the contribution of an isolated

To interpret the unsteady flow phenomena which generate
the differences in the instantaneous rotor blade wake data,
the trajectory of the cross hot-wire probe through the movvortex street is considered, i.e., the instantaneous position of the cross hot-wire probe as it traverses the vortex
street is determined. This is accomplished by transforming
the probe from the absolute frame of reference to the Ix, y)
rotor relative coordinate system and accounting for the convection of the vortices and the wheel speed of the rotor

free vortex, and adding the contribution of an isolated forced

blades.

=

I

2.3 TrasJorrnation to rotor rejerence frame

2
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The (x', y') coordinate system is convecting at a velocity
It, relative to the rotor blades, with the time to convect one

"'able I. Rotor blade vortex street parameters

vortex core spaning proportional to the vortex spacing

Spacing ratio lst.S,)

070

divided by this convection velocity. Because the starting
position of the vortices is unknown, a random value of x'/S.
between 0.0 and 1.0 is utilized to initiate the prediction of the
instantaneous position of the vortices. From the initial x'/S,
value, all subsequent positions are determined through use
of the convection time and a time increment. The initial y'/S
position is taken as one-half the wake width, -S/S., with
all subsequent positions determined from the trajectory of
the probe position in the relative frame.

('ore-radius ratio 1riS.)
o
r1
V(rtex strength y
P,.)
ve
a
Induced velocity ratio W,,]
Wake width ratio (S,,/,,)

0.50

2.4 Solution procedawe
With the initial x'S. and y'/S, positions specified, the coordinate transformations in the (x". y") reference frame are
resolved. l'hese velocities are then transformed to the (x', ')
reference frame and then to the rotor relative reference
frame. Finally the instantaneous relative velocity and flow
angle are calculated,
/

2

IV = /u'-+ v2

(4a)

0.18
1.40

averaged rotor blade wake and the
probability density distributions.
A study of these key parameters revealed that increasing
S,1S, decreases the width of the probability density distribulions and increases the number of velocity measurements,
while increasing the vortex strength increases the width of
the probability density distributions and decreases the numnber of velocity measurements per bin. For this investigation,
the vortex strength is taken to be 0.06 and the spacing ratio
parameters for the vortex model are summarized
The 1.
0.70.
in Table

3 Results
2.3 Ruiv.'r exi flow field in u .t)hie coordinates

The instantaneous rotor blade exit flow field data previously
The instantaneous rotor exit relative velocities are transpresented in Fig. 3, are now interpreted with this rotor blade
the
considering
by
of
reference
frame
absolute
formed t)the
velocity triangles depicted in Fig. I. Using the relative velocvortex wake model. This is accomplished by correlating predictions of both the ensemble averaged and instantaneous
ity and flow angle, Eq. (15), together with the free-stream
rotor blade exit flow fields as well as the velocity probability
averaged relative exit flow angle, #i,,.the instantaneous reladensity distributions from this vortex wake flow field model
tive exit flow angle is determined, Eq. (5). This is used to
with the corresponding data.
transform the velocities and flow angles from the relative to
The instantaneous data are acquired by sampling and
the absolute reference frame.
(5 =1digitizing the time-variant hot-wire signals with the same
+I,+
(5)
data initiation reference. This sampling and digitizirg mcasurement technique is simulated in the vortex model through
This rotor blade wake model is quite general. To utilize
the use of a random number generator to establish the inthis model to interpret the instantaneous rotor blade exit
stantaneous position of the vortices at the start of each
flow field data, the vortex geometry and strength must be
sampling. For both the data and the mathematical model, 'a
specified. The geometric parameters are the vortex core
series of corresponding digitized signals is generated by
radius ratio, r,,/S,, the vortex spacing ratio, SlS., and the
repeating this signal sampling process, with the ensemble
width of the wake, S,. with the vortex strength given by
averaged rotor blade exit flow field then determined by aver1',2, rS, W.
aging this series of digital data samples.
2.6 Vorwx geointry, /6r research compressor
Figure 5 presents both the predicted and the measured
rrotor
blade exit flow field after 2() averages. The correlation
To apply this vort,x street wake model to the rotor blade
of the velocity field is very good. The predicled velocity
exit flow field data obtained in the Purdue University Redistribution is symmetric while the data are not due to the
search Compressor, the vortex geometry and strength are
steady loading on the rotor blades, with the predicted velocspecified as follows. The vortex vertical spacing, Sy, is taken
ity deficit somewhat less than that measured. The flow angle
to be one-half the wake width, S. The vortex vertical spacdistribution correlation is excellent.
ing is adjusted such that the predicted ensemble averaged
Samples of the instantaneous rotor blade exit flow field
rotor blade wake has the same width as the measured wake.
predicted by the vortex wake model arc presented in Fig. 6.
The vortex strength, F/2 iS, W,, and the vortex spacing
The predictions exhibit many of the instantaneous flow fearatio, S, ISA, are determined by the deficit of the ensemble
tures previously noted in the data presented in Fig. 3. In the

S2gr

£
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free-stream region, the instantaneous data are similar to one
another and to the ensemble averaged frec-strcaun results.
Ilowever, in the wake region, some of the instantaneous
are similar to one another and to the ensemble averaged wake, but others differ significantly. Thus, thesc variations in the data, as well as in tie predictions, are a result of
the vortex street structure of the rotor blade wake.
The velocity probability density distributions for the ensemble averaged measured and predicted rotor blade exit
fields are investigated at ive Cxit flow field positions. As
indicated schematically in Fig. 5, positions I and 5 are on
sides of the wake in the free-stream region, positions 2 and 4 are on thc two wake edges, and position 3 is
at the center of the wake. The velocity probability dcnsity
distributions are constructed with 0.5 m/s bins, and are presented in Figs. 7- 9, with the center velocity of each bin as the
ordinate and the number of velocity measurements which

0 -,Q
.

3signals

Experiment
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0
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Fig. 5. Correlation of predicted and measured ensemble averaged

occur within a velocity bin as the abscissa.
The probability density distributions determined from
the data in the free-stream, on the wake edges, and on the
centerline of the wake are presented in Figs. 7 9, respective-

rotor exit flow field

ly. In the free-stream region outside of the wake, these distri-
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the two most probable vclocities indicated not only on the
wake edges but also on tht; centerline of the wake.
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4 Summary and conclusions

50cUnsteady

flow phenomena which are a source of total pres-

E 5sure

loss, flow unsteadiness, and acoustic excitation, result in
significant differences in the instantaneous rotor blade wake

40
.Point

region data. These differences have been investigated and the

3

data interpreted. This was accomplished by: () dvelopig

30
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El

amathematical model of the rotor bladc exit flow field based
a vortex strcet structure for the wake which is analogous
to the unsteady flow field behind bluff bodies due to classical
von Karman vortex shedding; and (2) correlating predicof both the ensemble averaged and instantaneous rotor
exit flow fields as well as the velocity probability dcnsi-
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distributions from this vortex flow field model with the
corresponding data.
Correlation of the ensemble averaged predicted and iea-

Fig. 9a and b. Wake centerline a measured and bpredicted velocity
probability density distributions

sured rotor blade exit flow fields was very good and the flow
angle distribution correlation excellent. The instantaneous
rotor blade exit flow field predicted by the vortex wake

butions are single valued, with the most probable velocity
occurring in the bin centered at 31 m/s. On the edges of the
wakes, the probability density distributions exhibit a broad
range of velocities with the two most probable velocities
indicated. At the wake centerline, a still broader range of
velocities are found, although the most probable velocities
are not clearly apparent.
The analogous wake vortex model predicted free-stream,
wake edge, and wake ccnterline probability density distributions are also presented in Figs. 7-9. These distributions
exhibit the same trends as those determined from the data.
In particular, the free-stream distributions are single valued
and the wake edge and centerline distributions broader, with

model was shown to exhibit many of the instantaneous flow
features previously noted in the data. Namely, some of these
instantaneous results were analogous to one another and to
the characteristics of the ensemble averaged wake, but others
differed significantly from the averaged wake profile.
Probability density distributions from both the data and
the vortex wake flow field model were also investigated in
the free-stream, on the wake edges, and on the centecrline of
the wake. The vortex wake model distributions exhibit the
same trends as those determined from the data. In the frecstream region outside of the wake, these distributions are
single valued. On the edges of the wakes, the probability
density distributions exhibit a broad range of velocities with
the two most probable velocities indicated. At the wake

3
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a still broader range of velocities is found, with the
model distributions indicating a dual peak but the probable
he aparnt.97-105
ot leary
dta re fom
veloitis
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n
veloc iti sro c the at r eo vlariaty appare
ihus itis oncudedtha
th vaiatons n te istataneous data in the wake region are a result of the vortex street
structure of the rotor blade wake.
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Multistage Interaction Gust
Aerodynamics
The fundamental flow physics of multistage blade row interactions are experimentally Investigated at realistic reduced frequency values. Unique data are obtained
that describe the fundamental unsteady aerodynamic interaction phenomena on the
stator vanes of athree-stage axial flow research compressor. In these experiments.
the effect an vane row unsteady aerodynamics of the fullowing are investigated and
quanled., (1) steady vane aerodynamic loading., (2) aerodynamic forcing function waveform, including both the chordwise and transverse gust components; ( 3)
solidity; (4) potential interactions; and (5) isolated airfoil steady flow separation.

I

Introduction
Airfoil rows of advanced gas turbine engines are susceptible
to destructive aerodynamically induced vibrational responses,
with upstream blade and vane wakes the most commop excitation source. For example, in the single-stage compressor flow
field schematically depicted in Fig. I, the rotor wake velocity
deficits appear as a temporally varying excitation source to a
coordinate system fixed to the downstream stator vanes, i.e.,
the rotor blade wakes are the forcing function to the
downstream stator vanes. Also as shown, the reduction of the
rotor relative velocity causes a decrease in the absolute velocity
and increases the incidence to the stator vanes. This produces
a fluctuating aerodynamic lift and moment on the vanes,
which can result in high vibratory stress and high cycle fatigue
failure.

Carta and St. Hilaire (1979) and Carta (1982) measured the
surface chordwise unsteady pressure distribution on an harmonically oscillating cascade in a linear wind tunnel. This
work was extended by Hardin et al. (1987) to an isolated rotor
with oscillating blades. In addition, inlet distortion generated
gust response unsteady aerodynamics were also studied.
Although the interblade phase angles in these experiments
were within the range round in turbomachines, the reduced
frequencies, less than 0.4, were low for forced response
unsteady aerodyanmics found in the mid and aft stages of
multistage turbomachines where the reduced frequency is
typically greater than 2.0. Fleeter et al. (1978, 1980, 1981) investigated the effects of airfoil profile and rotor-stator axial

First-principle forced response predictive techniques require

a definition of the unsteady forcing function in terms of har-

monics. The total response of the airfoil to each harmonic is
then assumed to be comprised of two parts. One is due to the
disturbance
being swept past nonrespondingl airfoils. The sec.
ond arises when the
se airfoils
po respond to the forcing
a
iT
function. A
gust analysis predicts the unsteady aerodynamics of the
nonresponding airfoils, with a harmonically oscillating airfoil
analysis used to predict the additional motion-induced
unsteady aerodynamics.

Both

gust and

harmonically

oscillating
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and Fleeter, 1988). Within these models are many numerical,
analytical, and physical assumptions. Unfortunately, there is
only a limited quantity of high reduced frequency data appropriate for model verification and direction.
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vane rows, with the effects of both the transverse and chordwise gust components quantified.
In this paper, the fundamental flow physics or multistage
blade row interactions are experimentally investigated at
C'4
realistic reduced frequency values, with unique data obtained
41
to describe the fundamental unsteady aerodynamic
phenomena on the stator vanes of a three-stage research compressor. In particular, a series of experiments are performed to
30
and quantify the effect of the following on vane
1.investigate
row unsteady aerodynamics: (I) steady loading; (2) forcing
function waveform. Including both the chordwise and
27.70
transverse gust components: (3) solidity; (4) potential interac-

meWd teltch
Tobt I OwiU eompr.e.r
ROTOR
Airfoil Type

C4

Nuoilivr of Airfoils

43

(' (ms)
qodidty, C/4

30
1.14

(hord,

Ca:n2r,

ntattel
q'I'ATOIl

.75

SIitxe~r Angle, X

.8

.n.1

tions, and (5) steady flow separation.

Aqpeet Rtatio

2.0
in

2.0
to

Research Compressor and Instrumentation
The Purdue University Three-Stage Axial Flow Research

TidrknrQ/('Ihord (n)

Axial G ap (era)

1.27

Flow Rat, (kgt/,4)

2.6i

t)eqign Axial VeloIty (rn/s)

32.0

tnttinal Rped (RPM)

Compressor is driven by a 15 hp d-c electric motor over a
speed range of 300 to 3000 rpm. The three identical cornpressor stages consist of 43 rotor blades and 41 stator vanes,
with the first-stage rotor inlet flow field controlled by variable
setting angle inlet guide vanes. The free-vortex design airfoils
have a British C4 section profile, a chord of 30 mm, an aspect
ratio of 2, and a maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of 0. 10.
The overall airfoil and compressor characteristics are
presented in Table I.

3000

N,,mler of ,taes

aerodynamic forcing functions to the stator rows are

iThe

Sklg. Presqgir,. Ratio
fllet Tip riameter (am)
rguide
it
l

the upstream airfoil wakes. The first-stage vane row forcing
function is varied by changing the setting angle of the inlet
vanes, thereby altering the inlet flow to the first stage

420

rotor (Fig. 2). This results in a change in the rotor blade exit
flow field, in particular, the chordwise and transverse gust
components. The second and third-stage vane row forcing
as
Stag. FImcrlenc (r J
function variations are accomplished by independently circumferentially indexing the upstream vane rows relative to one
spacing on the transverse gust unsteady aerodynamic response another, as also depicted.
The stator vane forcing function is quantified by measuring
in a single-stage, low-speed research compressor at realistic
values of the reduced frequency, with these data also showing the stator inlet time-variant velocity and flow angle with a
cross-wire probe located midway between rotor and stator at
the influence of the forcing function waveform,
These previous experimental investigations were performed midstator circumferential spacing (Fig. I). The rotor mean abin linear cascades, Isolated rotor rows, and single-stage com- solute exit flow angle is determined by rotating the probe until
pressori. They did not consider the multistage and potential a zero voltage difference is obtained between the two hot-wire
interaction effects that exist in the mid and aft stages of tur- channels. This mean angle is then used as a reference for
bomachines. For multistage compressors, the unsteady calculating the instantaneous absolute and relative flow angles
aerodynamics on the first two vane rows of a three-stage low- and defines the vane steady incidence angle. From the instanspeed research compressor were studied for the first time by taneous velocity triangles, the Individual fluctuating velocity
Capeceet of. (1986). The transverse gust forcing function and components parallel and normal to the mean flow, the
the chofdwise distributions of the harmonic pressure dif- aerodynamic gust components, are calculated. The accuracy
rerence coefficients on the first two vane rows were deter- of the velocity magnitude and angle are ,4 percent and +2
mined for a variety of geometric and compressor operating deg, respectively.
The steady and unsteady aerodynamic loading on the vane
conditions. These results indicated that the unsteady
aerodynamic loading of an airfoil row was related to the surfaces are measured with chordwie distributions of
aerodynamic forcing function, which itselr is significantly in- midspan surface pressure taps and tranducers. Flow visualizaion along this streamline shows the flow to be two dimenflnenced by the multistagle blade row inleracticnri. Thin work
10t!chide all three vionsil for the ePt..ing contdtions of thi~s invetli--on. .4
stc'ttn"fW t r t'amv' aftd Mitew
0.714

lIInh/rip Rllal,,q Ratio
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I - incidence angle
k - reduced frequency-.iC/2 Y,
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stator surface static pressure
stator exit static pressure
-t,. first harmonic dynamic
pressure differen
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Instantaneous chordwise gust
component
first harmonic chordwise gust

U, =blade tip speed

- instantaneous transverse gust
component
first harmonic transverse guit
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absolute axial velocity
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w
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reverse transducer mounting technique is utilized to minimize
disturbances, with the transducer connected to the measure.
meat surface by a pressure tap. Static and dynamic calibrations of the embedded transducers demonstrate no hysteresis,
with the mounting method not affecting the frequency
response. The accuracy of the unsteady pressure
measurements is a3.5 percent.

W
ar

'

.NJ
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Data Acquisition and AnalysisROI

The steady-state data define the steady aerodynamic loading
on the vane surfaces and the compressor operating point.
A
root-mean-square error analysis is performed, with the steady
data defined as the mean of 30 samples and their 95 percent
conirdence intervals determined. The detailed steady loading
on the vanes is defined by the chordwise distribution of the
vane surface steady static pressure coefficient er,, with the
overall loading level specified by the incidence angle i and the

steady lit coefficient

I

,di""

0.-

..".

/

.vanes.
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50.
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The time-variant data quantify the aerodynamic forcing
function and the resulting unsteady pressure difference on the
stator vanes, and are analyzed by means of a data-averaging
or signal enhancement concept, as proposed by Gostelow
(1977). The key to this technique Is the sampling of data at a
preset time, which is accomplished with a shaft-mounted optical encoder. At a steady-state operating point, an averaged
time-variant data set consisting of the two hot-wire and the
vane-mounted transducer signals, digitized at a rate of 200
kHz and averaged over 200 rotor revolutions, is obtained.
Each is Fourier decomposed into harmonics by means of a
Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, with the magnitude and
phase angle of the first harmonic referenced to the data initiation pulse determined. Analyzing the data in this form was
found to be equivalent to averaging the Fourier transforms for
each rotor revolution. Also, ensemble averaging and then
Fourier decomposing of the signal is used because it
significantly reduces the data storage requirements.
The rotor and stator spacing, the axial spacing between the
vane leading edge plane and the probe, and the absolute and
relative flow angles are known. To time relate the hot wire and
vane surface unsteady pressure signals, the rotor exit velocity
triangles
are examined
and atthethefollowing
made:
(I) The wakes
are identical
hot wire asumptions
and sttor leading
edg p
he wakes are
fixed
the in re lativeame,
ede plnes, and (2) the
reae
fixed in the relative frame.
The wakes are located relative to the hot wires and the leading
edges of the instrumented vanes and the times at which the
wakes are present at various locations determined. The incremented times between occurrences at the hot wire and the
vane leading edge planes are then related to phase differences
between unsteady velocities and the vane surfaces. These
assumptions are necessary in order to correlate the data with a
gust analysis, which fixes the gust at the airfoil leading edge.
The hot wire was located approximately midway between the
rotor and stator and was less than 25 percent of the stator
chord upstream of its lending edge.
in final form, the detailed waveform of the aerodynamic
forcing function is specified by the first harmonics of the
chordwise and transverse gust components, 41 and 64,
respectively. The unsteady pressure data describe the chordwise variation of the first harmonk pressure difference across
a stator vane, presmted as a dynamic pressure difference coefficient magnitude and phase. As a reference, these data are
correlated with predictions from Fleeter (1973). This gust
analysis assumes the flow to be inviscid, Irrotational, two
dimensional, and compreslble. Small unsteady Iransverse
velocity perturbations, u *, are assumed to be convected with
the uniform flow past a cascade of flat plate airfoils. The
parameters modeled include the cascade solidity. stagger
angle, inlet Mach number, reduced frequency, and the in-
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Fig. 2
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geoua

by vadetionsa I.

torciog huncUon

terblade phase angle. The analysis does not consider flow
separation or chordwise gust perturbations u .
Results
Three stator vane solidities are investigated: the design value
of 1.09; a reduced value of 0.545; and 0.10, which results iii a
sacin
vanes large enough so that the influence of
spaig between
ewnvaslreeouhstatheileneo
neighboring vanes Is negligible; i.e., each vane is an isolated
airfoil. The results are presented for each solidity for variations in one of the key parameters. All design solidity data, except for the potential Interaction effects, are presented for the
first stator vane row. The data sets for the other soliditics are
presented for the third stator vane row. Since there are no airfoil rows downstream of the third stage vane row, there are no
potential Interaction effects on the trailing edge region of these
vanes. Data from Capece and Fleeter (1987) ha% been added
for the design solidity in order to have acomplete presentaion
of the results and to indicate the significant effects that solidity has on the unsteady aerodynamic response of the stator
Also, the error in the static pressure coefficient data is
represented by the symbol size.
Van Stead

Loadl-,

Steady aerodynamic loading effects are considered for the
design and reduced soliditles of 1.09 and 0.545. The first harmonics of the forcing function are maintained nearly constant
(Fig. 3). Note that relative to the absolute velocity, the instantaneous gust components are not small, For example, the in.
stantaneous transverse and chordwise gust components are approximately 40 and 25 percent of the absolute velocity at - 5.9
deg of incidence. However, in terms of the first harmonics
these gust components are approximately I I and 6 percent of
the absolute velocity.
OCTOBER 1989, Vol. 1111411
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dstribution than the prediction. In particular, the phase data
are increased relative to the prediction over the first 14 percent

of vane chord. The data then decrease to the level of the
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betweenthprediction
and then increase to values greater than the predicion with increasing chordwise position. The phase data for
both loading levels exhibit the same trends, with the higher

Sevane

loading data icreased relative to both the prediction and the
lower
ec
loading data over most of the chord. The differences
between the phase data and the prediction are attributed to the
camber and the detailed steady loading distributions on
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the vane surfaces.

chThe magnitude data for the reduced solidity are also
decreased relative to the prediction over the front 0 percent
of the vane with the hiher loading data havin, in gener
a
a
decreaeed
h
e l amplitude
d
relative to the lower loading data. The
decrease
amplitudeardnmi
relative to the
prediction
is due ecn
to the
hihlevelsin ofsed
odn
Aft of3
chord, the magnitude data increase to the level of the predicTionand show
better correlation. The pharse data increase
level larger than the prediction over the front 14 percent of tothea
fvane,then decrease toward the prediction, and from approx-

4).

solidit
s ms
fcder
o
o

s an s
s.

i study loading

y l
S

e tcoefficient
ror
each solidity, the vane surface steady pressure distlibu-

ieions are smooth and show no Indication of flow separation

(Pi. 4). At the design solidity, the surface static pressures for
the lift coefficient of 0.268 are greater than those for the lift
coefficient of .176, a result of the inlet guide vane indexing

,mately 25 to 0 pcent chord, the phase data are almost con. A of
l 0 percent chord this trend changes, with the
higher loading data decreased relative to both the lower
oading data and the prediction, and then increasing as the
chordwise position Increases. Thus, from these results it isevident that steady loading primarily affeats the magnitude of the
dynamic pressure difference coefficient.
The best correlation of the dynamic pressure difference
data and the prediction is obtained at the low level
of steady loading
at the design solidity, as expected, inca this

most closely approximates the unloaded fat plate cascade

model. Also, the steady loading level and distribution have a
sigificant effect on the unsteady aerodynamics of the vane
row. In genera, different airfoil designs will produce different

altering the compresor operating point. Also, the reduced
solidity has much higher pressure differences and steady lift
coefficients due to the decreased number of vanes,

steady surface pressure distributions and steady lift for the
same incidence angle. Therefore, the level of steady
aerodynamic
incidence with
angle,mathematical
is the key
parameter in loading,
obtaining not
goodthecorrelation

Thpressure
difference coefficient and the predictions
shown
in Fig.V. At the design solidity, good correlaion are
exists be-

models.

amplitude relative to both the prediction and the lower loading
data over the front 25 percent of the vane. Aft of 25 percent
chord, the data correlate well with each other and the prediclion until 63 percent chord, with both data sets then increasing
to a larger value than the prediction,
The phase data exhibit a somewhat different chordwise
4121IVol. l1, OCTOBER Ig89

i
nghl osati
osdrd
Iail edcntni osdrd
Trause
Gust. The surface static pressure distributions
for each solidity are smooth, with no evidence of separation
and only small variations apparent near the leading edge.
which result In the slight variations in the steady lift coeffTraneactions of the ASME

The resulting chordwise distributions of the dynamic
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effect of the transverse Lust on the chordwise disribuof
tw the
congurtions
dynamic pressure difference coefficient data is
presented in Fig. S. At the design solidity, both configurations
show the magnitude data to be decreased relative to the prdicuion
over the leading 30 percent of the vane, with the ( /wnstam
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of 0.630 having a decreased amplitude relative to the

0.447 data. However. in the midchord region, the data for
these two configuratons correlate well with each other and

A w*th the prediction. As in the previous cases, aft of 70 percent
co
rd~ the data increase relative to the prediction. This is a
11- resltof both the potential Interaction from the downstream
09 -10 t
IL
low "M second-stage rotor row and the parallel gust component 6'
as the design solidity data are acquired on the first stage. This
phenomenon will be discussed in greater detail in the section
0
It80106t4
S~U
Potential Flow Interactions.
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The reduced solidity and the isolated airfoil data show adif-
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the ratio of the two gust components but also by their
magnitudes.

For each of the reduced solidity values, 0.545 and 0. 10, the

; Imagnitude

data are generally decreased relative to the predic-
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the vane, with
the tolower
/)over the
dataleading
having 50
a percent
decreasedof amplitude
relative
the
to b'
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hr if r

gNat ady

cients (Fig. 6). As the solidity is decreased, there is an increase
in the level of steady surface presures ind a corresponding in.
crease in the steady lift coefficient. The chordwise gust .i Is
held approximately constant while the transverse gust 0* is
varied (Fit. 7). with the difference between the confilurations
specified by the first harmonic gust ratio 4* /0+.
Joumal of T h-.mKchnM

ferent trend with the ratio of (ii /01) than that of the design
/
' ) insolidity, with the data for the larger values of (4
creased in value relative to the lower values. This is opposite to
ther end noted at the design solidity. However, examination
of the magnitudes of the first harmonics of the chordwise gust

component iI indicates that the magnitudes of the chordwise
gust are lower in value than the design case. This indicates that
the chordwise pressure distributions are not governed simply

.by

g
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) date. In the trailing edge portion of the vane,

the magnitude data correlate well with each other but are increased in level relative to the prediction. This is a result of the
chordwise gust, which is not considered by the model.
The design solidity phase data are increased relative to the
prediction over the front 14 percent of the vane, decrease to
the level of the prediction at 22 percent chord, and then increase to values greater than the prediction with increasing
chordwise position, becoming nearly constant aft of 40 percent chord. At the reduced solidity, the phase data are InOCTOBER 1989, Vol. 1111413
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creased relative to the prediction over the entire vane chord,
being nearly constant in the 22 to 38 percent chord region. For
the isolated airfoil, the phase data show good trendwise ,orrelation with the prediction over the leading 29 percent of the
vane, with the (ti"O' ) data of 0.245 decreasing relative to
both the prediction and the (fi/*')
0.21R data. Art of 29
percent chord, where the vane does most of its turning, the
phase data decrease until 54 percent chord and then increase

-o 02

These results show that the transverse gust primarily infnuences the magnitude of the dynamic pressure difference
coefficient. Also, the unsteady data variations with forcing
function waveform cannot be predicted by harmonic gust
models. This is because the forcing function waveforms and
the resulting unsteady pressure distributions have been Fourier
decomposed, with the first harmonic of the unsteady data
presented. Thus, all of these first harmonic data are correlated
with the same prediction curve; i.e., the predictions from these
harmonic gust models are identical for all of the forcing ru.
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The resulting chordwlse distributions of the dynamic
pressure coefficient data and the predictilons are presented in
Fig. II. In general, the magnitude date exhibit analogous
trend%for each solidity, decreasing over the front of the vane
and increasing over the aft part. The magnitude date increase
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with increasing chordwise position.

Chowdlwtls Goo. The effect of the forcing function chordon the vane row unsteady
wise gust component f
aerodynamics for each solidity is considered. This Is sccomplished by establishing compressor configurations such
that
the transvese
and the
steady
are nearly
identical;gust
see Figs.
9 and
10, aerodynamic
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over the prediction at the design solidity, wheres they InI
crease up to the prediction for the other two solidity values.
This Is apin the result of the design solidity data being acquired on the first stage, with the date for the other solidities
being acquired on the third stage. Also, the higher (iPi/P)
data are decreased relative to both the prediction and the
lower (l6 / ) data for each solidity. This Is particularly apparent at the design and reduced solidity.
Thedesign solidity phasedtaat a (oi /P )of0.611 show
good trendwise correlation with the prediction over the aft 50
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vane chord, with the (J
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) phase data of 0.634 cunsistently increased over the (ai /6") 0.436 data.
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A somewhat different trend is evident in the phase data for
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the isolated air
foil than previous isolated airfoil cases aid the
other solidity values. In this case. the data are seen to correlate
trendwise with the prediction over the front of the vane, thei
decrease slightly lower than the prediction and remain almost
constant for the remainder of the vane. In addition, the phase
for these two configurations correlate quite well wit I one
another over almost the entire vane. Comparing these results
to the phase data of Fig. 8 for a (a*/6 ) of 0.218 indicates
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greater than predicted by the zero incidence flat plate analysis.
Thus, both the transverse and chordwise gust components
affect the magnitude data, with the chordwise gust haing a
larger influence on the phase, particularly at the design solidity. In addition, the magnitude of the chordwise gust is not
small as compared to either the absolute velocity or the
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prediction. However, first-stage magnitude data exhibit larger
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similar steady lift coefficients. To investigate this
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percent of the vane while the lower (6416" ) data are increased relative to the prediction, as seen In previous cases.
Over the front 50 percent of the vane, the data correlate trendwise with each other but are increased compared to the predic.
tion. The reduced solidity phase data are increased relative to
the prediction and remain relatively constant over the entire
Journal of Tudrbmachlnery

third stages at the design solidity for operating conditions
where the steady loadinh and the forcing function are nearly
identical (Fig. 12). Thus the only difference between these two
is the presence of the third stage downstream
of the second-stage stator row.
coefficient data
pressure difference
resulting dynamic
Thecorresponding
and
presented
Fig. 13. over
The
magnitude
data are prediction
decreased are
relative
to the inprediction
the leading 30 percent of the vane due to the steady loading
level, with the deviations in the amplitude attributed to the differences in the steady surface pressure distributions in the
leading edge region. Aft of 30 percent chord, the data increase
to the level of the prediction, with the second-stage data higher
in amplitude than the third-stage data, particularly in the trail-

13

--

Polential Flow Interations
Data in the vane trailing edge region are consistently increased relative to the prediction. Part of this increase is attributable to the chordwise gust that is not modeled by the

o5
Wconfigurations
W

the maximum deviations from the analysis in the 25 to 50 percent chord locations. Aft of this point the magnitude and
phase increase to the prediction.

indicates that the influence of adjacent airfoils is much

25This

0-o

.

magnitude data: Both the phase and the magnitude data show

differences apparent in the dynamic pressure difference
phase data for the three different solidity values are
a result of the details of the steady static pressure distributions
and the for
spacing
between the airfoils. As the airfoil spacing increases
low levels
of aerodynamic loading. the correlation
of the phase data with the predictions gets increasingly better.

Acoefficient

0

that loading has a dramatic effect on the phase as well as the

forcing function are nearly identical, this deviation of the
data is attributed to a potential interaction effect
caused by the downstream third stage. The increase of the
third-stage data above the prediction in this region is a result
of the chordwise gust since there are no downstream airfoil
rows, with the further increase in the second-stage data (INe to
the potential interaction.

The phase data also show different trends in the trailing
edge region due to potential interactions. Over the front part
of the vane, the data are increased with respect to the prediction, but then decrease in relation to the prediction at 22 percent chord. The data then increase until 50 percent chord, with
the data up to this point exhibiting good trendwise correlation.
Aft of 50 percent chord the second-stage data are nearly conslant with increasing chordwise position, whereas the thirdOCTOBER 1989, Vol. 111 /415
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stage data show another decrease in phase and then increase
with increasing chordwise position.
Thus, potential interaction effects influence both the

Medy suetm suralce eparation offet on te complex

then gradually Increase to values that are greater than the
prediction at 54 percent chord, with the attached flow data helower In magnitude up to this point. Both data sets then
decrease with further chordwise position, with the separated
data decreased in amplitude relative to both the prediction and
result of the increased steady
the attached flow data. This is a
loading in this region of the airfoil due to the !eparation zone.
The attached and separated flow phase data have different
trends near the separation point and in the trailing edge

region. Over the front 22 percent of the vane, the data and the
prediction show analogous trends, being nearly constant. The
separated data are increased relative to the prediction, with the

aerodynamics for a solidity of 0.10, i.e., an isolated airfoil, is
now Investigated. The separated flow Is generated by restag-

attached flow data exhibiting excellent correlation with the
prediction. Art of 22 percent chord the separated data increase, whereas the attached flow data decrease relative to the
prediction. In the separated flow region, both the separated
and attached flow date exhibit similar trends. However, at 70
percent chord the separated data indicate a jump to values
larger than the prediction and increase with further chordwise
position. On the other hand, the attached flow phase data
show a gradual Increase. Thus, sepration affects both the
magnitude and phase of the dynamic pressure difference
coefficient.

geing the stator vanes such that a mean flow incidence angle
of 4.2 deg is established. At this incidence angle, the flow
.separatesfrom the
vane
suction surface
as Indicatedt iby ~.
the
regin
sati
o prssur,
costat
wichoriinaes
region of constant static pressure which oriinatea fom perwith data for a configuration where the steady lift oeflcpend
both the cordwura ind traetese gust componets are
and bot
t h e and Isve se gut

Summary and Concluslons
A series of experiments were performed to investigate the
wake-generated gust aerodynamics on each vane row of a
three-stage xia flow research compressor at high reduced frequency values, including multistage interactions. In these experiments, the effects, on vane row unsteady aerodynamics of

magnitude and phase, with the larger effect being upon the
magnitude of the dynamic pressure difference coefficient,
I fence, the downstream airfoil row is another aerodynamic excitation source to the upstream blade or vane row and would
act on the trailing edge regIon.

Isolaled Airfoil Sptnllo*
The effect of separated flow on the stator vane unsteady

nearly identical, but the flow hs not separated.

tefloigwIvsiae

n

uniid

1 tayvn

The resulting dynamic pressure difference coefficient data
and the attached flow flat plate prediction are shown in Fig.
IS.The attached and separated flow date show somewhat different trends in the leading and trailing edge regions. The
separated flow magnitude data are nearly constant over the

the following wre investigted and quantic (I) steady vane
aerodymmic loading; (2) aer'odynamic forcing a uction
waveform, including both the chodwise and transverse gust
components: (3) solidity: (4) potential interactions: and (5)
Isolated airfoil steady flow separation. The analysis of these

and prediction Indicate a decrease in amplitude with increasing
chordwise position. Aft of 14 percent chord the data show
analogous trends, with both separated and attached flow data
decreasing with Increasing chordwhse position and attaining a
minimum amplitude value at 20 percent chord, similar to
previous isolated irfol results. The magnitude data for both

following.
e The steady aerodynamic loading level, not the incidence
angle, is the key parameter to obtain good correlation with flat
plate castade gust models.
e The steady loading level and chordwise loading distribution have a significant effect on vane row unsteady

front 14 percent of the vane, whereas the attached flow data

416 1Vol. 11.,OCTOBER 1gag

unique vane row unsteady aerodynamic data determined the
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atiodynallsis, having a larger influence on the magnitude
tha onshephae.Row
thnoIhepae
aThe aerodynamic forcing function chordwise gust affects
both the dynamic pressure coefficient magnitude and phase,
whereas the transverse gust primarily affects the magnitude.
canot e peditedwith harmonic gust moudels
Thes efect
efect
Thse canot e prdictd
because these data have been Fourier decomposed, with the
predictions thus identical for all forcing function waveforms.

I

a The chordwise gust Isnot small compared to either (he

gust. Thus, to provide acabsolute velocity orthe transverse
or
curaste preditions, unsteady aerodynamic models must consider this gust component.
*For closely spaced stages (the compressor rotor-stator axairfil
owsare
ial spacing herein is 0.432 chord). downstream aifiosae
the
affect
potential aerodynamic excitation sources, which
unsteady loading in the trailing edge region of the upstream
airfoils, ic the trailing edge is thin, it would be highly
lwsidtverwffaitsuthe
su Fwsep artatiguote
f te lw slidty anerowaffctsthe
lowsepraton
a
unsteady surface pressures upstream of the separation point,
with file phase affected in the trailing edge region.

I
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fact, distortions are one of the most common excitation
sources for aerodynamically forced response of blade rows.

ABSTRACT
Fundamental inlet distortion generated rotor blade row

Distortions also affect the stability margin of rotor blade rows

unsteady aerodynamics, including the effects of both the

as the resulting flow degradation from distortion can cause

detailed aerodynamic forcing function for the first time and

incidence angle migration

are experimentally investigated in an
extensively instrumented axial flow research compressor. A
two-per-rev forcing function with three gust amplitude ratios
is generated. On the rotor blade pressure surface, the
unsteady pressure nondimensionalization compresses the
magnitude data with mean flow incidence angle. This is not
the cae on the higher camber suction surface. Also, these
pressure surface unsteady data are primarily affected by the
steady loading level whereas the suction surface unsteady
data are a function of the steady loading level and
as weli as the gust amplitude ratio. In addition,
distribution
adsigntinletdistortion
blade surface unsteady pressure
crdesign inlet
red.
correlation is considered.

generally be destabilizing (Cardinale, Bankhead and McKay,
1980).
Of particular interest in this paper are distortion
generated unsteady aerodynamic blade response phenomena.
In the high speed regime, Datko and O'Hara (1987) measured
the forced vibratory response of an advanced transonic
compressor first stage integrally bladed disk (a blisk)
generated by seven different inlet total pressure distortion
screens. The blisk was found to be susceptible to excessive
resonant stresses generated by the inlet distortions, with
complex inlet distortions exciting the lower natural
frequencies at a number of engine orders. Also, the harmonic
content of the distortion was not always discernible from the
inlet total pressure profiles. In addition, these results

steady loading

NOMENCLATURE

demonstrated

Vr
A*
S

w

I

to

that the uniform inlet flow rotor forced

Digitized ensembled averaged unsteady pressure
Rotor blade surface steady pressure
First harmonic complex unsteady pressure

frequency, with the distortion generated blade row response

Transverse gust first harmonic component

function in terms of harmonics. The periodic vibratory
response of the airfoil row to each harmonic of the forcing
function is then assumed to be comprised of two components.
One is due to the streamwise and transverse components of
the harmonic forcing function, C and , respectively, being
swept past the nonresponding airfoil row, termed the
streamwib and transverse gust responses. The second, the
self-indued unsteady aerodynamics, arises when the
aerodynamic
function generates a vibrational
airfoil row.
response of the forcing

Rotor blade semichord
Rotor blade steady loading f(C.,pmreCp,suctio )dx
Rotor blade steady pressure coefficient
C,
CP
Rotor blade unsteady pressure coefficient
Rotor blade unsteady pressure difference coefficient
Rotor blade mean incidence angle

f

has shown

response characteristics may not be representative of the
response when a distortion is present. They concluded that
unless vibratory responses to inlet distortion can be
accurately predicted, rotors, particularly blisks, should be
tested to assess the resonant stresses in the presence of inlet
distortions.
The accurate prediction of distortion generated blade
response requires the development of a first principles based
design system. On a first principles basis, inlet flow
distortions represent high energy aerodynamic excitations
characterized by low to moderate values of the reduced

b
C

k
a
P,

that experience

Reduced frequency

=

wb/V

Streamwise gust first harmonic component
Mean axial velocit
Total unsteady velocity
Total first harmonic gust vector
Relative mean flow angle
Two-per-rev forcing function frequency, radians

NTRODUCTION
Inlet Blow distortions

are generated

by a vrity of

sources, Including engine Inlet designs and aircraft
maneuvers. In addition to the performance degradation
smociated with inlet flow distortions, they can also result in
detrimental aeromchanical effects. Namely, as schematically
depicted in Figures 1 and 2, inlet flow distortions represent
unsteady aerodynamic forcing functions to downstream rotor
blade rows due to rotor blade relative velocity and incidence
angle fluctuations, thereby resulting in the possibility of
significant aerodynamically Induced blade vibrations. In
Presnted at the Ge Turbine id Aeroen Congfmes a

analyzed by first defining the unsteady aerodynamic forcing

Unfortunately, current state-of-the-art analyses do not
model the unsteady aerodynamic forcing function. Also, the
gust and motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic models
involve many physical and numerical assumptions, (AGARD
Manual, 1917). Therefore experimental modeling of the
fundamental Inlet distortion generated blade row periodic
unsteady aerodynamic response, including both the forcing
function and the blade row unsteady aerodynamics, is needed
for the development, validation and enhancement of
theoretical and numerical models.

ExP llit-on-June 4-. 19e9--Toronto, Ontario, Cang4a
This pse h- been acceted fo publicatlon in the Transactions ofthe ASME
DiScussion OfIt will be accopted at ASME Headquarters until September 30. lg09
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Unsteady aerodynamic gust experiments of direct interest
to turbomachines have been performed in low speed research
compressors. With regard to inlet flow distortions, O'Brien,
Cousins and Sexton (1080) used six dynamic pressure
transducers embedded on each rotor blade surface to measure
unsteady aerodynamic response. However, the periodic rotor
blade row inlet flow field was not measured and, thus, the
unsteady aerodynamic gust forcing function was not
quantified. Also, Hardin, Carta and Verdon 119871 measured
low reduced frequency oscillating airfoil aerodynamics on a
rotor of a single stage compressor and also stated that they
had performed similar distortion experiments although they
did not present these results.

determined to be 4% and +/- 1.0 degree, respectively.
Centrifugal loading effects on the rotating hot-wire sensor
resistances and, thus, the responses, were found to be
negligible.

In this paper, the fundamental flow physics of distortion
generated periodic rotor blade row unsteady aerodynamics,
including the effects of both the detailed unsteady
aerodynamic forcing function for the first time and steady
loading,
are
experimentally
investigated.
This
is
accomplished by performing a series of experiments in an
extensively instrumented axial flow research compressor. In
particular, the effects of the detailed forcing function, defined
in terms of the ratio of the forcing function.,streajnwise-totransverse first harmonic gust components, fa / i , as well
as the steady aerodynamic loading level, characterized by the
mean incidence angle, on the gust generated unsteady
aerodynamic response of a first stage rotor blade are
quantified.
n
tcalibrations
In
these
experiments,
the
two-per-rev
unsteady

The measurement of the midspan rotor blade surface
unsteady pressures is accomplished with 20 ultra-miniature,
high response transducers embedded in the rotor blades at
the same chordwise locations as the static pressure taps. To
minimize the possibility or flow disturbances associated with
the inability of the transducer diaphragm to exactly maintain
the surface curvature of the blade, a reverse mounting
technique is utilized. The pressure surface of one blade and
the suction surface of the adjacent blade are instrumented,
with transducers embedded in the nonmeasurement surface
and connected to the measurement surface by a static tap.
The embedded dynamic transducers were both statically anti
dynamically calibrated. The static calibrations showed good
linearity and no discernible hysteresis.
The dynamic
demonstrated that the frequency response, in
terms of gain attenuation and phase shift, were not affected

cirumfrenialinlt
fow
function
isistrtinsFigre
generated by two 90. deTise
aerodynamic forcing
distortion, measured with a rotating cross hot wire probe, is
then analyzed and decomposed into streamwise and
transverse components, Figure 2. The resulting unsteady
aerodynamic gust generated rotor blade surface unsteady
pressure
chordwise
distributions are measured
with
embedded ultra-miniature high response dynamic pressure
transducers,

technique. determined
The accuracy
of the
by the reverse
mounting
unsteady
pressure
measurements,
froin
calibrations, is +- 4%.

RESEARCH COMPRESSOR
The
Purdue
Axial
Flow
Research
Compressor
exDerimentally models the fundamental turbomachinery
unsteady aerodynamic multistage interaction phenomena
including the incidence angle, the velocity, and pressure
variations, the aerodynamic forcing function, the reduced
frequency, and the unsteady blade row interactions. The
compressor is driven by a 15 HP DC electric motor and is
operated at a speed of 2,250 RPM. Each identical stage of
the baseline compressor contains 43 rotor blades and 31
stator vanes having a British C4 profile, with the first stage
rotor inlet flow field established by a row of 36 variable
setting inlet guide vanes. The overall airfoil and compressor
characteristics are presented in Table 1.
For these
experiments, the first stage rotor blade row was extensively
Instrumented. To eliminate any potential flow effects on the
instrumented first stage rotor blades, the first stage stators
and second stage rotors were removed, as schematically
depicted In Figure 3.
INSTRUMENTATION
Both steady and unsteady first stage rotor blade row data
are required. The steady data quantify the rotor mean inlet
flow field and midspan steady loading distribution. The
unsteady data define the periodic aerodynamic forcing
function and the resulting midspan blade surface periodic
pressure distributions.
The inlet flow field, both steady and unsteady, i'
measured with a rotating cross hot-wire probe
mounted 30%
of blade chord upstream of the rotor row. The cross hot-wire
probe was calibrated and linearized for velocities from 18.3
m/sec to 53.4 m/sec and +/- 35 degrees angular variation,
with the accuracy of the velocity magnitude and flow angle

*2

I

The detailed steady aerodynamic loading on the rotor
blade surfaces is measured with a chordwise distribution or
20 midspan static pressure taps, 10 on each surface. The
static pressure at the rotor exit plane, measured with a rotor
drum static tap, is used as the blade surface static pressure
reference. These static pressure measurements are made
using a rotor based 48 port constant speed drive Scanivalve
system located in the rotor drum.

The rotor-based static pressure Scanivalve transducer,
rotating cross hot-wire probe and 20 blade surface dynamic
pressure transducers are interfaced to the stationary frameof-reference through a 40 channel slip ring assembly. Onboard signal conditioning of the transducer output signals is
performed to maintain a good signal-to-noise ratio through
the slip ring. The remaining 17 channels of the slip-ring
assembly are used to provide excitation to the transducers
and on/off switching to the Scanivalve DC motor.
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
Steady Data
The rotor blade surface static pressure data, measured
with the rotor-based Scanivalve system, are defined by a
root-mean-square error analysis of 20 samples with a 95%
confidence interval. The reference for these midspan blade
pressure measurements is the static pressure at the exit of the
rotor measured on the rotor drum. Thus, the blade surface
and the reference static pressures are measured at different
radii. Hence, a correction for the resulting difference in the
radial acceleration is applied in calculating the blade surface
static pressure coefficient defined in Equation 1.
?

ei

-

-

-U,

(1)

where U, is the rotor blade tip speed.
Periodic Data
The periodic data of interest are te
harmonic
components of the aerodynamic forcing function to the first
stage rotor blade row together with the resulting rotor blade
surface unsteady pressures and unsteady pressure differences.
These are determined by defining a digitized ensemble
averaged periodic unsteady aerodynamic data set consisting
of the rotating cross hot-wire probe and blade surface
dynamic pressure transducer signals at each steady operating
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point. In particular, these time-variant signals are digitized
with
a high
speed A-D system at a rate of 20 kllz and then
ensemble
averaged.

RESULTS
A series of experiments are performed to investigate and
quantify the effects of the detailed inlet distortion

The key to this averaging technique is the ability to
sample data at a preset time, accomplished by an optical
encoder mounted on the rotor shaft. The microsecond range
step voltage signal from the encoder is the data initiation
time reference and triggers the high speed A-D multiptexer
system. To significantly reduce the random fluctuations
muperimposed on the periodic signals of interest, 200 averages
an used. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm in then
applied to then ensemble averaged signals to determine the
harmonic components of the unsteady aerodynamic forcing
function and the resulting rotor blade surface harmonic
unsteady pressures and pressure difference.

aerodynamic forcing function, defined by the ratio of the
amplitudes of the firs hasfrponic streamwise-to-trausverse
gust components, 1 + / 9 , and the level of steady
aerodynamic loading, characterized by the mean incidence
angle, on the periodic gust unsteady aerodynamics of the first
stage rotor blade row. The variation in the rotor blade
steady loading was obtained by holding the rotor speed
constant and varying the mass flow rate and, thus, the mean
flow incidence angle to the rotor blade row.

The unsteady inlet flow field to the rotor row is measured
with the rotating cross hot-wire probe which quantifies the
relative velocity and flow angle. The velocity triangle
relations depicted in Figure 2 are then used to determine the
unsteady inlet flow field to the rotor, in particular, the
streamwise and transverse velocity components, u+ and v+,
respectively.
These are then Fourier decomposed to
determine the first harmonic of the streamwise and
transverse velocity componens, termed the streamwise and
transverse gust components, f- and i .

functions to the first stage rotor blade row are generated by
varying the orientation of the two honeycomb sections
mounted in the inlet. These are characterized by nominal
first harmonic streamwise-to-transverse gust amplitude ratios
of 0.4, 0.7, and 0.9. The Fourier decomposition of these inlet
distortion aerodynamic forcing functions to the first stage
rotor row in terms of the streamwise and transverse gust
components for these three gust amplitude ratios are
presented in Figures 4, 5, and 6. The inlet distortion results
in a dominant two-per-rev excitation fundamental harmonic
with much smaller higher harmonics. Also, as the gust
amplitude ratio increases, many of the higher harmonics of
both gust velocity components increase in amplitude,
although they do not approach that of the two-per-rev
fundamental.

The various unsteady aerodynamic gust mathematical
models reference the gust generated airfoil aerodynamic
response to a transverse gust at the leading edge of the
airfoil. However, in the experiments described herein, the
time-variant data are referenced to the initiation of the data
acquisition shaft trigger pulse. Thus, for consistency with
the models, the periodic data are further analyzed and
referenced to a transverse gust at the leading edge of the first
stage rotor blade. This is accomplished by assuming that:
(1) the aerodynamic forcing function remains fixed in the
stationary reference frame; and (2) the forcing function does
not decay from the rotating hot-wire probe axial location to
the rotor row leading edge plane.

PERIODIC AERODYNAMIC FORCING FUNCTION
Three distinct two-per-revolution aerodynamic forcing

BLADE SURFACE STATIC PRESSURES
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading, characterized
by the mean incidence angle, on the rotor blade surface static
pressure coefficient with the inlet distortion is shown in
Figure 7. The level of steady loading only affects the static
pressure distribution on the pressure surface over the front
40% of the chord. On the suction surface, the steady loading

The rotor blade surface unsteady pressure data, measured
wi
high the
response
pressureof transducers,
are
analyed to determine
harmonics
the chordwise
distribution of the unsteady pressure coefficient, Cand the
tofedetermine
of the chordwise4,

variation has a large effect on the static pressure distribution
over
the entire
suction
surface.
these data
give no
indication
of suction
surface
flow Also,
separation.
It should
be
noted that these surface static pressure distributions are not
chtheteharmonicsth

hese are
unsteady pressure difference coefficient, Cap.
defned in Equation 2 and are specified from the Fourier
coefficients of the digitized ensemble averaged dynamic

nn of the. nprimi.
affected by the characteristics
aerodynamic forcing function.
ROTOR PERIODIC AERODYNAMIC RESPONSE
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where
is the
firstvelocity,
harmonicnL'
transverse
component,
I the v+
V1
mean
axial
is the gust
relative
mean flow
angle.
The final form of the gust generated rotor blade row
unsteady aerodynamics is the chordwise distribution of the
harmonic complex unsteady pressure and pressure difference
coefficients. Also Included as a reference where appropriate
am prediction from the transverse gust analysis of Smith
This model analyzes the unsteady aerodynamics
(1971).
generated on a fiat plate airfoil cascade at zero incidence by a
trsnsvers gust convected with an Inviscid, subsonic,
compressible flow.

blade row to the inlet distortion forcing function, including
the effect of steady aerodynamic loading, are presented in
Figures 8 through 16. In particular, these figures present the
chordwise distributions of the complex unsteady pressure
coefficient on the individual rotor blade surfaces as well as
the corresponding complex unsteady pressure difference
coefficients generated by the two-per-rev inlet distortion
forcing function.
PrsueSfaeUtadPesrs
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading level on the
distortion generated first harmonic complex unsteady
pressure distribution on the rotor blade pressure surface is
shown In Figures g, g, and 10 for nominal streamwise-totransverse gust amplitude ratios of 0.4, 0.7, and 0.9,
respectively.
The unsteady
pressure
magnitude data
decrease
monotonically with increasing chord location, with a sharp
decrease in the front region of the pressure surface and then
a gradual decrease over the remainder of the chord for all
steady loading levels and gust amplitude ratios. For each
nominal value of the gust amplitude ratio, this form of the
dimensionless unsteady pressure coefficient, Equation 2a,

3
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results in the compression of these magnitude data for all
mean flow incidence angle values. Also, as the gust
amplitude ratio increases, these magnitude data exhibit a
small decrease in value. This is due to the gust vector

minimum magnitude moves forward. Aft of this minimum
magnitude position, the magnitude data are a function of the
steady loading level. In the front chord region, increased
steady loading results in an increase in the magnitud- data.

becoming more parallel to the mean flow and, thus, less
normal to the blade pressure surface. Thus, the magnitude
of the unsteady pressure response on the blade pressure
surface, i.e., the low camber airfoil surface, is primarily due
to the level of steady loading as characterized by the mean
flow incidence angle.

In the mid to aft chord region of the blade, the unsteady
pressure differences are greatly decreased in magnitude, but
still increase with increased mean incidence with this increase
greater for higher values of the gust amplitude ratio. Also,
the lowest gust amplitude ratio value and lowest mean
incidence angle data most closely approximate the transverse
gust flat plate cascade model and exhibit the best correlation
with the prediction.

The unsteady pressure phase data increase monotonically
with chord over the front half of the blade, becoming nearly
constant over the aft half for all steady loading levels and
gust amplitude ratios. Also, the steady aerodynamic loading
and the gust amplitude ratio have only a very small effect on
these phase data. Thus, the phase of the unsteady pressure
response on the low camber blade pressure surface is nearly
independent of the steady loading level and the gust
amplitude ratio.

An inviscid, incompressible flow cascade model that
accounts for airfoil profile effects was used to determine the
effect of variations in the mean flow incidence angle on the
airfoil surface steady pressure difference distribution. Figure
17 demonstrates that the pressure difference in the front
chord region increases with increasing mean flow incidence
angle. Thus, for a quasisteady harmonic gust disturbance,
i.e. a low reduced frequency inlet distortion, the unsteady
pressure difference magnitude will increase in the front chord
region as the mean flow incidence angle is increased, for
ple Figures 14, 15 and 16.
The unsteady pressure difference phase data are nearly
constant over the front part of the blade for all three gusts.
There is a sharp increase In the phase in the quarter to midchord region of the blade. The chordwise location of the
onset of this rapid increase is a function of the steady loading
and the gust amplitude ratio. Aft of the chordwise location
of this rapid phase increase, the phase data increase with
increased steady loading.

Suction Surface Unsteady Pressures
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading on the
distortion generated first harmonic complex unsteady
pressure on the rotor blade suction surface is shown in
Figures 11, 12 and 13 for the three gust amplitude ratios,
The unsteady pressure magnitude data decrease over the
front 25% of the chord for all steady loading levels and gust
amplitude ratios. On this part of the suction surface, the
magitude data decrease in value as the gust takes on larger
streamwise components. In contrast to the pressure surface,
this form of the dimensionless unsteady pressure coefficient,
Equation 2a, does not compress these magnitude data with
mean flow incidence angle, the exception being between 13%to
and 20% of the chord. Also, as the gust amplitude ratio
increases, these magnitude data exhibit a relatively large
decrease in value over the front half of the chord. This i
due to the gust vector becoming more parallel to the mean
flow and, thus, less normal to the blade pressure surface.
Thus, the magnitude of the unsteady pressure response on
the blade suction surface, i.e., the higher camber airfoil
surface, is due to both the level of steady loading as
characterized by the mean flow Incidence angle and the
streamwise-to-chordwie gust amplitude ratio.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The fundamental flow physics of distortion generated
periodic rotor blade row unsteady aerodynamics, including
the effects of both the detailed unsteady aerodynamic forcing
function for the first time and steady loading, were
experimentally investigated. This was accomplished through
a series of experiments performed in an extensively
Instrumented axial flow research compressor. A two-per-rev
aerodynamic forcing function was generated by mounting
two 90 degree honeycomb sections 180 degrees apart
circumferentially in the compressor inlet. In terms of the
gust amplitude ratio, three distinct two-per-revolution
aerodynamic forcing functions were considered.

The unsteady pressure phase data generally decrease
monotonically with increasing chord for all gust amplitude
ratios and steady loading levels. As the gust amplitude ratio
increases, i.e., as the gust takes on a larger streamwise
component, the phase data generally decrease in value, with
the chordwise phase data variation decreasing more rapidly
over the front half of the blade and more slowly over the aft
half. With regard to the steady loading level, the phase data
are nearly independent of the steady loading level in the
neighborhood of the quarter chord. Forward and aft of the

The rotor blade surface steady loading distributions were
quantified with surface static pressure taps and a rotor-based
Scanivalve system. The aerodynamic forcing function to the
rotor blade row was determined with a rotating cross hotwire probe, with the aerodynamic gust generated rotor blade
surface unsteady pressure chordwise distributions measured
with embedded ultraminiature high response dynamic
pressure transducers.

quarter chord, steady loading has different effects. In
particular, aft of the quarter chord, the phase data decrease
as the mean incidence angle is increased. In contrast, near
the leading edge, the phase data increase with increasing
mean incidence angle.

The detailed
distortion gust
generated
unsteady
aerodynamic results of these experiments are summarized in
the following.
Forcing Function:

Unsteady Pressure Differences

*

The effect of steady loading on the first harmonic complex
unsteady pressure differences across the rotor blade
camberline is shown in Figures 14, 15 and 16 for streamwiseto-transverse gust amplitude ratios of 0.4, 0.7, and 0.9,
respectively. Also presented as a reference are the flat plate
cascade inviscid transverse gust predictions.

As the gust streamwise-to-chordwise gust amplitude ratio
increases, many of the higher harmonic amplitudes increase,
although they do not approach that of the two-per-rev.
Pressure Surface:

The inlet distortion forcing function shows a dominant
two-per-rev, with much small higher harmonic content.

The unsteady pressure difference magnitude data
generally decrease with increasing chord, attaining a near
minimum value in the midchord region of the airfoil. As the
gust amplitude ratio increases, i.e., as the gust takes on a
larger streamwise component, the chordwise position of this

I

The unsteady pressure phase data are nearly independent
of the steady loading level and the gust amplitude ratio.
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: .The
unsteady pressure magnitude data decrease
monotonically with Increasing chord, with a sharp decrease In
the front region.

3.

Datko Jr., J.T. and O'Hara, J.A., "The Aeromechanical
Response of an Advanced Transonic Compressor to
Inlet Distortion," ASME Paper 87-GT-189, 1987.
4. Hardin, L.W., Carta, F.O., and Verdon, J.M.,
"Unsteady Aerodynamic Measurements on a Rotating
Compressor Blade Row at Low Mach Number," ASAIE
Journal of Turbomachinery, Vol. 109, No. 4, October
1987, pp. 499-507.
5. O'Brien, W.F., Cousins, W.T., and Sexton, M.R.,
"Unsteady Pressure Measurements and Data Analysis
Techniques in Axial Flow Compressors," Measurement
Methods in Rotating Components of Turbo machinery,
ASME, 1980, pp. 195-201.

The selected nondimensionalisation compresses the
unsteady pressure magnitude data with regard to mean flow
Incidence angles for each gust amplitude ratio.
C

Increasing gust amplitude ratio results in a small decrease
Inthe magnitude data in the front chord region due to the
gust vector becoming more parallel to the mean flow.
The magnitude of the unsteady pressure response on the
blade pressure surface, i.e., the low camber surface, is thus
primarily affected by the level of steady loading as
characterized by the mean flow Incidence angle.

S. Smith, S.N., "Discrete Frequency Sound Generation in
Axial Flow Turbomachines,"ARC R8]M 3709, 1971.
APPENDIX

Suction Surface:
* The unsteady pressure phase data generally decrease as
the gust amplitude ratio increases. As the incidence angle is
Increased, the phase data increase and then, aft of 25%

As noted, when the transverse gust is utilized in the
nondimensionalization of the unsteady pressure, Equation 2a,
the magnitude data on both the pressure and suction surfaces
decrease with increasing value of the streamwise-to-chordwise
gust amplitude ratio. To provide a more advanced design
tool which accounts for this effect, semi-empirical analysis of
these unsteady pressure data was considered.
The blade surface unsteady pressure response is generated
by the velocity fluctuations normal to the blade surfaces.
which
pressure normal
nondimensionalization
Therefore,
an unsteady
Considers the
gust component
to each blade surface

The unsteady pressure magnitude data decrease over the
front 25 of the chord for allsteady loading levels and gust
amplitude ratios,
* The selected nondimensionalization does not compress
to mean
regard13%
pressure
these
unsteady angle,
Hlow incidence
themagnitude
exception data
beingwith
between
and

£

20% of the chord.

was considered, accomplished with the following modified
complex unsteady pressure coefficient.

• Increasing gust amplitude ratio results in a large decrease
in the magnitude data in the front chord region due to the
gust vector becoming more parallel to the mean flow.
g

Co
Cp =

* ofthe
Te

V-sa,,AW

-

(Al)

aV(

The magnitude of the unsteady pressure response on the
blade suction surface, i.e., the high camber surface, is thus
affected by both the level of steady loading and the gust

V1

amplitude ratio.

A*

Unsteady,Pressure Difference:

where a. is the magnitude ratio of the gust component
normal to the chordline and the total gust.
Figure At schematically depicts the blade pressure surface
flow field with zero mean flow incidence. The blade surfaces
are approximated by the chordine, with the normal gust
component calculated from the data. On the pressure
surface, the low camber airfoil surface which is well
approximated by the chordline, this semiempirical correlation
is valid, with the magnitude data for the various
streamwise-to-chordwise gust amplitude ratios collapsing to a
single curve, Figure A2. However on the high camber suction
surface, although this semiempirical correlation does decreasp
the differences in the magnitude data for the three
streamwise-to-chordwise gust amplitude ratios, there are still
large differences, Figure A3. This is most likely associated
with the strong Interactions between the steady and unsteady
flow fields in the leading edge region and aft of midchord
region. Also, the chordline is a poor approximation to this
high camber airfoil surface. It should be noted that
incorporating only the total gust vector, AW, i.e. setting a.
to unity in Equation Al, was also considered. However,
rather than a collapsing of the magnitude data with
increasing streamwise-to-chordwise gust amplitude ratio, this
resulted in an amplification of this effect.

* The magnitude data increase in the front chord region as
the steady loading is increased. In the mid to aft chord
region, the increase In these data with loading is a function
of the gust amplitude ratio.

The phase data exhibit a sharp Increase in the quarter to
mid-chord region of the blade, with this location a function
of the steady loading and the gust amplitude ratio. Aft of
this chordwise location, the phase data increase with
Increased steady loadng,
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Periodic Rotor-Blade Aerodynamics
Including Loading Effects
Steven R. Manwaring* and Sanford Fleetert
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

A series of esperiments are performed to Investigate and quantify the effects of steady aerodynamic Ioding
on the unsteady gust aerodynamics of ilrst-stsie rotor blade at realistic vlues of te reduced frequency. These
are accomplished In as extensively Instrumented axial flow research compressor with the high-redwed frequency
gusts generted by the wakes from the inlet guide vanes. The unsteady pressure response on the low-camber
blade pressure surface Is primarily affected by mean now incidence angle except in the acceleratint mean
lowfield of the front chord retilen at ngative Incidence. However, the unsteady pressure response on the highcamber section surface Is affected by steady loading over the entire surface, i.e., gust Interactions with the
accelerating mn flowfleld in the front half sod the large viscous regions in the aft half. The multistale effects
associated with compressor retor-stator blade-tow operation in the super-resonant flow regime, wherein acoustic waves propagate, are also considered. The unsteady pressure difference and thus, the unsteady lift, due to
acoustic waves generated by the downstream super-resonant, rotor-statr interaction, is nearly zero, even
though the individual surface unsteady pressures are of relatively large amplitude.

3

Nomenclature
= rotor chord
= steady lift coefficient, l (i -,o,) dxA pU 2 C
C. = first harmonic unsteady pressure coefficient
= static pressure coefficient
= first harmonic unsteady pressure difference
I
= mean incidence angle
k
= reduced frequency, wC/2f',
p
rotor-surface static pressure
Pe, = rotor-exit static pressure
= first harmonic complex unsteady pressure
d* = first harmonic streamwise guit component
U, = blade tip speed
0
= first harmonic transverse gust component
= mean axial velocity
= rotor relative mean flow angle
ar =- interbladle
angle passing frequency
inlet guide phase
vane (IGV)
C
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subsequently been developed. Goldstein and Ata's. and
Atassi6 analyzed the inviscid, incompressible flow past an isolated airfoil of arbitrary shape at finite angle of attack subject
to an interacting gust. Chiang and Fleeter' utilized the complete first-order model and a locally analytical solution technique to predict the unsteady loading on a cascade of thick,
cambered airfoils at nonzero incidence angles in an incompressible
flow dueaertoon
a convected
nsead
c gust gust. .
Unsteady aerodynamic gust experiments of dire interest
s to
turbomachines
been and
performed
in low-speed
research
compressors at have
both high
low values
of the reduced
frequency. The effects of airfoil camber, rotor-stator axial spacing, and the waveform of the aerodynamic forcing function
have been investigated on the stationary vane rows of both
single and multistage compressors. -" The aerodynamic forcing function in these experiments was made up of the highreduced frequency wakes shed by the upstream rotor blades.
Hardin et al.' 2 measured low-reduced frequency oscillating
airfoil aerodynamics on a rotor of a single-stage, low-speed

1989 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,

compressor and also stated that they had performed distortion

Introduction
ERIODIC aerodynamic excitations generate unsteady
forces and moments on turbomachinery
aerodynamic
R
iadin.Whnheaerodynamic
forcesa
etsion tr
ey
sponds to a blade natural frequency, catastrophic vibrational
rspones oa bladenural reqetin, cndtinst hichat
l
responses may occur. The operating conditions at which these
resonance conditions are found can be predicted with Campbell diagrams. However, accurate predictions of the amplitude
of the resonant blade vibration cannot currently be made due
the inability of mathematical models to accurately analyze
tthe erodnali oforin
mah
tio
d te arel
y naye
the aerodynamic forcing function and the resulting unsteady
aerodynamics acting on the blading.
Wakes shed by upstream airfoil rows are the most common
aerodynamic excitation source (see Fig. 1). On a first principles

Ito
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basis, the resulting high-reduced frequency forced response
problems are analyzed by first defining the unsteady aerodynamic forcing function in terms of its harmonics. The periodic
response of the airfoil row to each harmonic is then assumed
to include two components. The first is due to the parallel and
normal components of the harmonic forcing function being
swept past the nonresponding airfoil row, termed the streamwise (parallel) and transverse (normal) .ust responses, respectively. The second, the self-induced, unsteady aerodynamics,
arises when the aerodynamic forcing function generates a vibrational response of the airfoils.
Mathematical models to predict the unsteady aerodynamic
response of an airfoil row to a gust are being developed. Small
perturbation thin airfoil analyses were considered initially with
integral solutions obtained for the unsteady lift on a flat plate
airfoil cascade at zero incidence in an inviscid, irrotational
flowfield,
Models
that consider
the
profile
of for
the example,
airfoil as Refs.
well asi-4.
finite
incidence
angles have

School of Mechanical Engineering.

gust response experiments, although they did not present these
results.

In this paper, the fundamental flow physics of rotor-blade
row unsteady gust aerodynamics are experimentally inveti-

gated at realistic high values of the reduced frequency for the
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Table I

Overall airfoil and compressor characteristics

Rotor
C4
43

Stator
C4
31

Solidity. C/S

30
1.14

30
1.09

Camber. 0
Stagger angle. y
Aspeci ratio

28.0
36.0
2.0

27.7
-36.0
2.0

36.9
21.0
2.0

10.0

10.0
2.03
24.4

10.0

Airfoil type
Number of airfoils

IChord. C

mm

Thickness/chord, IN
Flow rate, k,/s
Design axial velocity, m/s
Design rotational speed. RPM
Number of stages
Design stage pressure ratio
tipdiameter. mm
Inlet
Hub/tip radius ratio
Stage efficiency, Ol

IGV
C4
36

Swm
0

437

30
0.9no

-s

m
-1

2250
3
1.0
420
0.714
85

943___
e3;

Fig. 3 Rotor-ladte prortle and Inasrumentatlon locations.
first
time. In particular, a series of experiments are performed
in an extensively instrumented axial flow research compressor
to investigate the effects of steady aerodynamic loading on the
unsteady gust aerodynamics of a first-stage rotor blade with
the high-reduced frequency gusts generated by the wakes from
the inlet guide vanes (IGV). The multistage effects associated
with operation in the super-resonant flow regime wherein
acoustic waves propagate are also considered.

imately 74% of vane chord, the potential flow effects from the
IGV row are negligible and the rotor-row periodic disturbances are due only to the vane viscous wakes. To eliminate
potential flow effects from the downstream stator vane row on
the instrumented first-stage rotor-blades, the first-stage stators
and second-stage rotors are removed, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.

Reseirch Compressor
The Purdue Axial Flow Research Compressor experimentally models the fundamental aerodynamic phenomena inherent in turbomachinery airfoil rows including the airfoil incidence angles, the velocity and pressure variations, the
aerodynamic forcing function, the reduced frequency, and the
unsteady blade and vane row interactions. The three-stage
compressor is driven by a 15-HP dc electric motor and is

Both steady and unsteady data are required. The steady data
define the chordwise distribution of the rotor-blade surface
static pressure. The unsteady data quantify both the unsteady
aerodynamic forcing function to the first-stage rotor and the
resulting chordwise distribution of the unsteady pressure on
the rotor-blade surfaces.
The detailed steady aerodynamic loading on the rotor-blade
surfaces is measured with a chordwise distribution of 20

operated at a speed of 2250 rpm. Each identical stage of the

midspan static pressure taps, 10 on each surface (see Fig. 3).

baseline compressor contains 43 rotor-blades and 31 stator
vanes having a British C4 profile with the first-stage rotor inlet

The static pressure at the rotor-exit plane, measured with a
rotor-drum static tap, is used as the blade surface static pres-

overall airfoil and compressor characteristics are presented in

using a rotor-based. 4R-port, constant-speed-drive Scanivalve

Table 1. For these experiments, the first-stage rotor-blade row

system located in the rotor drum.

Instrumentation

flowfield established by a row of 36 variable setting IGVs. The

is extensively instrumented. Because of the large axial gap
between the IGV row and the first-stage rotor row, approx-

sure reference. These static pressure measurements are made
The unsteady aerodynamic forcing function to the instrumented first-stage rotor-blade row, i.e., the exit flowfield of
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Fitt. 4 Schematic of rottng time-aral instrumentation.
the IGVs is measured with a cross hot-wire probe mounted in
the rotor frame of reference. The probe is circumferentially
located 2.83 blade spacings from the instrumented rotorblades and 30% of blade chord upstream of the rotor-leadingedge plane as schematically shown in Fig. 4. It is angularly
data.
aligned to obtain rotor-relative velocity and flow angle
The hot wires are calibrated for velocities from 9.1 m/s to 53.4
m/s and * 35 deg angular variation with the accuracy of the
velocity magnitude and angle being 4% and * I deg, respectively.
The measurement of the midspan rotor-blade surface unsteady pressures is accomplished with 20 ultraminiature, highresponse transducers embedded in the rotor-blade surfaces at
the same chordwise locations as the static pressure taps. Because of blade space limitations, only five transducers are
fitted per blade surface and, thus, four instrumented blades,
mounted in the rotor row as shown in Fig. 4, are utilized to
obtain the 20 unsteady pressure measurements. To minimize

the possibility of flow disturbances associated with the inability of the transducer diaphragm to exactly maintain the surface
curvature of the blade, a reverse mounting technique is utilized. The pressure surface of one blade and the suction surface of the adjacent blade are instrumented, with transducers
embedded in the nonmeasurement surface and connected to
the measurement surface by a static tap. The embedded dynamic transducers were both statically and dynamically calibrated. The static calibrations showed good linearity and no
discernible hysteresis. The dynamic calibrations demonstrated

that the frequency response, in terms of gain attenuation and
phase shift, was not affected by the reverse mounting technique. The accuracy of the unsteady pressure measurements,
is aasgas
* 4%.
from the calibrations,
determined
Th
oaigfaeof
eeec
~. the
h sigisignals, i.e.,
The rotating frame-of-reference data
nals from: 1) the rotor-based Scanivaive static pressure transducer, 2) the 20 rotor-blade surface dynamic pressure transducers, and 3) the cross hot-wire probe are transferred to the
stationary reference frame by means of a 40-channel slip ring
assembly. Onboard signal conditioning is performed to maintain a good signal-to-noise ratio through the slip rings. Thc
remaining 17 channels of the slip-ring assembly are used to
provide excitation to the transducers and excitations and on/
off switch;ng to the rotor-based Scanivalve dc motor.

I

Data Acquisition and Analysis
The rotor-blade surface static pressure data, measured with
the rotor-based Scanivalve system, are defined by a rootmean-square error analysis of 20 signal samples with a 95%
confidence interval. The reference for these midspan blade
pressure measurements is the static pressure at the exit of the
rotor, measured on the rotor drum. Thus, the blade surface
and the reference static pressures are measured at different
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Fig. 5 Periodic transverse velocity and gust entering rotor row.
radii. To account for the resulting difference in the centrifugal

forces acting on the air in the static pressure tubing, a correccorre
apessur tun a
ting the
forces ac
lion is applied in calculating the values of the airfoil surface
static pressure coefficient defined in Eq. (I)
-

-

(I)
=P'-i
I pUl
where U, is the rotor-blade tip speed.
The unsteady data of primary interest are the first harmonic
component of the aerodynamic forcing function, i.e., the unsteady rotor inlet flowfield together with the resulting rotorblade surface first harmonic unsteady pressures and pressure
differences. These are determined by defining a digitized
ensemble-averaged unsteady aerodynamic data set consisting
of the rotating hot-wire and surface pressure transducer signals at each steady operating point. In particular, these timevariant signals are digitized with a high-speed analog-digital
(A/D) system and then ensemble averaged. The key to this
ip
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averaging technique is the ability to sample data at a preset
time. accomplished by an optical encoder mounted on the
rotor shaft. The microsecond range step voltage signal front
the encoder is the data initiation time reference and triggers the
high-speed A/D multiplexer system. To reduce significantly

The rotor-blade surface unsteady pressure data, measured
with the embedded high-response pressure transducers, are
analyzed to determine the first harmonics of the chordwise
distribution of tile
unsteady pressure coefficient C,, and the
unsteady pressure difference coefficient, C.3,. These are de-

the random fluctuations superimposed on the periodic signals
of interest, 200 averages are used. A Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) algorithm is then applied to these ensemble-averaged
signals, and the first harmonic component of the unsteady
aerodynamic forcing function, the gust, and the resulting rotor-blade surface, unsteady pressures are determined.
The unsteady inlet flow to the rotor row is measured with
the rotating cross hot-wire probe, which quantifies the relative
velocity and flow angle. The velocity triangle relations depicted in Fig. I are then used to determine the inlet flowfield
to the rotor, in particular, the first harmonics of the streamwise and transverse gust components d " and 0 ,, respectively,
To account for the development of the IGV wakes from the
rotating hot-wire measurement location upstream of the rotorblade row to the rotor-leading-edge plane, the wake similarity and decay model of Lakshminarayana and Davino" is

fined in Eqs. 2 and are specified from the Fourier coefficients
of the digitized blade surface unsteady pressure signals

utilized,

harmonic, complex harmonic pressure and pressure difference
coefficients. Also included as a reference where appropriate
are predictions fron the transverse gust analysis of Smith.'
This model analyzes the unsteady aerodynatnics generated on
a flat plate airfoil cascade at zero incidence by a harmonic
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cap = (Cp)p,,,, - (C)-Ok,

(2a)

(2b)

where A is the first harmonic complex unsteady pressure, 0.'is
the first harmonic complex transverse gust component, V, is
the mass-averaged axial velocity, and 0 is the relative mean
flow angle.
The gust generated rotor-blade row unsteady aerodynamics
are presented in the form of chordwise distributions of the first

transverse gust convected with an inviscid, irrotational, subsonic compressible flow.
Results
To investigate and quantify the effects of steady aerodynamic loading on the unsteady gust aerodynamics of a firstrotor blade at realistic values of the reduced frequency,
a series of experiments are performed. The high-reduced frequency aerodynamic forcing function to the rotor blades is
iade up (of the wakes front the IGVs. Figure 5 presents a
sample of the transverse periodic unsteady velocity generated
by the IGV wakes and obtained front the rotating cross hotwire measurement digitized at a rate of tOM klfz. The frequency content of this signal is also demonstrated by the
Fourier components, determined by means of a F-T algorithmn. The multistage effects associated with operating in
the super-resonant flow regime wherein acoustic waves propagate are also considered.
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rotor-blade aerodynamic loading. This also most closely corresponds to the reference transverse gust model, which considers
a flat plate airfoil cascade and, thus, no steady loading. For
compressor configuration, this lowest loading condition is
defined by a first-stage rotor-blade row mean incidence angle
of - 3.5 deg. The chordwise distribution of the blade surface
static pressure coefficient is presented in Fig. 6.
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The baseline steady and gust-generated, time-variant data

for the investigation of the effect of steady loading on rotating
blade-row unsteady aerodynamics are obtained at a compresoperating condition corresponding to a low level of steady

~sor

0

Baseline

ference coefficient data, with the transverse gust flat plate
cascade prediction as a reference, are presented in Fig. 7.
Overall, the magnitude data exhibit fair correlation with the
prediction with the data increased in value relative to the prediction over the front and midchord regions of the blade. Also,
the aft three chordwise data points increase in a somewhat
linear fashion, contrary to the trend of the prediction. The
correlation of the phase data with the prediction is relatively
poor, with the differences being on the order of 90 deg over the
chord. These differences between the complex unsteady
pressure difference data and the flat plate predictions are associated with the airfoil profile and nonzero mean incidence, i.e.,
the steady loading, as will be discussed in the next section.
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'Steady Loading Effects
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading, characterized by
the mean incidence angle, on the rotor-blade surface static
pressure coefficient is shown in Fig. 8. The level of steady
loading only affects the static pressure distribution on the
rotor-blade pressure surface over the front 40oe of the chord.
On the suction surface, the variation in the steady loading has
a large effect on the static pressure distribution over the entire

Ichord.

Also, these data exhibit no indication of steady flow

separation.
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading level on the first
harmonic, complex, unsteady pressure coefficient on the rotor-blade pressure surface is shown in Fig. 9. The form of the
dimensionless unsteady pressure coefficient specified in

celerating mean flow moves forward with increasing mean
incidence. Thus, similar to the pressure surface unsteady response in the front chord region at negative mean incidence
flow, the unsteady gust interacts with the accelerating mean
flowfield around the suction surface in the front chord region.
In the mid-to-aft chord, a second decreased magnitude region
occurs, with the minimum moving forward with increased
mean incidence. In the suction surface aft chord region, where

the boundary layer and other viscous effects are at their greatest due to the severe adverse pressure gradient, the gust interaction with this mean flowfield most likely causes the decreasingincreasing magnitude trend shown. As the mean flow incidence angle is increased, i.e., steady loading increases, the aft

Eq. (2a) results in a compression of he unsteady pressure
magnitude data over the entire pressure surface for all but the

r I .

two lowest steady loading levels. For these two loading cases,

large variations are found in the magnitude data in the neighborhood of the quarter chord. This corresponds to the previously noted effects of steady loading on the rotor-blade surface static pressure wherein loading primarily influenced the
front part of the pressure surface. In particular, the static
pressure coefficient value for the hub static pressure coefficient upstream of the rotor row is approximately - 0.24,
thereby indicating that the mean flowfield accelerates around
the pressure surface leading edge before decelerating (diffusing) for the two lowest mean incidence angles, i.e.. the static
pressure coefficient decreases and then increases. Similar to
the magnitude data, the effects of steady loading on the pressure surface unsteady pressure phase collapse into approximately one curve with the exception being the lowest steady
loading level in the front chord region.
In summary, for the chordwise region where the mean flowfield does not accelerate, i.e., the mid-to-aft chord region for
all steady loading levels and the front chord region for the
three high steady loading levels, the data compress for all gust
amplitude ratios, which indicates that steady loading as char-,"
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acterized by the mean flow incidence is a key mechanism for

the low-camber pressure surface unsteady aerodynamic wake
response. However, in an accelerating mean flowfield, i.e.,
the front chord region for the two low steady loading levels,
mean flowfield interactions with the unsteady gust are also
important.
The entire suction surface unsteady pressure chordwise dis-

Fig. 9 Loading effect on rotor-blade pressure, surface unsteady
pressure.

,.

tribution. both magnitude and phase, is affected by the level of

the steady aerodynamic loading (see Fig. 10). Again, this corc0
responds to the previously presented suction surface staticsf
pressure data variation with mean incidence angle. In particular. the front-to-mid-chord region data show a decreasing-increasing magnitude trend with chord with the minimum magnitude chordwise location moving forward with increasing
steady loading. This minimum corresponds to the minimum in
the static pressure chordwise distribution (see Fig. 8), wherein
the chordwise location of the change from accelerating to de-
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summary, on this high-camber suction surface, the steady
loading affects the interaction between the mean nlowfield and
the unsteady gust and. thus, the unsteady aerodynamic responge over the entire blade surface. On the front hairfof the
surface, an accelerating mean flowfield affects the unsteady
gust response, whereas on the aft half of the surface.
coefficient data with steady loading level is shown in Fig. 12.
The effects of loading on the previously presented individual
pressure and
surface
magnitude
phase
data are For
still
apparent
withsuction
the suction
surface
effectsand
being
dominant.
example, analogous to the loading trends on the suction sur-
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-ac.
the unsteady s
-poFig. 12
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large boundary-layer viscous effects affect the unsteady presvariation
of the complex, unsteady pressure difference
sure gust
response.
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creased magnitude regions one in the front chord region and
the other in the mid-toaft chord region, with the chordwise
location of the magnitude minimums moving forward with
increased steady loading. Also, the extent of the increased

suction surface diffusion rate increases and, thus. the large
viscous effects move forward, similar to the magnitude minimum trends discussed above. However. verification of this

difference magnitude data on the aft portion of the blade
increases with increased steady loading. The difference phase
data remain nearly constant over the front portion of the
blade. The chordwise location where the rapid increase in the

hypothesis cannot be made, with this requiring substantially
increased unsteady flow instrumentation to obtain detailed
boundary layer and completed unsteady flowfiefd data.
The steady loading level primarily affects the phase data on
the aft three q
of the rotor-blade suction surfae. As the

value of the phase data begins to occur moves forward with
increasing steady loading. The increased steady loading causes
the chordwise distribution of the difference magnitude and
phase data to differ greatly from the prediction with the magnitude data not just decreasing with increasing chord and the

mean incidence angle is increased from the baseline low-loading condition, the chordwise variation of the phase data on the
aft part of the suction surface becomes linear, with the extent
of this linear distribution increasing with increasing mean inci-

phase data not remaining nearly constant with chord per the
predictions. Thusu to accurately predict the gust generated
unsteady loading, the physical unsteady flow effects discussed
in the previous blade surface sections must be adequately

dence. This linear chordwise distribution of the phase data

modeled.

indicates the existence of a convected wave phenomena. This
i more clearly demonstrated in Fig.
wherein
o
the highest
steady loading level suction surface phase data are replotted

Sc-Resmt Flow Reg ine
The physical description of an acoustic stator-rotor interac-

together with the linear phase curve corresponding to the massaveraged axial velocity convection time lag. As seen the wave
s
on the suction surface is convected at approximately the mean
xial velocity of the flow throu
the
noh
rotor-blade row. O t r

tion given in Ref. 1gclearly explains the acoustic environment
in which resonant conditions occur. The configurations for
which subresonant and super-resonant conditions occur for
phese experiments are described below. The compressor con-

authors . have noted this linear phase distribution corresponding to the mean axial velocity. However, the physical
explanation of this wave phenomenon could not be made. This
wave phenomenon is related to the

figuration utilized for the above described steady loading experiments had 43 blades in both rotor rows and 31 vanes in
each far downstream stator row (see Fig. 2). This corresponds
to a subresonant condition wherein the acoustic waves gener-

large viscous effects along the suction surface mid-to-aft
chord. However, once again, until detailed measurements are
made but this cannot be verifiedm

ated by the downstream rotor-stator interactions do not propagate appreciably upstream and, thus, the first-stage rotor row
is not affected y the downstream rotor-stator interactions. A
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Fig. 14 Blade pressure surface unsteady data at acoustic wave frequeacy.
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super-resonant condition was also established in the compressor, accomplished by altering the number of vanes in each
stator row. In particular, the number of blades in each rotor
row was held constant at 41 with the number of stator vanes
changed to 41 vanes per sitor row. In this configuration,
acoustic waves generated by the downstream rotor-stator interactions propagate upstream to the instrumented first-stage
rotor-blade row.
With the compressor operating in a downstream rotor-stator
interaction super-resonant flow regime generated with 41
vanes per stator row and 43 blades per rotor row, the upstream
propagating acoustic wave could not be detected by the rotating cross hot wire located upstream of the first-stage rotor
row. Therefore, to demonstrate the relative amplitude of the
downstream generated acoustic wave, Fig. 13 shows ihe
Fourier decomposition of the signal from the first-stage rotorblade suction surface pressure transducer located nearest the
leading edge for both the subresonant condition and the superresonant conditions. Clearly seen is the relatively large amplitude acoustic wave generated by the downstream rotor-stator
interactions. In particular, in the super-resonant condition
with 41 vanes per stator row, the transducer signal contains a
component at a frequency of 1537.5 Hz that I) is not seen in
the baseline subresonant data obtained with 31 vanes per stator
row and 2) has approximately one-fourth the amplitude of that
at the IGV wake passing frequency.
The resulting first harmonic, complex, unsteady pressure
data on the pressure and suction surfaces of the first-stage
rotor-blade row generated by the propagating acoustic wave at
three steady loading levels are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The
steady loading has minimal effect on the unsteady pressure
magnitude data on either blade surface with both surfaces
showing nearly identical constant magnitude vs chord distribution for all three steady loading levels. The phase data chordwise trends are also unaffected by steady loading, but the data
increase in level slightly with increased loading. A wave speed
of approximately 320 m/s on each surface of the rotor blade
is calculated from the linear, constant slope, chordwise distributions of these phase data. This corresponds to the speed of
propagation of an upstream traveling acoustic wave, i.e.. the
speed of sound minus the axial velocity. Since the unsteady
pressure magnitude and phase chordwise distributions are
nearly identical for both the pressure surface and suction surface, the unsteady pressure difference distribution across the
blade is nearly zero. Therefore, the unsteady lift due to acoustic waves is also nearly zero.

ll IS Blade suction surface unsteady pressure dat at
wave frequency.

acoustic

Summary and Conclusions
The effects of steady aerodynamic loading on the first harmonic unsteady gust aerodynamics of a first-stage rotor blade
at realistic high values of the reduced frequency were investigated and quantified. This was accomplished by means of a
series of experiments performed in an extensively instrumented
axial flow research compressor with the high-reduced frequency gusts generated by the wakes from the IGV. The analysis of these rotor-blade surface steady and unsteady data
determined the following.
I) Steady loading affects the rotor-blade, static pressure
distributions on the front portion of the pressure surface and
over the entire suction surface with no steady flow separation
indicated.
2) The unsteady pressure response on the blade pressure
surface, i.e., the low-camber surface, is primarily affected by
the level of steady loading as characterized by the mean flow
incidence angle except in the accelerating mean flowfield of the
front chord region at negative mean flow incidence.
3) The unsteady pressure response on the high-camber
blade suction surface is affected by the level of steady loading,
i.e., the accelerating mean flowfield in the front half of the
surface and the large viscous regions in the aft half of the
surface.
4) The unsteady pressure difference data reflect the effects
of loading on the pressure and suction surface unsteady data
with the suction surface effects being dominant.
5) These steady loading effects cause the chordwise distribution of the magnitude and phase data to differ greatly from
the flat plate cascade predictions. A super-resonant condition
was also established in the compressor, accomplished by altering the number of vanes in each downstream stator row. This
resulted in a relatively large amplitude upstream propagating
acoustic wave generated by the downstream rotor-stator row
interactions.
6) In the leading-edge region of the first-stage, rotor-blade
row suction surface, the acoustic wave has an amplitude approximately one-fourth that of the first harmonic of the IGV
wakes.
7) Loading has minimal effect on the resulting rotor-blade
surface acoustic wave generated unsteady pressure data with
the only effect being a slight phase increase with increased
steady loading.
8) Since the unsteady pressure chordwise magnitude and
phase distributions are nearly identical for both the pressure
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and suction surfaces, the unsteady pressure difference across
the blade and, thus, unsteady lift, due to acoustic waves is
nearly zero.
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Including Steady Flow Separation
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HE unsteady flow past a stationary airfoil is of primary
concern in many imNp.tant appliaations. For example,
the unsteady interaction of an airfoil with gusts and similar
vortical disturbances plays a significant role in the aerodynamics, dynamic loading, aeroelasticity, and acoustics of
modern aircraft, missiles, helicopter rotors, advanced turboprops, and turbomachines. As a result, the interest in unsteady flow theory initiated by Theodorsen,l Kussner,2 and
Sears' has continued to the present.
Theoretical gust models have typically been restricted to
thin-airfoil theory, with the unsteady gust disturbance assumed to be small as compared to the mean steady potential
flowfield. However, in most applications, airfoils with arbiT
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trary shape, large camber, and finite angles of attack are
required. In an attempt to meet this need, Horlock' and
Naumann and Yeh' developed heuristic second-order analyses
that take into account some second-order terms. These analyses showed that the unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on an
airfoil were affected by both the small incidence angle and the
small airfoil camber. However, these models neglect some
second-order terms and also assume a small angle of attack.
Thus, these results are only approximate and cannot be
extended to finite-incidence angles or large airfoil camber.
It is apparent that the thin airfoil approach is not adequate
for many applications of interest. In this regard, Goldstein
7
and Atassil and Atassi developed a theory for the inviscid
incompressible flow past an airfoil that fully accounts for the
distortion of the impinging gust by the mean flow. The theory
assumes that the fluctuating flow velocity is small compared
to the mean velocity, with the unsteady flow linearized about
the full potential steady flow, and accounts for the effects of
both airfoil profile and angle of attack.
Experimental investigations have typically been restricted to
low-reduced-frequency aerodynamic gusts. In part, this is due
to the difficulties associated with generating a periodic unsteady gust. with low reduced frequency gnst tunnels having
been developed by Holmes,' Satyanarayana, Gostelow, and
Henderson,' and Ostdiek,' for example. Also contributing is
the difficulty in obtaining and analyzing the fundamental
high-frequency unsteady data that define both the aerodynamic forcing function and the resulting airfoil surface pressure distributions. The acquisition and analysis of such
high-frequency data have only recently become possible with
the development and availability of miniature high-response
pressure transducers, digital instrumentation, and computers
'for both control of instrumentation and digital data acquisition and analysis.
The above noted experiments and analyses are all concerned with attached steady flow. Separated flow oscillating
airfoil phenomena, including stall flutter and dynamic stall,
also have been addressed. Thus, oscillating airfoil models and
experiments have considered the effects of steady loading and
flow separation. for example, Refs. I I - 17. In this regard it
should be noted that only minimal attention has been directed
toward the effect of steady loading and flow separation on the
umi
unsteady aerodynamic response of an airfoil to a periodic
gust.
In this paper the effects of the gust waveform, as characterized by the chordwise (parallel) and transverse (normal) gust
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Both steady and unsteady data are required. The steady

__

data
define the detailed ailfoil surface aerodynamic loading.
The unsteady data quantify the
time-variant aerodynamic
forcing function to the isolated airfoil. i.e., the airfoil unsteady

::

"inlet

flowfield and the resulting chordwise distribution of the
time-variant pressures on the surfaces of the downstream
Flow visualization studies showed the flow to be

\two-dimensional

on the midspan streamline. Thus, midspan
chordwise distributions
are used.of airfoil surface static and dynamic
The unsteady aerodynamic forcing function to the airfoil,

,\

,

S,

A"\

,v,

,airfoil.

m\,,instrumentation
.
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Fig. I Sdlmeie of flewhl.
components u and v * depicted in Fig. I, airfoil loading, and
steady flow separation on the unsteady aerodynamic response
of an airfoil are experimentally investigated at high reduced
frequency values for the first time. This is accomplished by I)
using an axial flow research compressor to experimentally
model the high reduced frequency aerodynamic gust forcing
function, 2) replacing the last stage stator row with instrumented isolated airfoils, and 3) developing and using computer-based time-variant digital data acquisition and analysis
techniques, including ensemble averaging and Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT), for the analysis of the periodic data. In
particular, high reduced frequency aerodynamic gusts are
generated by the upstream rotor blade wakes, with the unsteady aerodynamic gust response determined by replacing the
downstream stator row with static and dynamically instrumented isolated airfoils. Thus, there is complete experimental
modeling of the basic unsteady aerodynamic phenomena inherent in this high reduced frequency unsteady interaction
including angle-of-attack effects, the velocity and pressure
variations, and the waveform of the aerodynamic forcing
function.

E
I

Research Compressor
The Purdue axial flow research compressor with the last
stage stator row replaced by an isolated airfoil is used for
these experiments. It is driven by a 15 hP dc electric motor
over a speed range of 300-3000 rpm. The wakes from the
upstream rotor blades are the source of the unsteady surface
pressures on the downstream isolated airfoil, i.e., the rotor
wakes define the aerodynamic forcing function to the airfoil
as depicted schematically in Fig. I. The 43 rotor blades and
the isolated airfoil are free vortex design airfoils with a British
C4 section profile, a chord of 30 nun, and a maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.10.
The variations in the airfoil steady loading are accomplished by compressor throttling and adjusting the setting
angles of the instrumented airfoils, thereby altering the airfoil
angle of attack. The detailed steady aerodynamic loading of
the instrumented airfoils is specified by the chordwise distribution of the airfoil surface steady static pressure coefficient with
the overall loading level given by the angle of attack and the
steady lift coefficient.
The waveform of the aerodynamic forcing function is
defined by the first harmonic chordwise and transverse gust
components , * and 0 . respectively. The forcing function
waveform variations to the instrumented last stage airfoils are
accomplished by independently circumferentially indexing the
upstream compressor vane rows relative to one another while
maintaining a constant instrumented airfoil steady loading
distribution.

the time-variant inlet flowfield, is measured with a cross
hot-wire probe. The airfoil mean absolute inlet flow angle is
determined by rotating the cross-wire probe until a zero
voltage difference is obtained between the two hot-wire signals. This mean angle is subsequently used as a reference to
calculate the airfoil angle of attack and the instantaneous
absolute and relative flow angles.
The airfoil surface time-variant pressure measurements are
accomplished with flush-mounted ultraminiature high-response transducers. To minimize potential flow disturbances
due to the transducer mounting or the inability of the tramducer diaphragm to exactly maintain the surface curvature of
the airfoil, a reverse mounting technique is used. The pressure
surface of one airfoil and the suction surface of a second are
instrumented, with the transducers embedded in the nonmeasurement surface and connected to the measurement surface by a static tap.
To assure the accuracy of the experiments and to minimize
the number of stator row reconfigurations needed to obtain
the isolated airfoil steady and unsteady data of interest, the
complete last stage compressor stator row was replaced with a
stator row comprised of only two airfoils, these being either
the statically instrumented airfoils or the dynamically instrumented airfoils. This corresponds to a vane row with a
solidity (chord/spacing) of less than 0.10, which results in a
spacing between the instrumented vanes large enough so that
the influence of the neighboring vanes is negligible, i.e., each
vane is essentially an isolated airfoil. For example, the coinplex unsteady lift predicted by inviscid, incompressible transverse gust flat plate models at a reduced frequency of 5.0 are
( - 0.0812, -0.1596) for an isolated airfoil and (-0.0809,
-0.1575) for a cascade with solidity of 0.1.
Data Acquisition mad Analysis
The steady-state pressure data are acquired with a 48-channel Scanivalve system. Under computer control, the Scanivalve is calibrated each time data are acquired, with
compensation automatically made for variations in the zero
and span output. As part of the steady-state data acquisition
and analysis process, a root mean square error analysis is
performed. The steady data are defined as the mean of 30
samples, with the 95% confidence intervals determined.
The time-variant data from the hot-wire probe and the
dynamic pressure transducers are obtained under computer
control by first conditioning their signals and then digitizing
them with a high-speed A-D system. This eight-channel system is able to digitize signals simultaneously at rates to
5 MHz per channel, storing 2048 points per channel. In
addition, after conditioning the time-variant hot-wire and
pressure transducer signals are monitored by a dynamic signal
processor that can digitize, average, and Fourier decompose
unsteady analog signals.
The time-variant data of interest are periodic, being generated at rotor blade passing frequency, with a digital ensemble
averaging technique used for data analysis. As will be discussed, the key to this technique is the ability to sample data
at a preset time. This is accomplished by means of an optical
encoder mounted on the rotor shaft. The microsecond-range
square wave voltage signal from the encoder is the time or
data initiation reference that triggers the high-speed A-D
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sampled and digitized over
sysie. Thbe time-variant l
a time frame that a gter than the perodic signal compo.
nes characteristic time. With the saw initiation reference,
iA., the signal from the rotor-shaft-mounted optical encoder,
a series of corresponding digitized signals is generated by
repeating this signal sampling and digitization process. The
time-variant signal ensemble average is then determined by
averaging this series of digital data samples.
At each steady-state operating point, an averaged time-vani-ant data set is obtained that consists of the hot-wire and the

3

airfoil-mounted transducer signals digitized at a rate of

200 kHz and ensemble-averaged over 200 rotor revolutions.
This sample rate allows approximately 91 points between each
rotor blade at the design compressor rotational speed. These
rotor revolution are not consecutive due to the finite time
required for the A-D multiplexer system to sample the data
and the computer to then read the digitized data. Each of

iI
*

these digitized signals is Fourier decomposed into harmonics
by means of a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.
The first harmonic magnitude and phase angle referenced to
the data initiation pulse are determined from the Fourier
analysis of the data. To then relate the rotor-wake-generated
velocity profiles with the first harmonic surface dynamic
pressures on the instrumented downstream airfoil, the rotor
exit velocity triangles are examined. The change in the rotor
relative exit velocity that occurs as a result of the wake from
a rotor blade is seen in Fig. I. This velocity deficit creates a
change in the absolute velocity vector, which is measured with
the cross-wire probe. From this instantaneous absolute flow
angle and velocity, the rotor exit relative flow angle and
velocity and the amplitude and phase of the perturbation
quantities are determined. The normal v + and parallel u *
perturbation velocities are determined from the following
V..

- V.

cos(S - 06."~)

V

V., sin(a

-

Ms,.)
(I)

*

where V, . is the mean flow velocity, V. the wake velocity,
a the wake absolute flow angle, and a,., . the mean absolute
flow angle.
The hot-wire probe is positioned upstream of the leading
edge of the instrumented airfoil. To relate time-based events
as measured by this hot-wire probe to the unsteady pressures
on the airfoil surfaces, the following assumptions are made: I)
the wakes are identical at the hot-wire and the instrumented
airfoil leading-edge plane, and 2) the wakes are fixed in the
relative frame. At a steady operating point, the hot-wire data
are analyzed to determine the absolute flow angle and the
rotor exit relative flow angle. Using the above two assumptions. the wake is located relative to the hot-wire and the
leading edges of the instrumented airfoil suction and pressure
wakes are present
the incremental
at whichThe
this, the
surfaces.
times
aretimes
determined.
locations
a, variousFrom
between occurrences at the hot-wire and the instrumented
airfoil lading-edge plane are then related to phase differences
between perturbstion velocities and the airfoil surface.
The final form of the unsteady pressure data defines the
chordwise variation of the first harmonic pressure difference
across the chord-line of a stator vane and is presented as a
nondimensionai complex unsteady pressure difference across
the airfoil chord in the format of the magnitude and the phase
lag referenced to a transverse gust at the airfoil leading edge.
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solution developed by Chiang and Fleeter." This model considers the flow of a two-dimensional unsteady aerodynamic
gust convected with the mean flow past a thick, cambered
airfoil at finite angle of attack at, as schematically depicted in
Fig. 2. The periodic gust amplitude and harmonic frequency
are denoted by A and w. respectively. The two-dimensional
gust propagates in the direction jr k*t + kj, where k, is
the reduced frequency, and k2 is the transverse gust wave
number, i.e., the transverse component of the gust propagation direction vector.
The unsteady flowfield is considered to be rotational and is
linearized about the full steady potential flow past the airfoil.
Thus, the effects of airfoil thickness and camber as well as
mean flow angle of attack are completely accounted for
through the mean potential flowfield. The steady potential
flowfield is independent of the unsteady flowfield. However,

relationships:
-
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Predieted Gmt Response
An unsteady aerodynamic gust response model that considers steady aerodynamic loading is needed to provide a baseline for accurate interpretation of the unsteady data. This is
accomplished using the complete first-order model. i.e.. the
thin airfoil approximation is not used, and locally analytical

the strong dependence of the unsteady aerodynamics on the

steady effects of airfoil geometry and angle of attack are
manifested in the coupling of the unsteady and steady flowfields through the unsteady boundary conditions.
A locally analytical solution is then developed. In this
method, the discrete algebraic equations that represent the
flowfield equations are obtained from analytical solutions in
individual grid elements. A body-fitted computational grid is
used. General analytical solutions to the transformed Laplace
equation are developed by applying these solutions to individual grid elements, i.e., the integration and separation constants are determined from the boundary conditions in each
grid element. The complete flowfield is then obtained by
assembling these locally analytical solutions.
Re

is

Flow
aerodynamic loading condition is established
steady
low
A
by selling the airfoil a, an angle of attack of 0. 1 deg. The data
defining the airfoil surface static pressure distributions are
presented in Fig. 3. There is a smooth chordwise pressure
variation on each airfoil surface, with no indication of flow
separation. Also, there is generally good correlation between
the data and the inviscid Chiang-Fleeter cambered airfoil
steady flow prediction, with the exception of the airfoil leading-edge region.
The aerodynamic gust waveform is characterized by the
ratio of the first harmonic chordwise-to-normal gust components (4 / 1. The effect of the gust waveform on the
unsteady aerodynamic response of the airfoil is considered by
establishing compressor configurations such that the airfoil
angle of attack and steady surface static pressure distributions
are maintained per Fig. 3, but with the gust component ratio
taking on values of 0.19. 0.35, and 0.53 (Fig. 4).
The effect of the aerodynamic gust waveform on the resulting unsteady pressure difference data is shown in Fig. 5. The
Maad
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the steady flow prediction did not exhibit good correation
with the steady airfoil surface static pressure data over the

*ea0l.

PRESURESURFCE ATA
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SURACE ATA
SUCTION SURFACE DATA

0

1027

front part of the airfoil. Hence. the poor unsteady data-pre-

diction correlation in this region. Also, the ratio of the first
harmonic gust components (* 16 *) has an effect on both the
magnitude and phase of the unsteady pressure difference,
although the general chordwise variation of these data is not
affected.
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model typically overpredicting the magnitude of the Pressure
difference on the front 30% of the airfoil chord. This is due to
the strong coupling of the unsteady prediction on an accurate
representation of the steady flowfield. As previously noted.
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the airfoil angle of attack was
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ATASSI

in
to 7.6 dll. The static pruNre distributons on the
airfoil suction and pressre surfaces together with the steady
predictions are shown in Fig. 6. Relatively
Chiang-WF
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good correlation is obtained. although not quite as good as at

----- SEARS

the lower angle of attack. Again, the correlation between the
data and the predictio is not very good in the leading-edge

r

region of the airfoil.

o 0

The resulting unsteady aerodynamic gust response of the
airfoil
together
the flat plate and cambered
predicof 0.22
are
ratioairfoil
first-hannoic-component
tions for
a gustwith
shown in Fig. 7. It should be noted that the reduced frequency
k, for these intermediate angle-of-attack data is increased as
compared to the previously presented low-anle-of-attack
data. This is associated with the use of a low-speed research
compressor to generate the aerodynamic pust forcing function. Again, the correlation of these complex unsteady pressure data with the cambered airfoil predictions is much better
than with the flat plate model. In particular, the chordwise
variations of both the
and phase
of thealgreement
unsteady
trendwise
exhibit good
pressure-differece datamagitude
with the cambered airfoil predictions. However, the phase
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Figure 8 shows the correlation between the unsteady pressure-difference data and the corresponding predictions for I)
the Sears flat plate airfoil convected gust analysis, 2) the
cambered airfoil convected gust mode; developed by Chiang
and Fleeter, and 3) the cambered airfoil interaction gust
model of Atassi. The magnitude data exhibit relatively good

kIs-5L9

I
0

loading level,
correlation is not quite as good as at the lower
with the magnitude data now overpredicted on the front half
of the airfoil. This is again associated with the poor correlation between the steady surface pressure data and the model
unsteady predictions on the steady flow-field.

i

k2 3O.72

CHIANG- FLEETER

correlation regardless of whether the gust is considered to be
convected with the mean flow or not. The phase data correlate
well with the cambered airfoil predictions and not the flat
plate one, with the best correlation obtained with the convected gust cambered airfoil prediction. This is due to the
between the unsteady airfoil aerodynamics and the
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flow separation at approximately 35% of the airfoil
suction surface was established by increasing the angle of
attack to 14 deg. (Fig. 9). The effects of this flow separation
on the unsteady aerodynamic gust response are investigated
by comparing the resulting separated flow gust data with
corresponding data obtained at the previous intermediate
airfoil angle of attack of 7.6 deg. where the steady lift coefficient is nearly the same, but the steady flow is not separated. Also, both the parallel and normal gust components are
maintained to be nearly identical for thew two configurations
(Fig. 10) with the ratio of the first-harmonic gust components

__

The resulting firt-harmonic unsteady pressure difference
data are presented in Fig. II. Also shown is the nonseparated

0

flat plate prediction of Sears. The cambered airfoil prediction
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is not presented because of the strong dependence of the
cambered airfoil predictions on the steady flowfield and the
inappropriateness of the inviscid steady model for separated
flow. The magnitude data for the separated flow case show
somewhat different trends than that for the nonseparated flow
in the leading- and trailing-edge regions of the airfoil. For the
separated flow configuration, the magnitude data are nearly
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The phase data for the separated flow configuration have
different trends than the nonseparated data and the flat plate
prediction near the separation point and in the airfoil trailingregion. Over the front 20% of the airfoil. the data and
the prediction
show analogous trends of being nearly con-
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tion and the nonseprated data. Aft of 20% chord, the
separated phase data increase, whereas the nonseparated data
decrease relative to the prediction. In the separated flow
region, both the separated and nonseparated data show simitrends. However, at 70% chord the separated phase data
jump to values larger than the prediction and increase with
further chordwise position. On the "#':.cr hand, the phase data
for the nonseparated case show a gradual increase. Thus,
separation affects both the magnitude and phase of the dynamic pressure difference data, with the primary effect being
on the phase.
To further investigate these separation effects, individual
suction surface time-variant pressure signals and their Fourier
decompositions are considered. Figure 12 presents a typical
unsteady pressure signal upstream of the separation point and
the unsteady pressure signal at the same chordwise location
for a configuration where the flow is not separated. It isclear
that the downstream separation point affects both the amplitudae and waveform of the unsteady pressure. This becomes
more apparent in the spectrums of these nonseparated and
separated unsteady pressures. The separated flow unsteady
pressure has a much broader spectrum than the nonseparated
This pressure
field distortion
most probably
to the
oscillation
of the separation
pointisgenerated
by thedue
periodic
aerodynamic gusts. This would occur at the same frequency as
the forcing function but would be out of phase with it.
A completely different trend is found within the separated
flow region. Figure 13 presents the unsteady pressure signals
for the separated and nonseparated flow cases for the same
chordwise position and their resulting Fourier decomposition.
There is little difference between the separated and nonseparated unsteady pressures. However, the nonseparated unsteady pressure has slightly more distortion, which results in
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constant over the front 15% of the airfoil, whereas the
nonseparated data and the prediction indicate a decreasing
amplitude. Aft of 15% chord, the magnitude data show
analogous trends, with both the separated and nonseparated

Sepaated Sleady Flow
200/

data decreasing with increasing chordwise position and attain-

ing a minimum pressure amplitude value at 30% chord,
similar to the previous results. The magnitude data for both

cases then gradually increase to values that are greater than
the prediction near midchord, with the nonseparated data
being lower in amplitude up to this point due to the larger
steady
pressure
differences
and
presuresurface
surfaces.
Both data
sets thenbetween
decreasethe
withsuction
increasing
chordwise position, with the separated data decreased in
amplitude relative to the prediction and the nonseparated
data. This is a result of the increased steady loading due to the
separation in this region,.mm
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distortion is due to the steady flow turning and the aerodythere is aconstant steady static surface pressure. the pressure
7
flucuabns gnertedby the separation-point oscillation are
negigile.incontrast to the effect upstream of the separation
point. Such a phenomenon also was noted by Maybey.19 The
0
effect of the sepration-point oscillation is probably damped
4n25
t
outby he mass of recirculating fluid wihnthe separated
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The influience of the aerodynamic gust forcing function'on
the airfoil unsteady aerodynamics when the steady flow is
separated is considered by establishing an additional airfoil
configuration where the steady loading is nearly the same,
an angle of attack on the order of 14.0 deg., but the
ratios of the gust components are different. The airfoil steady
surface static pressure distributions for these two configura--0
tions are shown in Fig. 14. The airfoil pressure and suction
have nearly identical distributions, with a fully separated flow starting at approximately 35% of the chord. Fig.
15 shows the areodynanuc forcing function to the airfoil. The0
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gust components having different values.

The first-harmonic unsteady pressure difference data for

these two configurations, with the nonseparated fiat plate
prediction as a reference, are presen ted in Fig. 16. The
magnitude data indicate analogous trends over the entire

airfoil chord, with the 0.186 (4*+ ) data being decreased in
value relative

to both the prediction and the 0.2 18 (ii +16 )
data. In the trailing-edge region, the data correlate well with
each other and are decreased relative to the prediction due to
the high steady loading in this region. The phase data show
different trends than the previous high-loading cases and with
Other near the separation point and the trailing edge.
Over the front 25% of the chord, the phase data show the
same trends, with the 0.186 (e4 /I+ data being in closer

with the Prediction. At 30% chord, the 0.218
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upstream of the separation point and also in the trailing-edge
region. Also, the separation affects both the magnitude and
the phase of the unsteady pressure difference data, with the
primary effect being on the phase. Consideration of the
surface unsteady pressure signals revealed
suction affects
individual
that i) separation
the magnitude, waveform, and spec-
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possibly a result of an oscillation of the separation
point due to the harmonic gust. 2) the pressure signals in the
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A series of experiments are performed in an extensively instrumented axial flow
research compressor to investigate the effects of different low reduced frequency
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aerodynamicforcing functions and steady loading level on the gust-generatedunsteady aerodynamics of a first-stage rotor blade row. Two different two-per-rev
forcing functions are considered: (i) the velocity deficit from two 90 deg circumferential inletflow distortions,and (2) the wakes from two upstream obstructions,
which arecharacteristicof airfoilor probe excitations. The data show that the wakegeneratedrotor row first harmonic responseis much greater than that generated by
the inlet distortion, with the difference decreasing with increased steady loading.

I

Introduction
Periodic aerodynamic excitations generate unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments on turbomachinery blading. At
the resonance conditions where the aerodynamic excitation
frequency matches a blade natural frequency, catastrophic vibrational responses of the blading may occur. In the design
process, Campbell diagrams are utilized to predict the occurrence of the resonant conditions in the operating range of the
engine. Unfortunately, accurate predictions of the amplitude
of the blade vibration at these resonances cannot currently be
made due to the inability af mathematical models to predict
the unsteady aerodynamics accurately, i.e., the aerodynamic
forcing function to the blade row and the resulting unsteady
aerodynamics acting on the blading. As a result, empirical
correlations are currently used to indicate the blade row response to the various excitations with varying degrees of success. However, the applicability of these correlations to
advanced blade designs has been in question for some time;
see for example Mikolajczak et al. (1975).
Nonuniform inlet flow to a rotor represents the most common aerodynamic excitation source for aerodynamically forced
vibrations. These nonuniformities are broadly categorized as

forcing functions characterized by low to moderate values of
the reduced frequency. On a first principles basis, they are
analyzed by fifst defining the unsteady aerodynamic forcing
function in terms of harmonics. The periodic response of an
airfoil row to each harmonic is then assumed to be comprised
of two components. One is due to the harmonic components
of the unsteady aerodynamic forcing function being swept past
the nonresponding airfoil row, termed the streamwise and
transverse gust responses. The second, the self-induced unsteady aerodynamics, arises when a vibrational response of the
airfoil row is generated.
Current state-of-the-art unsteady aerodynamic models for
the prediction of forced response do not consider differences
in the various types of aerodynamic forcing functions, i.e.,
distortion or wake-generated aerodynamic response. Also, the
gust and motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic models involve many physical and numerical assumptions. Therefore,
experimental modeling of the fundamental distortion and wakegenerated blade row periodic unsteady aerodynamic response,

wake excitations or inlet distortions, with two-per-rev sche-

matic depictions of each shown in Fig. I. They are generated
by a variety of sources including support struts, inlet guide
vanes, stator vanes, engine inlet designs, and aircraft maneuvers. In addition to the degradation in performance associated
with the various nonuniform inlet flows, they can also result
in detrimental aeromechanical effects. Namely, the distortion
and wakes both represent unsteady aerodynamic forcing functions to downstream rotor blade rows, thereby resulting in the
possibility of aerodynamically induced blade vibrations. This
:mpacts the fatigue life of the blading and, thus, has an adverse
effect on overall engine durability.

Distortions and wakes are both high energy aerodynamic
Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute and presened at the
35th International Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Contreqs and Exposition. Brusse1. Belium. June 11-14. 1990. Manuscript received by the Intetnational Gas
Turbine Institute January 15. 1990. Paper No. 90-GT.109.
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experiments, although the results were not presented. In the
0o

including both the forcing function and the resulting blade
row unsteady aerodynamics, is needed for validation and enhancement of theoretical and numerical models,
Unsteady aerodynamic gust experiments of direct interest to
turbomachines have been performed in low-speed research
compressors. Utilizing the stationary vane rows of both single
and multistage compressors, with the aerodynamic forcing
function being the high reduced frequency wakes shed by the
upstream rotor blades, the effects of airfoil camber, rotorstator axial spacing, and the waveform of the aerodynamic
forcing function on the first harmonic vane row response have
been investigated (Fleeter et al., 1978, 1980; Capece et al.,
1986; Capece and Fleeter, 1987). Gallus et al. (1980) utilized
five transducers embedded in each vane surface to quantify
the unsteady lift coefficients corresponding to the first five
harmonics of rotor blade passing frequency.
With regard to inlet flow distortions, O'Brien et al. (1980)
used six dynamic pressure transducers embedded on each rotor
blade surface to measure the unsteady aerodynamic response
to a distorted inlet flow field. However, the periodic rotor
blade row inlet flow field was not measured and, thus, the
unsteady aerodynamic gust forcing function was not quantifled. Manwaring and Fleeter (1990) investigated the effect of
inlet distortion waveform shape on the unsteady pressure response of a first-stage rotor row in a multistage compressor.
Hardin et al. (1987) ir-asured low reduced frequency oscillating airfoil aerodynamics on a rotor of a single-stage compressor and also stated that they performed similar distortion

high-speed flow regime, Datko and O'Hara (1987) measured

the forced vibratory response of an advanced transonic compressor first-stage integrally bladed disk (a blisk) generated by
seven different inlet total pressure distortion screens. These
experiments found that the blisk was susceptible to excessive
resonant stresses generated by the inlet distortions, with cornplex inlet distortions exciting the lower natural frequencies at
a number of engine orders. Although the distorted inlet flow
field was measured with a total pressure probe, the harmonic
content of the distortion was not always discernible. Also, the
detailed forcing function, i.e., the streamwise and transverse
gusts, and the rotor blade surface unsteady pressure and pressure differences were not quantified.
In this paper, the fundamental flow physics of disturbancegenerated periodic rotor blade row unsteady aerodynamics,
including the effect of different unsteady aerodynamic forcing
functions, are experimentally investigated for the first time.
This is accomplished by means of a series of experiments performed in an extensively instrumented axial flow research cornpressor directed at the investigation of the effects of both the
aerodynamic forcing function and steady aerodynamic loading
level on the gust-generated unsteady aerodynamics of a first
stage rotor blade.
As schematically depicted in Fig. I, two different two-perrev aerodynamic forcing functions are considered: (i) the yelocity deficit from two 90 deg circumferential inlet flow distortions, and (2) the wakes from two upstream obstructions,
which are characteristic of airfoil or probe excitations. These
aerodynamic forcing functions to the first-stage rotor blade
row are measured with a rotating cross hot wire probe, with
these data then analyzed to determine the streamwise and trans-

Nomenclature
b - rotor blade semichord
C -

C,

IIrotor blade steady
C,.,e)dx
pressure
a(C.0felme

=

k - reduced frequency tib/ V,
p - rotor blade surface unsteady

rotor blade steady loading =
-

coefficient
C,, - rotor blade harmonic unsteady
pressure coefficient
C , - rotor blade harmonic unsteady
7 pressure difference coefficient
I = rotor blade mean incidence

P

pressure
- rotor drum steady pressure
, - rotor blade surface steady
pressure
A - harmonic unsteady pressure
U, - rotor blade tip speed

u'

=,

= streamwise unsteady velocity

component

angle
Journal of Turbomachinewy

!-

a1
u'

=

streamwise gust harmonic

-

component
transverse unsteady velocity

component
O* = transverse gust harmonic component
V == mean axial velocity
- density of air
= interblade phase angle
= two-per-rev forcing function

frequency, rad
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The static calibrations showed good linearity and no discernible

hysteresis. The dynamic calibrations demonstrated that the
verse velocity components, u " and u', shown in Fig. 2. The
resulting unsteady aerodynamic gust-generated rotor blade surface unsteady pressure chordwise distributions are measured
with embedded ultraminiature high response dynamic pressure
transducers.
Research Compressor
The Purdue Axial Flow Research Compressor experimentally models the fundamental turbomachinery unsteady aerodynamic multistage interaction phenomena including the
incidence angle, the velocity and pressure variations, the aerodynamic forcing function, the reduced frequency, and the unsteady blade row interactions. The compressor is driven by a
15 hp d-c electric motor and is operated at a speed of 2250
rpm. Each identical stage of the baseline compressor contains
43 rotor blades and 31 stator vanes having a British C4 profile,
with the first-stage rotor inlet flow field established by a row
of 36 variable setting inlet guide vanes. The overall airfoil and
compressor characteristics are presented in Table 1. For these
experiments, the first-stage rotor blade row was extensively
instrumented. Due to the large gap between the IGV row and
the first-stage rotor row, approximately 75 percent vane chord,
the potential flow effects are negligible compared to the viscous
wakes. To eliminate any potential flow effects from the downstream stator row on the instrumented first-stage rotor blades,
the first-stage stators and second-stage rotors were removed,
as schematically depicted in Fig. 3.

frequency response, in terms of gain attenuation and phase
shift, were not affected by the reverse mounting technique.
The accuracy of the unsteady pressure measurements, determined from the calibrations, is + / -4 percent.
The rotor-based static pressure Scanivalve transducer, rotating hot-wire probe, and 20 blade surface dynamic pressure
transducers are interfaced to the stationary frame of reference
through a 40 channel slip ring assembly. Onboard signal conditioning of the transducer output signals is performed to maintain a good signal-to-noise ratio through the slip ring. The
remaining 17 channels of the slip-ring assembly are used to
provide excitation to the transducers and on/off switching
excitations to the Scanivalve DC Motor.
Data Acquisition and Analysis
Steady Data. The rotor blade surface static pressure data,
measured with the rotor-based Scanivalve system, are defined
by a root-mean-square error analysis of 20 samples with a 95
percent confidence interval. The reference for these midspan
blade pressure measurements is the static pressure at the exit
of the rotor measured on the rotor drum. Thus, the blade
surface and the reference static pressures are measured at different radii. Hence, a correction for the resulting difference
in the radial acceleration is derived and applied in calculating
the blade surface static pressure coefficient defined in equation
(I).
-

p--pexit()

Instrumentation
Both steady and unsteady first-stage rotor blade row data
are required. The steady data quantify the rotor mean inlet
flow field and midspan steady loading distribution. The unsteady data define the periodic aerodynamic forcing function
and the resulting midspan blade surface periodic pressure distributions.
The inlet flow field, both steady and unsteady, is measured
with a rotating cross hot-wire probe mounted 30 percent of
blade chord upstream of the rotor row. The cross hot-wire
probe is calibrated and linearized for velocities from 18.3
m/s to 53.4 m/s and + /- 35 deg angular variation, with the
accuracy of the velocity magnitude and flow angle determined
to be 4 percent and + / - 1.0 deg, respectively. Centrifugal
loading effects on the rotating hot-wire sensor resistances mad,
thus, responses were found to be negligible,
The detai' -d steady aerodynamic loading on the rotor blade
surfaces is measured with a chordwise distribution of 20 midspan static pressure taps, l0on each surface. The static pressure
at the rotor exit plane, measured with a rotor drum static tap.
is used as the blade surface static pressure reference. These
static pressure measurements are made using a rotor based 48

l2pU(
where U, is the rotor blade tip speed.
Periodic Data. The periodic data of interest are the harmonic components of the aerodynamic forcing function to the
first-stage rotor blade row together with the resulting rotor
blade surface unsteady pressures and unsteady pressure differences. These are determined by defining a digitized ensemble
averaged unsteady aerodynamic data set consisting of the rotating cross hot-wire probe and blade surface dynamic pressure
transducer signals at each steady operating point. In particular.
these time-variant signals are digitized with a high-speed A-D
system at a rate of 20 kHz and then ensemble averaged. The
key to this averaging technique is the ability to sample data at
a preset time, accomplished by an optical encoder mounted
on the rotor shaft. The microsecond range step voltage signal
from the encoder is the data initiation time reference and
triggers the high speed A-D multiplexer system. Tosignificantly
reduce the random fluctuations superimposed on the periodic
signals of interest, 200 averages are used. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is then applied to these ensemble-averaged signals to determine the harmonic components of the
unsteady aerodynamic forcing function and the resulting rotor

port constant speed drive Scanivalve system located in the rotor

blade surface harmonic unsteady pressures and pressure dif-

drum. To determine the accuracy of the steady pressure meas314 1 Vol. 113, APRIL 1991
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unsteady inlet flow field to the rotor ro1W, Measured
with the rotating cross hot-wire probe, is quantified by the
inlet relative velocity and flow angle. The velocity triangle
relations depicted in Fig. 2 are then used to determine the
detailed unsteady velocity into the rotor row, in particular. the
streamwise and transverse velocity components, u *and v',

respectively. These are then Fourier decomposed to determine
their harmonic components, 4a*and 0,*
The various unsteady aerodynamic gust mathematical models
reference the gust-generated airfoil aerodynamic response to
a transverse gust at the leading edge of the airfoil. However,
in the experiments described herein, the time-variant data are
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Periodic Aerodynamic Forcinl Functions. The Fourier decompositions of the inlet distortion and wake aerodynamic

forcing functions to the first-stage rotor in terms of the gust
components are presented in Figs. 4 and 5 for the lowest steady
loading level. The inlet distortion results in a dominant two-

Table 2
_
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function is minimal, with both the transverse and streamwise

harmonic gust components having relatively the same magnitudes as the low steady loading level. However, for the wake
forcing function, while the first harmonic streamwise and
transverse gust amplitudes are relatively unchanged from the
low steady loading level results, the higher harmonic gust cornponent magnitudes differ considerably. For this higher steady
loading level, the larger higher harmonics imply that the wake
deficit and flow angle changes through the airfoil wake are
increased.
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on the rotor blade surface static pressure coefficient for both
the inlet distortion and the obstruction wake forcing function
are shown in Fig. 8. The level of steady loading only affects
the static pressure distribution on the pressure surface over the
front 40 percent of the chord. On the suction surface, the
steady loading variation has a large effect on the static pressure
distribution over the entire suction surface. Also, these data
exhibit no indication of flow separation. Of particular interest
to the unsteady experiments, these data clearly show that these
different aerodynamic forcing functions have no effect on the
steady aerodynamic performance of the rotor, i.e., the airfoil
steady surface static pressures are independent of the unsteady
aerodynamic forcing function
d
a
c
fof

a significant decreased magnitude region between IS and 40
percent of the chord. This is attributed to the acceleration of
the mean flow around the pressure surface leading edge region
at these two negative mean incidence angles. As this effect was
not seen in the inlet distortion case, this indicates that the first
harmonic gust generated by the wake has a much larger interaction with the accelerated mean flow field than the corresponding inlet distortion-generated gust.
The effects of steady loading on the unsteady pressure phase
data are also dependent on the specific forcing function. With
the inlet distortion, these phase data are essentially independent
the steady loading level. However, with the wake forcing

The unsteady

function, the phase of the unsteady pressure is a function of

first
harmonic of the inlet distortion and wake forcing functions, including the effect of steady aerodynamic loading, are
presented in Figs. 9-14. In particular, these figures present the
chordwise distributions of the complex unsteady pressure coefficient on the individual rotor blade surfaces as well as the
corresponding complex unsteady pressure difference coefficients generated by these equivalent first harmonic two-perrev aerodynamic forcing functions.

incidence angle increases. Another difference in the effect of
the two forcing functions is that with the inlet distortion, the
unsteady pressure phase increases over the front half of the
surface and remains constant over the aft half, whereas the
corresponding phase data increase in value along the entire
pressure surface with the wake forcing function.

Rotor Periodic Aerodynamic Response.

aerodynamic response of the irst-stage rotor blade row to the

the level of steady loading, with the phase decreasing as the

Pressure Surface Unsteady Pressures. The effect of steady
aerodynamic loading level on the first harmonic of the complex

Suction Surface Unsteady Pressures. The effect of steady
aerodynamic loading on the first harmonic complex unsteady
pressure on the rotor blade suction surface is shown in Fig.
I I for the inlet distortion and in Fig. 12 for the wake forcing

face for the inlet distortion and the wake forcing functions is
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
For the inlet distortion, the unsteady pressure magnitude
decreases monotonically with increasing chord for all steady
loading levels. This form of the dimensionless unsteady pressure coefficient, equation (2a), results in the compression of
these magnitude data for all mean flow incidence angle values,
Thus, the magnitude of the unsteady pressure response on the
blade pressure surface, i.e., the low camber airfoil surface, is
primarily due to the level of steady loading as characterized
by the mean flow incidence angle.
With the wake forcing function, the unsteady pressure magnitude also decreases monotonically with increasing chord for
the three highest steady loading levels, with the data collapsed
for these loadings. For the lowest steady loading levels, the
data are also collapsed in the aft half of the surface but exhibit

In contrast to the pressure surface, the form of the dimensionless unsteady pressure coefficient, equation (2a), does not
compress the suction surface magnitude data with mean flow
incidence angle, the exception being between 13 and 20 percent
of the chord for the inlet distortion. For both forcing functions,
the unsteady pressure magnitude data decrease to a minimum
and then increase as the chord is traversed. Also, the magnitude
data exhibit the same steady loading trends aft of the minimum
magnitude chordwise position for the two forcing functions,
with the unsteady pressure magnitude increasing with increasing steady loading. In the front chord region, however, the
unsteady pressure magnitudes generated by the wake decrease
with increasing steady loading, whereas the corresponding inlet
distortion-generated magnitudes increase with increasing steady
loading. Another difference associated with the forcing functions is that the wake-generated unsteady pressure magnitude

unsteady pressure distribution on the rotor blade pressure sur-
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per-rev excitation with smaller higher harmonics. With the

wake forcing function, a strong two-per-rev signal is again
present. However, the higher harmonic amplitudes are approximately the same magnitude as the generating wake twoper-rev fundamental for the streamwise gust components and
are larger for the transverse gust component.
The inlet distortion and wake aerodynamic forcing functions
for the highest steady loading level are shown in Figs. 6 and
7. T he effect of steady loading on the inlet distortion forcing
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data are significantly larger in value than the corresponding
inlet distortion-generated magnitudes for all steady loading
levels, particularly in the front chord region, with the differences decreasing with increasing steady loading,

considered: (I) the velocity deficit from two 90 deg circumfereitial inlet flow distortions, and (2) the wakes from two
upstream obstructions, which are characteristics of airfoil or
probe excitations. General experimental results are noted in

The forcing function has a significant influence on the effect
of steady loading level on the unsteady pressure phase data.
For the inlet distortion at approximately 25 percent chord and
for the wake forcing function over the entire suction surface,
the phase data decrease as the incidence angle is increased.
However, there is a much larger steady loading effect apparent
with the wake forcing function, particularly over the front 75
percent of the chord. Other differences in the effects of the
two forcing functions on the suction surface phase data are
that with the inlet distortion: (I) The variation with steady
loading in the leading edge region changes, increasing with the
increasing incidence angle; and (2) these data are near!y independent of the loading level from approximately 15 to 25
percent chord, the vicinity of the minimum unsteady pressure
magnitude data. Neither of these effects are found in the wake.
generated phase data.

the following with detailed unsteady aerodynamic results summarized in Table 2.
0 The rotor steady aerodynamic performance is independent of the aerodynamic forcing function.
a The inlet distortion forcing function shows a dominant
two-per-rev, with much small higher harmonic content. In
contrast, the wake forcing function shows a strong two-perrev with higher harmonics of larger amplitudes.
0 On both the suction and pressure surfaces, the first harmonic complex unsteady pressure distributions are dependent
on the particular forcing function.
* The unsteady pressure difference magnitude data generally decrease with increasing chordwise distance for both
forcing functions, in trendwise agreement with the flat plate
cascade predictions.
a The wake-generated rotor row unsteady first harmonic
response is much greater than that generated by the inlet distortion, with the difference decreasing with increased steady
loading.

Unsteady Pressure Differences. The effects of steady loading on the first harmonic complex unsteady pressure difference
across the rotor blade are shown for the inlet distortion and

for the wake forcing functions in Figs. 13 and 14. Also pre-

sented in these figures as a reference are the flat plate cascade
predictions.
The unsteady pressure difference magnitude data for both
forcing functions generally decrease with increasing chord, in
trendwise agreement with the predictions. The wake-generated
magnitude data are of greater amplitude than the corresponding distortion data in the front chord region, with the distortion
data increasing and the wake data decreasing with increasing
steady loading. The unsteady pressure difference data generated by the two forcing functions are greatly decreased in
magnitude and are in better agreement with one another in the
mid to aft chord region, with both increasing slightly with
increased loading. Thus, the unsteady lift response of the rotor
blade is much greater for the wake forcing function than for
the inlet distortion, with the differences decreasing with in-
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Rotor Blade Unsteady Aerodynamic Gust Response to
Inlet Guide Vane Wakes
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ABSTRACT
A series of experiments are performed in an
extensively instrumented axial flow research compressor
to investigate the fundamental flow physics of wake
generated periodic rotor blade row unsteady
aerodynamics at realistic values of the reduced
which
frequency. Unique unsteady data are obtained
gust
aerodynamic
unsteady
fundamental
the
describe
interaction phenomena on the first stage rotor blades of
a research axial flow compressor generated by the
In these
wakes from the Inlet Guide Vanes.
experiments, the effects of steady blade aerodynamic
loading and the aerodynamic forcing function, including

both the transverse and chordwise gust components, and

the amplitude of the gusts, are investigated and
quantified.
NOMENCLATURE
b
C

C

Rotor blade semichord
Rotor blade stdiagrams
steady loading=
(Cp.wesm- -:

p~suon) dx

P
ui
v
Vh
AV

P
AP
W

Rotor blade surface steady pressure
First harmonic cemplex unsteady pressure
Streamwise gust first harmonic component
Transverse gust first harmonic component
Mean axial velocity
Absolute velocity vector difference from
ma Alue
Total unsteady velocity
T
Relative mean flow angle
Relative flow angle difference from mean
value
Forcing function frequency, radians

INTRODUCTION
Periodic aerodynamic excitations generate unsteady
aerodynamic forces and moments on turbomachinery
blading. At the resonance conditions where the
aerodynamic excitation frequency matches a blade
natural frequency, catastrophic vibrational responses of
the blading may occur. In the design process, Campbell
are utilized to predict the occurrence of the
resonant conditions in the operating range of the blade
Unfortunately, accurate predictions of the
row.
amplitude of the blade vibration at these resonances
cannot currently be made due to the inability of
mathematical models to accurately predict the unsteady
aerodynamics, i.e., the aerodynamic forcing function to

p
Cp
Csp

Rotor bladesteady pressure coefficient
Rotor blade unsteady pressure coefficient
Rotor blade unsteady pressure difference

i
k
p

coefficient
Rotor blade mean incidence angle
=ob/ V
Reduced frequency = (/response
Digitized ensembled averaged unsteady
pressure

the blade row and the resulting unsteady aerodynamics
As a result, empirical
acting on the blading.
correlations are currently used to indicate the blade row
to an excitation, with varying degrees of
success.

+
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On a first principles basis, forced response unsteady
aerodynamics are analyzed by first defining the forcing
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function in terms of harmonics. The periodic response
of an airfoil row to each harmonic is then assumed to be
comprised of two components. One is due to the
harmonic components of the unsteady aerodynamic
forcing function being swept past the nonresponding
airfoil row, termed the streamwise and transverse gust
responses. The second, the self-induced unsteady
aerodynamics, arises when a vibrational response of the
airfoil row is generated.
The gust and motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic
models involve many physical and numerical
assumptions. Therefore, experimental modeling of the
fundamental distortion and wake generated blade row
periodic unsteady aerodynamic response, including both
the forcing function and the resulting blade row
unsteady terodynamics, is needed for validation and
enhancement of theoretical and numerical models.
Unsteady aerodynamic gust experiments of direct
interest to turbomachines have been performed in low
speed research compressors. Fleeter, Jay and Bennett
(1978) and Fleeter, Bennett and Jay (1980) investigated
the effects of airfoil camber and rotor-stator axial
spacing on the unsteady aerodynamics of a stator vane
row of a single stage low speed research compressor.
Capece, Manwaring and Fleeter (1986) and Capece and
Fleeter (1987) performed measurements in a three stage
low speed research compressor to investigate the effect
of steady airfoil loading and detailed aerodynamic
forcing function waveshape on the unsteady
aerodynamic
response of a stator vane row. Gallus,
Lambertz and Wallman (1980)
performed
measurements at the midspan of a low camber vane of a
single stage axial flow compressor. The unsteady lift
coefficients corresponding to the first five harmonics of
rotor blade wake passing were measured with five
transducers embedded in each vane surface.
Gust experiments performed in rotor blade rows
include the following. With regard to inlet flow
distortions, O'Brien, Cousins, and Sexton (1980) utilized
six dynamic pressure transducers embedded on each
rotor blade surface to measure the unsteady
aerodynamic response to a distorted inlet flow field.
lowever, the periodic rotor blade row inlet flow field
was not measured and, thus, the unsteady aerodynamic
gust forcing function was not quantified. Hardin, Carta,
and Verdon (1987) measured low reduced frequency
oscillating airfoil aerodynamics on the rotor of a single
stage compressor and also stated that they performed
similar distortion experiments although the results were
not presented.
Manwaring and Fleeter (1989, 1990) experimentally
investigated the unsteady aerodynamic rotor blade row
gust response generated by low reduced frequency inlet
distortions and wake type disturbances. The major
advantage of rotor based unsteady gust experiments over
*2
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stationary blade row experiments is that the unsteady
aerodynamic forcing function is located in the stationary
reference frame. This enables a wide range of forcing
functions to be more easily generated and without large
detrimental effects on compressor overall performance.
In this paper, the rotor blade row fundamental
unsteady aerodynamic flow physics generated by
periodic wakes are investigated at realistic values of the
reduced frequency. In particular, the effects of the
detailed unsteady aerodynamic forcing function,
including both the transverse and chordwise gust
components and the gust amplitude, as well as steady
aerodynamic loading on the unsteady aerodynamic gust
response of the first stage rotor blade row are
investigated. Thisis accomplished by means of a series
of experiments performed in an extensively
instrumented axial flow research compressor. Unique
unsteady aerodynamic data are obtained which describe
both the detailed unsteady aerodynamic forcing function
generated by the wakes from the IGVs and the resulting
first stage rotor blade row unsteady aerodynamic gust
response.
In these experiments, the primary data obtained
define the midspan chordwise distributions of both tihe
steady and unsteady pressure on the rotor blade
surfaces, with the aerodynamic forcing function
generated in the stationary reference trailie. These
forcing functions are measured with a rotating cross
hot-wire
with these and
datatransverse
then analyzed
to
determine probe,
the streamwise
velocitv
components, u* and v shown in Figure I. "11w.
resulting unsteady aerodynamic gust generated rotor
blade surface unsteady pressure chordwise distributions
are measured with embedded ultra-miniature high
response dynamic pressure transducers. The blade
surface steady pressure chordwise distributions are
measured with blade surface static taps ported to a
rotor-based Scanivalve system.
RESEARCII COMPRESSOR
The Purdue Axial Flow Research Compressor
models the fundamental turbomachinery unsteady
aerodynamic multistage interaction phenomena which
include the incidence angle, the velocity and pressure
variations, the aerodynamic forcing function
waveforms, the reduced frequency, and the unsteady
blade row interactions. The compressor is driven by a
15 lIP DC electric motor at a speed of 2,250 RPM.
Each identical stage contains 43 rotor blades and 31
stator vanes having a British C4 airfoil profile, with the
first stage rotor inlet flow field established by a variable
setting inlet guide vane (IGV) row of 36 airfoils. iThe
overall compressor and airfoil characteristics are
defined in TFable I.
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The compressor aerodynamic performance is
determined utilizing a 48 port Scanivalve system,
thermocouples, and a venturi orifice to measure the
required pressures, temperatures and flow rate,
respectively. The Scanivalve transducer is calibrated
each time data are acquired, thus automatically
compensating for zero and span shifts of the transducer
output. A 95% confidence interval, root-mean-square
error analysis of 20 samples is performed for each
steady data measurement.

INSTRUMENTATION
Both steady and unsteady rotor blade row data are
required. These are acquired with the rotor-based
instrumentation system schematically depicted in Figure.
2. The steady data quantify the rotor row mean inlet
flowfield and the resulting rotor blade midspan steady
loading distribution. The unsteady data define the
periodic aerodynamic forcing function and the resulting
midspan blade surface periodic unsteady pressure
distributions,
The inlet flow field, both steady and unsteady, is
measured with a rotating cross hot-wire probe.
Disturbances in the stationary frame-of-reference, i.e.,
the IGV wakes, are the unsteady aerodynamic forcing
functions to the first stage rotor row. The rotor
periodic unsteady inlet flow field generated by these
disturbances is measured with a cross hot-wire mounted
in the rotor frame-of-reference. The pr-be is axially
mounted 30% of rotor chord upstream of the rotor
leading edge plane. A potential flow field analysis
determined this axal location to be such that leading
edge potential effects are negligible for all steady
loading levels. The probe is angularly aligned to obtain
rotor relative velocity and flow angle data. The cross
hot-wire probe was calibrated and linearized for
velocities from 18.3 mi/sec to 53.4 m/sec and +/- 35
degrees angular variation, with the accuracy of the
velocity magnitude and flow angle were determined to
be 4% and +/- 1.0 degree, respectively. Centrifugal
loading effects on the rotating hot-wire sensor
resistances and, thus, the responses, were found to be
negligible,
The detailed steady aerodynamic loading on the
rotor blade surfaces is measured with a chordwise
distribution of 20 midspan static pressure taps, 10 on
each surface. The static pressure at the rotor exit plane,
measured with a rotor drum static cap, is used as the
blade surface static pressure reference. These static
pressure measurements are made using a rotor based 48
port constant speed drive Scanivalve system located in
the rotor drum.
The measurement of the midspan rotor blade surface
unsteady pressures is accomplished with 20 ultra-

IimI
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miniature, high response transducers embedded in the
rotor blades at the same chordwise locations as the static
pressure taps. To minimize the possibility of flow
disturbances associated with the inability of the
transducer diaphragm to exactly maintain the surface
curvature of the blade, a reverse mounting technique is
utilized. The pressure surface of one blade and the
suction surface of the adjacent blade are instrumented,
with transducers embedded in the nonmeasurenient
surface and connected to the measurement surface by a
static tap. The embedded dynamic transducers are both
statically and dynamically calibrated. The static
calibrations show good linearity and no discernible
hysteresis. The dynamic calibrations demonstrate that
the frequency response, in terms of gain attenuation and
phase shift, are not affected by the reverse mounting
technique. The accuracy of the unsteady pressure
measurements, determined from the calibrations, is +/4%.
The rotor-based static pressure Scanivalve
transducer, rotating cross hot-wire probe and 20 blade
surface dynamic pressure transducers are interfaced to
the stationary frame-of-reference through a 40 channel
slip ring assembly. On-board signal conditioning of the
transducer output signals is performed to maintain a
good signal-to-noise ratio through the slip rings. The
remaining 17 channels of the slip-ring assembly are used
to provide excitation to the transducers and on/oft
switching to the Scanivalve DC motor.
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANAYSIS
The rotor blade surface static pressure data,
measured with the rotor-based Scanivalve system, are
defined by a root-mean-square error analysis of 21)
samples with a 95% confidence interval. 'Tlie reference
for these midspan blade pressure measurements is the
static pressure at the exit of the rotor measured on lie
rotor drum. Thus, the blade surface and the reference
static pressures are measured at different radii. I lence,
a correction for the resulting difference in the radial
acceleration is applied in calculating the blade surface
static pressure coefficient defined in Equation I.
CP = P,
1/2 p U'
-

(I)

where Ut is the rotor blade tip speed.
Periodic Data
The periodic data of interest are the harmonic
components of the aerodynamic forcing function to tht.
first stage rotor blade row together with the resulting
rotor blade surface unsteady pressures and unsteady
pressure differences. These are determined by defining
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a digitized ensemble averaged periodic unsteady
aerodynamic data set consisting of the rotating cross
hot-wire probe and blade surface dynamic pressure
transducer signals at each steady operating point. In
particular, these time-variant signals are digitized with a
high speed A-D system at a rate of 100 kllz and then
ensemble averaged.

C=
p
P
Cap

Cpssyotton

(2b)

?v is

the first harmonic transverse
gust
component, Vx is the mean axial velocity, and 6 is the
relative mean flow angle in radians.
The final form of the gust generated rotor blade
row unsteady aerodynamic data define the chordwise
distribution of the harmonic complex unsteady pressure
and pressure difference coefficients. Also included as a
reference where appropriate are predictions fromithe
transverse gust analysis of Smith (1971). This model
analyzes the unsteady aerodynamics generated on a flat
plate airfoil cascade at zero incidence by a transverse
gust convected with an inviscid, subsonic, compressible
flow.
RESULTS
A series of experiments are performed to investigate
and quantify the effects on the unsteady aerodynamic
gust response of the first stage rotor blade ;ow due to
the detailed variation of the unsteady aerodynamic
forcing function generated by the IGV wakes. Forcing
function effects include both the transverse and
chordwise gust components, defined by the ratio of the
amplitudes of the first harmonic streamwise-totransverse gust components, rufrl, and tie gust
amplitude, defined by the ratio of the first harmoic
transverse gust magnitude to mean axial velocity,
LvVV . The ratio of the streamwise-to-transverse gust

.

The various unsteady aerodynamic gust
mathematical models reference the gust generated airfoii
aerodynamic response to a transverse gust at the leading
edge of the airfoil. However, in the experiments
described herein, the time-variant data are referenced to
the initiation of the data acquisition shaft trigger pulse.
Thus, for consistency with the models, the periodic data

amplitude, rt'i/v1, was varied by changing the IGV
setting angle. The level of steady aerodynamic loading,
characterized by the mean incidence angle, was varied as
a parameter. The variation in the rotor blade steady

are further analyzed and referenced to a transverse gust
at the leading edge of the first stage rotor blade. This is
accomplished by assuming that: (1) the aerodynamic
forcing function remains fixed in the stationary
reference frame; and (2) the forcing function does not
decay
from
rotating
hot-wire
the rotor
rowtheleading
edge
plane. probe axial location to

and varying the mass flow rate and, thus, the mean flow
incidence angle to the rotor blade row.
Periodic Aerodynamic Forcing Function
Four distinct
aerodynamic
forcin
functions
to the36-per-revolution
first stage rotor
blade row
are
generated, characterized by nominal first harmonic
streamwise-to-transverse gust amplitude ratios of 0.29,
0.37, 0.45, and 0.55. The unsteady aerodynamic gusts
generated from the IGV wake first harmonic have
nominal reduced frequency values between 5 and 6.
The Fourier decomposition of these IGV wake
aerodynamic forcing functions to the first stage rotor
row shows a dominant 36-per-rev excitation
fondamental harmonic with smaller higher hamionics.
As the gust amplitude ratio increases, the transverse

The rotor blade surface unsteady pressure data,
measured with the embedded high response pressure
transducers, are analyzed to determine the harmonics of
thechordwise distribution of the unsteady pressure
coefficient, Cp and the unsteady pressure difference
c
coefficient, C p. These are defined in Equation 2 and
are specified from the Fourier coefficients of the
digitized ensemble averaged dynamic pressure
transducer signals.
4

I

= Cp.pfhssuee -

where

The unsteady inlet flow field to the rotor row is
measured with the rotating cross hot-wire probe which
quantifies the relative velocity and flow angle. The
velocity triangle relations depicted in Figure 1 are then
used to determine the unsteady inlet flow field to the
rotor, in particular, the streamwise and transverse
velocity components, u and v+, respectively. These are
then Fourier decomposed to determine the first
harmonic of the streamwised taster e telfit
components, termed the streamwise and transverse gust

1
U

(2a)

V

The key to this averaging technique is the ability to
sample data at a preset time, accomplished by an optical
encoder mounted on the rotor shaft. The microsecond
range step voltage signal from the encoder is the data
initiation time reference and triggers the high speed AD multiplexer system. To significantly reduce the
random fluctuations superimposed on the periodic
signals of interest, 200 averages are used. A Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is then applied to
these ensemble averaged signals to determine the
harmonic components of the unsteady aerodynamic
forcing function and the resulting rotor blade surface
harmonic unsteady pressures and pressure differences.

components, u and

( --
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harmonic gust amplitudes become smaller while the
streamwise harmonic gust amplitudes become larger
with respect to the mean axial velocity,
Blade Surface Steady Pressures
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading as
characterized by the mean incidence angle on the rotor
blade surface steady pressure coefficient is shown in
Figure 3. The level of steady loading only affects the
steady pressure distribution on the pressure surface over
the front 40% of the chord. On the suction surface, the
steady loading variation has a large effect on the steady
pressure distribution over the entire suction surface,
Also, these data give no indication of suction surface
flow separation. It should be noted that these surface
steady pressure distributions are not affected by the
characteristics of the periodic unsteady aerodynamic
forcing function.

lie level of steady loading has only a miinimal effect
on the pressure surface unsteady pressure phase, the
exception being the two lowest steady loading levels ini
the front chord region. Also as u v41 increases, the
decrease in phase in the 25% chord region becomes less
for the two low steady loading levels, while the three
highest steady loading levels in the front chord region
and all steady loading levels in the aft chord region
remain relatively unaffected by the gust amplitude ratio.

Rotor Row Periodic Aerodynamic Response

IGV wake generated first harmonic complex unsteady
pressure on the rotor blade suction surface is shown in
Figures 8, 9, 10 and I I for the four nominal gust
amplitude ratio values.

The periodic aerodynamic response of the first stage
rotor blade row to the IGV wake first harmonic forcing
function are presented in the format of the chordwise
distribution of the complex unsteady pressure coefficient
on the individual rotor blade surfaces as well as the
corresponding complex unsteady pressure difference
coefficient generated by the 36-per-rev IGV wake first
harmonic forcing function, with the steady loading level
as a parameter.
Pressure Surface Unsteady Pressure
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading level on
the IGV wake generated first harmonic complex
unsteady pressure distribution on the rotor blade
pressure surface is shown in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 for
nominal streamwise-to-transverse gust amplitude ratios
of 0.29, 0.37, 0.45 and 0.55, respectively. The first
harmonic gust amplitude, characterized byl/Vl values
of approximately 0.1 is small compared to the mean
axial velocity,

I
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0.24, thereby indicating that the mean flow field
accelerates around the pressure surface leading edge
before decelerating (diffusing) for the two lowest mean
incidence angles, i.e., the steady pressure coefficient
decreases and then increases.

For each gust amplitude ratio value, the form of the
dimensionless unsteady pressure coefficient specified in
Equation 2 results in a compression of the unsteady
pressure magnitude data over the entire pressure surface
for all gust amplitude ratios and all but the two lowest
steady loading levels. For these two loading cases, large
variations are found in the magnitude data in the
neighborhood of the quarter chord, with these variations
decreasing with increasing gust amplitude ratio. This
corresponds to the previously noted effects of steady
loading on the rotor blade surface steady pressure
wherein loading primarily influences the front part of
the pressure surface. Namely, the steady pressure
coefficient value for the rotor drum hub steady pressure
coefficient upstream of the rotor row is approximately

Suction Surface Unsteady Pressures
The effect of steady aerodynamic loading on the

The unsteady pressure coefficient magnitude on the
entire suction surface is a strong function of the level of
steady aerodynamic loading. This correspowtis to the
previously presented suction surface steady pre.ssuie
data variation with mean incidence angle. For all gust
amplitude ratios, the front-to-mid chord region data
show a decreasing-increasing magnitude trend with
chord, with the minimum magnitude chordwise location
moving forward with increasing steady loading. '[his
minimum corresponds to the minimum in the steady
pressure chordwise distribution, Figure 5, wherein the
chordwise location of the change from accelerating to
decelerating mean flow moves forward with increasing
mean incidence. Thus, similar to tie pressure surface
unsteady response in the front chord region at negative
mean incidence angle, the unsteady gust interacts with
the accelerating mean flow field around the suction
surface in the front chord region. Iln the mid-to-aft
chord region, the gust amplitude ratio alters the effect
of steady loading on the chordwise distributions of the
unsteady pressure response. Namely, for the large gust
amplitude ratios, a decreasing-increasing u ,icady
pressure magnitude trend with chord occurs, with the
minimum moving forward with increasing steady
loading. As ru/rv decreases, this increasing-decreasing
magnitude trend with chord becomes smoother and the
data increase dramatically in magnitude in the alt hall
chord. Thus, for this higher camber suction surface,
the mean flow field interacts with the unsteady gust over
the entire blade surface, with the gust amplitude ratio
affecting the response over the aft half oftie surface.
Nearest to the leading edge, the magnitude data
increase with increasing steady loading level. As noted
i
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previously, this steady loading trend is attributed to the
IGV wake first harmonic gust interacting with the mean
accelerating flow field around the blade leading edge.
Hathaway et. al. (1987) have experimentally
demonstrated the interaction of a rotor wake with a
They found that from
downstream stator row.
approximately -20% to 10% of the downstream stator
chord, the rotor wake generated unsteady velocity
magnitude increases, with the increase becoming larger
as steady loading increases. This indicates that the wake
generated gust magnitude increases due to the
interaction with the accelerating mean flow field around
the blade leading edge.
With regard to the phase of the unsteady pressure,
the stream wise-to-transverse gust amplitude ratio has
the tremwie-t-trnsvrse ustampitue rtiohas
minimal effect, with steady loading primarily affecting
the phase on the aft three quarters of the chord. As the
mean incidence angle is increased from the low loading
level, the chordwise variation of the phase data on the
aft part of the surface becomes linear, with the extent of
this linear distribution increasing with increasing mean
incidence. This linear chordwise distribution indicates
the existence of a wave phenomenon, with a convective
velocity equal to the mean axial velocity through the
blade row (20.5 m/sec). This mean axial velocity wave
phenomenon has been experimentally detected by other
authors,
et al.
(1980) and lodson (1984) but is
explained,
ytto be Fleeter,
physically
yet tnot

i

Summarizing these blade surface steady loading and
gust amplitude ratio effects, for the low camber
pressure surface in the chordwise region where the
mean flow field does not accelerate, i.e., the mid-to-aft
chord region for all steady loading levels and the front
chord region for the three high steady loading levels,
the data compress for all gust amplitude ratios,
indicating that steady loading as characterized by the
mean flow incidence is a key mechanism for the low
camber unsteady aerodynamic wake response.
However, in an accelerating mean flow field, i.e., the
front chord region for the two low steady loading
levels, mean flow field interactions with the unsteady
gust are also important. As the gust amplitude ratio
increases, this interaction lessens. On the higher camber
suction surface, the interaction between the mean flow
field and the unsteady gust affects the unsteady
aerodynamic response over the entire blade surface for
all steady loading levels and streamwise-to-transverse
gust amplitude ratios. Also, the gust amplitude ratio has
, hrge effect on these interactions over the aft half of
the ae efsurface,
Unsteady Pressure Differences
fhe steady loading effect on the first harmonic of
the complex unsteady pressure difference across the
rotor blade camberline is shown in Figures 12, 13, 14
and 15 for the nominal streamwise-to-transverse gust
amplitude ratios of 0.29, 0.37, 0.45 and 0.55.
respectively. Also presented as a reference are the flat
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plate cascade, inviscid, transverse gust predictions of
Smith (1971) and Whitehead (1987).
The effects of steady loading on the previously
presented individual pressure and suction surface
magnitude and phase data are still apparent, with the
suction surface effects being dominant. For example,
analogous to the high gust amplitude steady loading
trends on the suction surface for the high gust amplitude
ratio, the unsteady pressure difference magnitude data
show two decreased magnitude regions, one in the froit
chord region and the other in the mid-to-aft chord
region, with the chordwise location of the magnitude
minima moving forward with increased steady loading.
Also, the chordwise location where the rapid increase in
value of the phase data begins to occur moves forward
hef I on
to
hasesta begin s
wi th
with increasing steady loading similar to the suction
surface, whereas for the low steady loading level, the
phase decreases sharply at 25% rotor chord per the
pressure surface trends. Similar to the steady loading
trends in the suction surface aft chord region, as the gust
amplitude ratio decreases, the magnitude data increase.
These steady loading effects cause the chorlwie
distribution of the unsteady pressure difference
sc and ase data to differ greatly fron the flat
magnitude
just
with increasing
and the phase
platedecreasing
cascade predictions,
with chord
the magnitude
data data
not
remaining nearly constant with cbord per the
predictions. The lowest steady loading level, which
most closely approximates the prediction model no
loading condition, shows fair comparison with the
magnitude data except in chord regions where strong
gust interactions with the steady flow field occur, i.e..
the pressure surface interaction at 25% chord and the
suction surface interaction in the aft chord. The
prediction differs from the phase data by approximately
90 degrees over the entire blade except, once again, in
the 25% and aft chord region.
l-ffect of Gust Amplitude
The previous results considered the periodi.
aerodynamic response of the first stage rotor blade row
to relatively small amplitude IGV wake first harmonic
gusts, with the ratio of the transverse gust to mean axial
velocity on the order of 0.1. The effect of larger
amplitude gusts, pressron the order of 0.3, on the blade
effect
presure respne, incige
sf
steady
of steady loading, are presented in Figures 16 and 17,
where the effect of operation at the five nominal steady
loading levels is also included. In particular, these
figures present the chordwise distribution of the
complex unsteady pressure coefficient on the pressure
and suction surfaces generated by large amplitude 36per-rev IGV wake first harmonic forcing functions.
The effect of the larger amplitude gusts oi the
pressure surface unsteady pressure response is
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demonstrated by comparing the high amplitude gust
generated response with that resulting from the low
amplitude gust of the same nominal streamwise-totransverse gust amplitude ratio value, Figures 5 and 16.
Nearly identical unsteady pressure magnitude and phase
responses are shown for both gust amplitudes except in
the 25% chord region for the lowest two mean flow
incidence angles. In this front chord region at negative
mean flow incidence, the interaction between the
accelerating mean flow field and the unsteady gust is
weaker for the larger amplitude gust, as evidenced by
the decrease in the magnitude and phase variation.
The effect of large amplitude gusts on the suction
surface unsteady pressure response is seen by comparing
the high and low amplitude gust generated response for
equivalent gust amplitude ratio values, Figures 9 and 17.
The phase data are unaffected by the gust amplitude,
with the steady loading effect on the phase chordwise
distributions being nearly equivalent. However, the
magnitude data are greatly affected by the gust
amplitude, particularly over the aft three quarters of the
surface. The high amplitude gust magnitude data are
greatly decreased compared to the low amplitude gust
magnitude data, with the steady loading effect being
greatly reduced. Thus, similar to the pressure surface
front chord region at negative mean flow incidence, the
interaction of high amplitude gusts with the mean flow
is weaker than the interaction of low amplitude gusts
with the mean flow,
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

3

The rotor blade row fundamental unsteady
aerodynamic flow physics generated by periodic wakes
were investigated at realistic values of die, reduced
frequency. In particular, the effects of the detailed
unsteady aerodynamic forcing function, including both
the transverse and chordwise first harmonic gust
components and the gust amplitude, as well as steady
aerodynamic loading on the unsteady aerodynamic gust
response of the first stage rotor blade row were
investigated and quantified. This was accomplished by
means of a series of experiments performed in an
extensively instrumented axial flow research
compressor.
The rotor blade surface steady loading distributions
were quantified with surface static pressure taps and a
rotor-based Scanivalve system. The aerodynamic
forcing function to the rotor blade row was determined
with a rotating cross hot-wire probe, with the
aerodynamic gust generated rotor blade surface
unsteady pressure chordwise distributions measured
with embedded ultra-miniature high response dynamic
pressure transducers.

I
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The detailed IGV wake generated unsteady
aerodynamic results of these experiments are
summarized in the following.
* The IGV wake

forcing function shows a
dominant 36-per-rev, with smaller higher haiiic
content.
Blade Surface Steady Pressures
Steady loading affects the steady pressure
distribution on tile front portion of tile blade
pressure surface and over he entire suction
surface.
* The unsteady gust amplitude ratio and magniiud,

negligible effect on the steady prcssUl
have
distr ibutod.
distribution.
Pressure Surface Response

* The unsteady pressure phase data are nearly

independent of the steady loading level and the gust
amplitude ratio except in the front chord region at
negative mean flow incidence.
* The
selected
unsteady
pressure
nondinensionalization compresses the inagnit(le
data with regard to inean flow incidcnce angle lor
each gust component almplitude ratio except in ifie
front chord region for negative rieall Ilow
incidence.
* Increasing the gust amplitude ratio results in
weaker interactions between the nieani and unstcady
flow fields in the front chord region at negative
mean flow incidence.
* Large amplitude gusts reduce this interaction

between the unsteady gust and tie accelerating
mean flow field.
* The magnitude of the unsteady pressure response

on the blade pressure surface, i.e., the low caniK-r
surface, is thus primarily affected by the level of
steady loading as characterized by the mean tHow
incidence angle except in the accelerating mean
flow field of the front chord region at negative
mean flow incidence.
Suction Surface Response
* The unsteady pressure phase data arc nearly

independent of the gust component amplitude ratio,
with increased mean incidence resulting in a linear
chordwise distribution which corresponds to a wave
phenomenon convected at tile mnean axial velocity of
the flow through the rotor blade row.
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*

Journal of Engineering for Power, Vol. 102, April
1980, pp. 334-343.

The mid-to-aft chord magnitude data are a
strong function of the gust amplitude ratio, with the
increase in magnitude with increasing steady
loading becoming smaller with increasing gust
amplitude ratio.

Fleeter, S., Jay, R.L., and Benntel, W.A., "Rotor
Wake Generated Unsteady Aerodynamic Rcsponsc of a
Compressor Stator," AS'ME Journal oJ Enginering fir
Power, Vol. 100, October, 1978, pp. 664-675.
Gallus, H.E. Lambertz. J., and Wallinan, Th..
"Blade-Row Interaction in an Axial-Flow Subsonic
Compressor Stage," ASME Journal of Engineering fl,
Power, Vol. 102, January 1980, pp. 169-177.

The
selected
unsteady
pressure
nondimensionalization does not compress the
magnitude data with regard to mean flow incidence
angles.
*

flowto
*fieldLarge
amplitude
reduce these
similar
gust,mean
the unsteady
withgusts
interactions
the pressure surface.
The magnitude of the unsteady pressure response
on the blade suction surface, i.e., the higher camber
surface, is thus affected by both the steady flow
field interactions and the gust amplitude ratio.
Unsteady Pressure Difference Response

I

The unsteady pressure difference data reflect the
effects of loading on the pressure and suction
surface unsteady data, with the suction surface
effects being dominant.
* These steady loading effects cause the chordwise
distribution of the magnitude and phase data to
differ greatly from the flat plate cascade
predictions.
*

* The lowest steady loading level data was
correlated with flat plate cascade predictions, with
the unsteady aerodynamic response correlation
being fair.
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APPENDIX VIII

Viscous Aerodynamic Analysis of an Oscillating Flat Plate Airfoil with a Locally Analytical

Solution
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Viscous Aerodynamic Analysis
of an Oscillating Flat-Plate Airfoil
Linda M. Schroeder* and Sanford Fleetert
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana

Abstract
rONSIDERABLE progress has been made in the predic,tion of the unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils,
Th-e analyses are typically limited to inviscid potential flows,
witli the unsteady flow assumed to be a small perturbation to
the mean flow and the Kutta condition imposed. By considering the airfoils to be zero-thickness flat plates at zero mean
incidence, the steady and unsteady flowfields are uncoupled,
with the steady flow being uniform and parallel,
In this paper, an analysis is developed that models the
unsteady aerodynamics of an harmonically oscillating flatplate airfoil. including the effects of mean flow incidence
angle, in an incompressible laminar flow at moderate values of
Reynolds number. The unsteady viscous flow is assumed
to be a small perturbation to the steady viscous flowfield. The
ncznuniform and nonlinear steady flowfield is described by the
Navier-Stokes equations and is independent of the unsteady
flow. Thr imall-perturbation unsteady viscous flow is described by a system of linear partial differential equations that
are coupled to the steady flowfield, thereby modeling the
strong dependence of the unsteady aerodynamics on the
steady flow. Solutions for both the steady and unsteady viscous flowfields are obtained by a locally analytical method in
which the discrete algebraic equations representing the flowfield equations are obtained from analytical solutions in individual local grid elements.
The locally analytical method for steady two-dimensional
fluid flow and heat-transfer problems was initially developed
by Chen et al.'-' They have shown that it has several advantages over finite-difference and finite-element methods, ineluding being less dependent on grid size, with the system of
algebraic equations relatively stable. Also, since the solution is
analytical, it is differentiable and is a continuous function.
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The equations describing the steady and unsteady viscous
flows are determined by decomposing the flowfield into steady
and small-perturbation harmonic unsteady components. For
the unsteady flow, the second-order terms are neglected as
small compared to the first-order terms.
The coupled nonlinear partial differential equations describing the steady flowfield are independent of the unsteady
flow as shown in Eq. (2). The vorticity equation is nonlinear,
with the stream function described by a linear Poisson equation that is coupled to the vorticity equation through the
voricity source term. The pressure also is described by a linear
Poisson equation, with the source term dependent on the
steady flowfield,

the airfoil chord, and k = wC/U.
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local grid elements. This is accomplished by dividing the flow.
UNTAK.
STABLE

field into computational grid elements. In each element, the
nonlinear convective terms of the steady Navier-Stokes equa.
tions are locally linearized. The nonlinear character of the
steady flowfield is preserved as the flow is only locally lia.
that is,independently linearized in individual irid
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.earized,

",elements,
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Analytical solutions to the linear equations describ.

ing both the steady and unsteady flowfields in each element
then are determined. The solution for the complete flowfield
is obtained through the application of the global boundary
conditions and the assembly or the locally analytic solutions.
unsteady viscous flow model and locally analytical
solution are used to investigate the effects of Reynolds number, mean flow incidence angle, and reduced frequency on the
unsteady aerodynamics of an harmonically oscillating airfoil.
Predictions are obtained on a 50 x 35 rectangular grid with
Ax - 0.025 and Ay - 0.025 and 21 points located on the fir-
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foil. The convergence , criteria for the stream function itera
tions are both 10-1 with the vorticity tolerance being6
5 x 10-2. The tolerances for the pressure iterations are 10-

Sviscous

INVISCIO

.
0
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and 1O-5 for the internal and external iterations, respectively.
The computational time averaged 440 CPU on the Cyber 205,
with an average of 160 iterations for the stream function and
vorticity solutions and an additional 160 iterations for the

Is
k2.4

k-.4
-5h

pressure solution.

2O
ELASTIC AXIS M CHORD)

FIg. 2 Vailatlou of the imilintry so ymati momet coefficen
with elastic axis for Re = IO and 4 deg Iincet.e
The coupled linear partial differential equations describing
the unsteady harmonic flowfield are given in Eq. (3). The
unsteady flow is coupled to the steady flowfield. In particular,
in both the unsteady vorticity transport and pressure equations, the coefficients are dependent on the steady flowfield
with the unsteady stream function coupled to the solution for
the unsteady vorticity.
VIt - Re(kit + Ut, + Vt + ur, + vr,)

(3a)

V20 _ -E

(3b)

,p- -2[(uV, + vyU 1 ) - (v.U, + uyVl)]

(3c)

where i - V'7, and u and v denote the unsteady perturbation
chordwise and normal velocity components.
The steady flow boundary conditions specify no slip between the fluid and the surface and that the velocity normal to
the surface is zero. For the unsteady flow, the velocity of the
fluid must be equal to that of the surfaces and the unsteady

chordwise velocity component must satisfy a no-slip boundary
condition. For a flat-plate airfoil, executing small-amplitude
harmonic torsion mode oscillations about an elastic axis location at x, measured from the leading edge, the linearized
normal velocity boundary condition in Eq. (4) is applied on
the mean position of the oscillating airfoil,
v(x, 0) - atik(x - xm) + U.Je"

(4)

i th ampitue
wher a ofoscllaton.179-197.
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The chordwise distributions of the complex unsteady pres.
sure on the individual surfaces of an oscillating airfoil at
four degrees of incidence and a Reynolds number of 1000
is presented in Fig. I. The corresponding classical in%acid
Theodorsen prediction 3 is also shown. Viscosity has a large
effect on the complex unsteady surface pressures, particularly
the real part, over the front part of the airfoil. In particular,
one difference between the two solutions is that the viscous
solution is finite at the leading edge, whereas the inviscid
solution is singular.
The torsion mode flutter stability of an airfoil is determined
by the imaginary part of the unsteady aerodynamic moment in
Eq. (5). Thus, Fig. 2 shows the airfoil stability as a function of
the elastic axis location, with the reduced frequency as
parameter at a Reynolds number of 1000 for an incit -nee
angle of 4 deg, together with Theodorsen's inviscid zero ind.
dence results. Viscous effects are seen to generally decrease the
relative stability of the airfoil at all elastic axis locations, with
the largest relative decrease in airfoil stability associated with
the lower reduced frequency:
P

M
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V iC
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-
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(5)
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LOCALLY ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF THE VISCOUS
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Communicated by E. Y. Rodin
Abstract-A mathematical model is developed to predict the unsteady aerodynamics of a fiat plate airfoil
executing harmonic torsional motion in an incompressible laminar flow at moderate values of the
Reynolds number. The unsteady viscous flow is assumed to be a small perturbation to the steady viscous
flow described by the Navier-Stokes equations. Solutions for both the steady and the unsteady viscous
flow fields are obtained by developing locally analytical solutions. This model is then utilized to
demonstrate the effects of Reynolds number, mean flow incidence angle and reduced frequency on the
complex unsteady airfoil surface pressure distributions as well as airfoil stability.

5

NOMENCLATURE

C, - Imaginary component of lift coefficient
CL, = Real component of lift coefficient
C.,, = Imaginary component of moment coefficient
Cv, =
k p =
PRe uU =
U v -

3

Real component of moment coefficient
Reduced frequency
Dimensionless unsteady pressure
Dimensionless steady pressure
Reynolds number
Nondimensional unsteady velocity in the x direction
Nondimensional steady velocity in the x direction
Magnitude of free-stream velocity
Nondimensional unsteady velocity in the y direction

INTRODUCTION

I

Considerable progress has been made in the prediction of the unsteady aerodynamics of oscillating
airfoils. These analyses are typically limited to inviscid potential flows, with the unsteady flow
assumed to be a small perturbation to a uniform mean flow and the Kutta condition imposed on
the unsteady flow field. By considering the airfoils to be zero thickness flat plates at zero mean
incidence, the steady and unsteady flow fields are uncoupled, with the steady flow being uniform
and parallel.
Unsteady aerodynamic analyses have been developed which include the effects of viscosity,
thereby removing the need for the Kutta conditions. Yates (I] formulated an incompressible viscous
flat plate airfoil theory with a zero thickness boundary layer. Also, the low Rcynolds number
incompressible Oseen flow model has been used to calculate zero incidence oscillating flat plate
aerodynamics [2, 41. These analyses utilize classical aerodynamic solution techniques, resulting in
integral equation solutions. Although such classical models and solution techniques are of value,
advanced numerical techniques permit the flow physics modeling to be extended. In this regard,
tAFRAPT trainee, currently at Sundstrand Turbomach.
:AFRAPT trainee.
§Professor and Director. Thermal Sciences and Propulsion Center.
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I

= Elastic axis location
= Coordinate in the mean flow direction
= Coordinate in the normal flow direction
- Step size in the x direction
- Step size in the y direction
- Amplitude of airfoil oscillation
- Nondimensional unsteady stream function
- Nondimensional steady stream function
C- Nondimensional unsteady vorticity
C= Nondimensional steady vorticity
to = Frequency of oscillation

x.
x
y
Ax
Ay
a'
*
i'
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unsteady viscous flow models are being developed which march in time, with one primary interest
being the patterns of the unsteady flow [e.g. 4-61.
In this paper, an analysis is developed which models the unsteady aerodynamics of an
harmonically oscillating flat plate airfoil, including the effects of mean flow incidence angle, in an
incompressible laminar flow at moderate values of the Reynolds number. The unsteady viscous flow
is assumed to be a small perturbation to the steady viscous flow field. Hence, the Kutta condition
is not appropriate for either the steady or the unsteady flow fields. The steady flow field is described
by the Navier-Stokes equations. It is thus nonuniform and nonlinear. Also, the steady flow field
is independent of the unsteady flow field. The small perturbation unsteady viscous flow is described
by a system of linear partial differential equations that are coupled to the steady flow field, thereby
modeling the strong dependence of the unsteady aerodynamics on the steady flow. Solutions for
both the steady and the unsteady viscous flow fields are obtained by developing a locally analytical
method in which the discrete algebraic equations which represent the flow field equations are

obtained from analytical solutions in individual local grid elements.
The concept of locally linearized solutions was applied to the problem of the steady inviscid
transonic flow past thin airfoils by Spreiter and Alksne [7, 81 and subsequently extended to
oscillating airfoils by Stahara and Spreiter [9]. The locally analytical method for steady twodimensional fluid flow and heat transfer problems was initially developed by Chen et al. [10-12
and extended to unsteady inviscid airfoil and cascade flow fields by Chiang and Fleeter [131. Chen
has shown that this method has several advantages over the finite differences and finite element
methods. For example, it is less dependent on grid size and the system of algebraic equations is
relatively stable. Also, since the solution is analytical, it is differentiable and is a continuous
function in the solution domain. The disadvantage is that a great deal of mathematical analysis
is required before programming.

I

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The two-dimensional flow past an isolated airfoil is schematically depicted in Fig. I, which also
defines the cartesian x-y coordinate system. For harmonic time dependence at a frequency w, the
nondimensional forms of the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are given by
r,+ 6=0,

and

(Ia)

ka, + a= + r,

-fix + (a + a,,)/Re

k=, + 0. + M,

-,

+ (iF.. + ig,,)/Re,

(I b)

(Ic)

where Re = U. C/v denotes the Reynolds number, and k = wC/U is the reduced frequency.
There are three dependent variables, the two velocity components and the pressure. To reduce
the number of dependent variables, a vorticity, C, stream function, , formulation is utilized:
V2 - ,, + C,, = R(kC, + fi. + O,)

(2a)

and

w

(2b)

V20= -',

where

I

C-v'-d, and

u=

,; 6=-

.

Unsteady small perturbationmodel
For a flat plate airfoil executing small-amplitude harmonic oscillations, the flow field is
decomposed into steady and harmonic unsteady components, with the unsteady component
assumed to be a small perturbation to the steady component:
NIY',) -C(xy)

+e"(xy),

(3a)
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y.1)= 11 (x, y) + e" (x, y),

a(x, y,) = U(x, y) + e"u(x,y),

3(x,
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(3b)

(3c)

y, t)= V(x, y) + e",(x, y)

(3d)

(x,y,1) = P(x, y) +e"p(x,y),

(3e)

and
hr
where

4<<C, 0<<W, u<<U, V<<V, p<<P.
The equations describing the steady and unsteady viscous flow fields are determined by
substituting equations 3(a-e) into equations 2(a, b), and grouping together the time-independent
and the time-dependent terms. For the unsteady flow, the second-order terms are neglected as small
compared to the first-order terms. Also, as the linearized unsteady flow is assumed to be harmonic,
the exp(it) is dropped, for convenience.
The resulting coupled nonlinear partial differential equations describing the steady flow field,
equations 4(a-c), are independent of the unsteady flow. The vorticity equation is nonlinear, with
the stream function described by a linear Poisson equation which is coupled to the vorticity
equation through the vorticity source term. The pressure is also described by a linear Poisson
equation, with the source terms dependent on ihe steady flow field:
V'C = Re(UC, + VC,),

(4b)

V'r = -C

VIP

=

(4a)

- 2(UV, - V,U,).

(4c)

The resulting coupled linear partial differential equations describing the unsteady harmonic flow
field are given in equations 5(a-c). The unsteady flow is coupled to the steady flow field. In
particular, in both the unsteady vorticity transport and pressure equations, the variable coefficients
on vorticity:
the steady flow field with the unsteady stream function coupled to the solution
are
the unsteady
for dependent
= Re(ki4 + U4,+ V , + u. + vC,),

V2

I

(5b)

v', = _4

and

V~p

=

(5a)

- 2[(u.V, + v U ,)- (v. U,+ u, V.].

(5c)

Steady flow boundary conditions
The steady flow boundary conditions specify no slip between the fluid and the surface and that
the velocity normal to the surface is zero. In terms of the stream function and vorticity, these
boundary conditions are specified by

I

on solid surfaces

=
const

(6a)

and

3

C
- - U,

-

- P,on solid surfaces.

(6b)

Unsteady flow boundary conditions

a

I
I

The unsteady boundary conditions require that the velocity of the fluid is equal to that of the
surfaces. For a flat plate airfoil executing small-amplitude harmonic torsion mode oscillations
about an elastic axis located at x. measured from the leading edge, the linearized normal velocity
boundary condition is applied on the mean position of the oscillating airfoil, and is given by

v(x, o) - a'[ik(x where a' is the amplitude of oscillation.

x.) + Uo]e",

(7)
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The fluid is viscous. Thus the unsteady chordwise velocity component must satisfy the nonslip
boundary condition,
(8)
0) = 0.

Iu(x,

LOCALLY ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS
The locally analytical solutions for the unsteady and steady viscous flow fields are now
developed. In this method, the discrete algebraic equations which represent the aerodynamic
equations are obtained from analytical solutions in individual local grid elements. This is
accomplished by dividing the flow field into computational grid elements. In each individual
element the nonlinear convective terms of the Navier-Stokes equations which describe the steady
flow are locally linearized. The nonlinear character of the steady flow field is preserved as the flow
is only locally linearized, that is, independently linearized in individual grid elements. Analytical
solutions to the linear equations describing both the steady and the unsteady flow fields in each
element are then determined. The solution for the complete flow field is obtained through the
application of the global boundary conditions and the assembly of the locally analytic solutions
in the individual grid elements.

I

Steady Flow Field
Steady vor icily
The steady vorticity transport is described by equation (4a) which is nonlinear because of the
convective terms UC, + VC,. These terms are locally linearized by assuming that the velocity
components U and V, which are the coefficients of the vorticity, are constant in each individual
grid element, i.e. locally linearized:
2A

2B

(9)

where A and B are constants in an individual grid element, taking on different values in each grid
element. The resulting locally linearized vorticity equation is
(10)

2AC,, + 2BC, = C, + C,,.

This locally linearized equation can be solved analytically to determine the vorticity, C,in a grid
element, thereby providing the functional relationships between the vorticity, C,in an individual
grid element and the boundary values specified on that grid element. This vorticity transport
equation is elliptic. Therefore, to obtain a unique solution for the typical uniform grid element with
center (x0 , y0 ), Fig. 2, boundary conditions must be specified on all four boundaries. These
boundary conditions are expressed in an implicit formulation in terms of the nodal values of the

Im

Va

l

gFig.

I. Flow field schematic,

aio'n r

t

Fig. 2. Typical computational grid element.
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vorticity along the boundaries of the element. A second-order polynomial is used to approximate
the vorticity on each of the boundaries:
C(x, y.+Ay)=aj+aix +aJx

2

,

(Ila)

C(xo + Ax, y) = bi + biy + biy',

(x, y 0- Ay)= c,+ cx +
and

(IIb)

cix 2 ,

(Ilc)

3(xo

- Ax, y) = di + djy + diy2 ,

(IId)

where af, bf, c- and df are constants determined from the three nodal points on each boundary
side and the x and y distances are all measured from the center of the element (xo, yo).
The analytical solution to equation (10) subject to the boundary conditions (I la-d) is determined
by separation of variables:
C(x, y) = et + s6
{[B. sinh(E,.x) + BL cosh(Et.x)]sin(A .(y + Ay))
+ (B4 sinh i(E2,y) + BL cosh(Ejy)Isin(A,(x + Ax))).

(12)

Steady stream function
The locally analytical solution for the stream function is obtained by a procedure analogous to
that used for the vorticity. First, the flow region is subdivided into computational grid elements.
The stream function is described by a linear Poisson equation which is coupled to the vorticity,
equation (4b). This stream function Poisson equation is also elliptic. Therefore, to obtain a unique
analytical solution for the typical grid element, continuous conditions must be specified on all four
boundaries. As for the vorticity transport equation, continuous boundary conditions are represented in an implicit formulation in terms of the nodal values of the stream function by
second-order polynomials in x or y as measured from the element center (x0 , yo):
T'(x, Yo + Ay)= at + atx + ax

3

2

,

(13b)

+ ctx 2

(13c)

W'(xo + Ax, y) - bt + bly + bty ,

F(x, yo- Ay)= ct +cIx

(13a)

2

and
T (xo- Ax, y) = dt + dly + dty',

(13d)

where at, bt, c,and dt are constants determined from the three nodal points on each boundary
side.
The stream function equation is linear and possesses a nonhomogeneous term, -C(x, y), which
couples the stream function to the vorticity. To solve equation (4b) subject to the boundary
conditions (13a-d), it is divided into two component problems. One problem has a homogeneous
equation with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, whereas the second problem has a nonhomogeneous equation with homogeneous boundary conditions:
I
Problem I:

v

2

W, + 71b.

(14)

W8 0

"(x, y 0+ Ay) - at + at x + atx
2
7 1(x + Ax, y) - bt + bly + btx

W'"(X, yo - AY) = ct + cfx + ctx,
P'(x - Ax,yo) - d'+df y +dxy
14CM. I24--I

.

(15)
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Problem 2:
V'b= -C(x,y)
=0
Wb(x0 -- X,y) = 0
fb(X0 + Ax, y)

b(X yo
+ Ay) = 0

(16)

W"(X,yo - Ay) = 0.
The solutions for F' and
q4(x,y)

Wpb

are then determined by separation of variables:

((Bt sinh(A*,x) + B, cosh(At.x)Jsin(. ,(y + Ay))

=

+ [BLt sinh(Aty) + Bt, cosh(ALy)sin(Al,(x + Ax))
+ [Gt sinh(.,y) + Gt,cosh(.,y) + Gt. + Gy + Gty'J

3

x sin(.,(x + Ax))).

(17)

Steady velocity and pressure
The stream function is continuously differentiable across the grid element. Hence the U and V
velocity components can be obtained analytically by differentiating the stream function solution.
The solutions for p, C, U and V are then used to determine the pressure in the flow field and on
the boundaries. Thus, the locally analytical solutions for the velocity components and the pressure
are performed as post processes.

I

Unsteady Flow Field
Unsteady vorticity
The unsteady vorticity is described by a linear partial differential equation with nonconstant
coefficients, equation (5a). In particular, the unsteady perturbation velocity coefficients u and v vary
across the typical computational grid element. However, the steady velocity coefficients U and V
are known from the previously determined steady-state solution and are constant in the typical grid
element, as specified in equations 4(a-c).
To determine the locally analytical solution to the unsteady perturbation vorticity equation, it
is approximated as a constant coefficient partial differential equation in individual grid elements.
This is accomplished by assuming that the perturbation velocities u and v are constant in each
element:
2A'

uL Re

2B'

(18)

v--i

where A' and B' are constant in each individual grid element, taking on different values in different
grid elements.
Thus, the following linear constant coefficient partial differential equation defines the unsteady
perturbation vorticity in an individual computational grid element:
k -iRe4 + 2A4, + 2B4, + (2A'C. + 2B'C,) - 4. +

4,,.

(19)

To determine the analytical solution in the typical grid element, equation (19) is rewritten as
follows:

where

-(2A4. + 2B) + C, + 4,= S(x, y),
S(x, y) - (2A'C, + 2B'C, + k Re.i4).

(20)
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It is then transformed to an homogeneous equation by the following change in the dependent
variable:
C(x, y)

=(x,

y) + S(AX

+

)

2(A 2+ B2
The resulting homogeneous equation is
V2

= 2A', + 2BC,..

(21)

This equation is of the same form as that for the steady linearized vorticity, equation (10). Thus,
the solution for Cis obtained in a manner exactly analogous to that for the steady vorticity, C,and
is given by
C(xoyo) = zj(xo + AX,Y 0+ Ay)C(x 0 + A-, y0 + Ay)
+z 2 (xo + Ax, yo)'(xo + Ax, Y.)
+z 3(xo+Ax, yO - Ay) C (Xo + AX, YO - Ay)
+ z4(xo, YO - Ay) C(x,, y,, - Ay)
+zs(xo-

Ax, yo - Ay) '(xo - Ax, yo - Ay)

+ z6(xo-

Ax, yo)C'(Xo- Ax, y()

+ Z7(XO -

Ax, yo + Ay) (xo

- Ax, yo + Ay)

+ zv(xo, Yo + Ay) ((0, Ay),

(22)

where the coefficients z, are dependent on the steady-state velocity components, U and V.

Unsteady stream function
The unsteady stream function is described by equation (5b). This equation is identical to that
for the steady stream function, equation (4b). Hence, the solution procedure is identical to that
for the steady stream function. As the coefficients for the stream function are only a function of
their position in the grid element, i.e. Ax and Ay, the unsteady coefficients remain the same as those
found previously for the ste3dy stream function TP(x 0 , Yo). Thus, the solution for the unsteady
stream function is determined from the steady stream function solution, equation (17), by replacing
P by 4,and the steady vorticity Cby the unsteady vorticity 4. The algebraic equation for the value
of by
the values of the
in terms
theneighboring
typical element
at the center
function
of
the unsteady
is given
values
at its of
eight
and vorticity
stream stream
function
unsteady

3(xo,

yo) = pt(xo + Ax, yo + Ay) +p1*(x +Ax, yo)
+pto(xo + Ax,yo - Ay) +p[o(xo, yo - Ay)
+po(xo - Ax,yo - Ay) +p**(xo - Ax,y o)

+t(xo - Ax, yo + Ay) + pto(xo, yo + Ay)
+qt4(xo + Ax, yo + Ay) + q14(o +Ax,yo)
+qt4(Xo + Ax,yo - Ay) + q* 4(xo,yo - Ay)

+qf (xo - Ax,yo - Ay)+ qt (xo -Ax,yo)

+q 4(xo - Ax, yo + Ay) + q4(xo,yo + Ay)
+ qf 4 (Xo,yo).

(23)

Unsteady velocity and pressure

I

The unsteady velocity components u and v are determined by differentiating the unsteady stream
function, with the locally analytical solution for the unsteady pressure determined by a post

process.
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RESULTS
The small perturbation unsteady viscous flow model and locally analytical solution are utilized
to investigate the effects of Reynolds number, mean flow incidence angle and reduced frequency
on the unsteady aerodynamics of a harmonically oscillating airfoil. These results are presented in
the form of the unsteady pressure distributions on the surfaces of the oscillating airfoil and the
complex unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment coefficients, defined below:

CL

) dx

- p.,
(pIO ,.

C LL
UpcUkx

-

icU 2K 2

(24a)

(p-.-p,)(x-x.)dx
pc 2 U2k2ir

(24b)

and
2
1
2 pcU

J
k'=

Predictions are obtained on a 50 x 35 rectangular grid with Ax = 0.025 and Ay = 0.025.
Twenty-one points are located on the flat plate airfoil. The convergence criteria for the internal
and external iterations for the stream function are both l0- 4,with the vorticity tolerance being
5 10-2. The tolerances for the pressure iterations are 10-6 and 10- for the internal and external
iterations, respectively. The computational time averaged 440 CPU on a Cyber 205, with an average
of 160 iterations for the solutions of the stream function and vorticity and an additional 160
iterations for the pressure solution.
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The chordwise distributions of the complex unsteady pressure on the individual surfaces of an
oscillating airfoil at 00, 4 and 8' of incidence and Reynolds numbers of 500 and 1000 are presented
in Fig. 3-7. The corresponding classical inviscid Theodorsen predictions [14 are also shown.
Viscosity is seen to primarily affect the complex unsteady surface pressures over the front and
rear portions of the airfoil. It should be noted that one essential difference between the two
solutions is that the viscous one is finite at the leading edge, whereas the inviscid solution is singular.
Increasing the Reynolds number from 500 to 1000 results in a small increase in the absolute
magnitude of the complex unsteady pressures on the front part of the airfoil surface. For nonzero
incidence angle values, neither the real nor the imaginary components of the chordwise unsteady
pressure distributions are symmetric, with this nonsymmetry increasing with increasing incidence
angle. Also, as the incidence angle is increased, the pressure difference between the two airfoil
surfaces at the trailing edge is increased.
The torsion mode flutter stability of an airfoil is determined by the imaginary part of the
unsteady aerodynamic moment if there is no mechanical damping. Thus, the effects of incidence
angle, Reynolds number and reduced frequency on the imaginary part of the moment coefficients
are considered in Figs 8-I1 together with Theodorsen's inviscid zero incidence results. In particular,
these figures present the imaginary part of the unsteady aerodynamic moment coefficient as a
function of the elastic axis location, with the reduced frequency as parameter at Reynolds numbers
of 500 and 1000 for incidence angles of 00 and 4' . Also, the effects of Reynolds number and
incidence angle on the complex unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment on an airfoil with a
quarter-chord elastic axis location are presented in Table I.
In this inviscid, incompressible flow field, the minimum relative stability is found when the elastic
axis is located in the mid to aft chord region of the airfoil. As the reduced frequency is increased
from 1.0 to 2.4, the relative stability of the airfoil is decreased, with the location of the elastic axis
for minimum relative stability moving aft with increasing values of the reduced frequency.
Viscous effects are seen to generally decrease the relative stability of the airfoil at all elastic axis
locations at both 0' and 4' of incidence. The largest relative decrease in airfoil stability is associated
with the lower reduced frequency value. Also, increasing the Reynolds number from 500 to 1000
results in a decrease in the relative airfoil stability. In fact, at zero incidence, the airfoil becomes
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Table 1. IUnsteady aerodynamic lift and mombent coefficients for x., - 25%
0.91
and k - 1.6___017_
Lift
Monan

Thoodorsen
Viscous solver,a-&
Re- 500
Re- 1000
Viscous solver, 'I _ 4'
Re- 500

Re- 1000

Viscous solver.
Re - SC

CL.

CL

C"f

Cg'

- 1.523

-2.271

+0.375

-1.25

-0.375
-0.433

- 1.680
-1.735

-0.419

-1.697

-0.438

-1.568

-1.002

-1.462

0.602
0.593

-0.741
-0.929

0.517

-0.913

0.400

-0.908

-0.024

unstable for all reduced frequency values with an elastic axis located
number of 1000. Increasing the value of the incidence angle results
stability of the airfoil. However, at a Reynolds number of 1000 with
the airfoil is still unstable at a reduced frequency value of 1.0, the

3

-0.741

,

at 75% chord at a Reynolds
in an increase in the relative
an elastic axis at 75% chord,
lowest value considered.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical model has been developed to predict the unsteady aerodynamics of a flat plate
airfoil executing harmonic torsional motions in an incompressible laminar flow at moderate values
of the Reynolds number. The unsteady viscous flow is assumed to be a small perturbation to the
steady viscous flow which is described by the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus, the steady flow is
nonuniform and nonlinear and is also independent of the unsteady flow field. The small
perturbation unsteady viscous flow field is described by a system of linear partial differential
equations that are coupled to the steady flow field, thereby modeling the strong dependence of the
unsteady aerodynamics on the steady flow.
Solutions for both the steady and the unsteady viscous flow fields are obtained by developing
a locally analytical solution. In this approach, the discrete algebraic equations which represent the

1
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flow field equations are obtained from analytical solutions in individual local grid elements. The
complete flow field solutions are then obtained through the application of the global boundary
conditions and the assembly of the local grid element solutions. This model and locally analytical
solution were then utilized to demonstrate the effects of Reynolds number, mean flow incidence
angle, reduced frequency value and elastic axis location on the complex unsteady airfoil surface
pressure distributions and also on the torsional stability of the airfoil.
Viscosity was shown to have a large effect on the complex unsteady surface pressures,
particularly the real part, over the front part of the airfoil. Also, the real part of the inviscid
unsteady pressure is greatly increased in magnitude as compared to the viscous predictions over
the front half of the airfoil, with the imaginary part of the viscous and inviscid solutions of
approximately the same magnitude aft of the airfoil leading edge inviscid singularity. In terms of
airfoil stability, viscous effects were shown to generally decrease the relative stability of the airfoil,
with the largest decrease associated with the low reduced frequency value. Increasing the Reynolds
number caused a decrease in the relative stability of the airfoil stability, whereas increasing the
incidence angle results in increased airfoil stability.
Acknowledgerneni-This research was sponsored, in part, by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
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Abstract
An analysis is developed to predict the turbulence generated single-degree-of-freedom bending and torsion mode vibrational
response of a turbomachine blade row operating in a subsonic compressible flow field. The turbulence is assumed to be random

I

in the neighborhood of the blade natural frequency of interest and to generate a large number of constant amplitude, harmonic,
unsteady aerodynamic lift forces and moments on the blading with equally distributed frequencies. The resulting random airfoil
vibrations thus occur at tie blade natural frequency. The unsteady aerodynamics generated by the blade response, i.e., the aerodynamic damping, as well as the effect of blade aerodynamic coupling are also considered.

I
Nomenclature

Subscripts

C

h
a

airfoil chord
unsteady aerodynamic translation lift coefficient
Cma unsteady aerodynamic torsional moment coefficient
I
mass moment of inertia
k
reduced frequency
L
unsteady lift
M unsteady moment
q
airfoil translational velocity
U
freestream velocity
x,
elastic axis location
01 interblade phase angle
log dec due to aerodynamic damping
8m log dec due to mechanical damping
W?, excitation frequency
a airfoil torsional natural frequency
wh airfoil translational natural frequency
CLh

IA
I

I
I

translation
torsion

Introduction
The vibrational response of turbomachinery
blading to aerodynamic excitations is one of the
most troublesome problems in the development
of advanced gas turbine engines. When the excitation source is periodic, for example due to a fixed
obstruction in the flow field, Campbell diagrams
/1/ are utilized to predict the operating conditions
at which aerodynamically forced, constant amplitude, blade vibrations will occur. However, flow
induced vibrational response problems .are also
generated by nonperiodic random aerodynamic
excitation sources. In particular, turbulence can
generate random amplitude vibrations at the blade
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PERIODIC

RANDOM

TIME
F*. 1.

U
I

I
I

Periodic and random blade vibrational response.

natural frequency,. as depicted schematically in
Figure 1. This problem was initially considered
by Whitehead /21 from the point of view of determining the bending mode aerodynamic damping of an isolated airfoil in an incompressible flow
field.
In this paper, an analysis is developed and utilized to predict the turbulence generated bending
and torsion mode vibrational response of a turbomachine blade row operating in a subsonic compressible flow field. Thus, the modeling of reference /3/ is extended herein to the more realistic
and important cases of torsional response modes,
subsonic compressible flow fields, and to cascaded
airfoils. A strip theory representation of the blade
row is utilized, with the vibrational characteristics
of the typical two-dimensional blade section modeled as a damped translation or torsion mode
single-degree-of-freedom system. The turbulence
is the aerodynamic forcing function and is assumed
to be random over the range of frequencies near

with the power spectra of the turbulence generated
airfoil unsteady aerodynamic excitation, SE, and
the resulting blade displacement, SR, having the
form depicted schematically in Figure 2.

the airfoil natural frequency of interest. The basis
of this model is to then consider the turbulence
to generate a large number of constant amplitude,
harmonic, unsteady aerodynamic lift forces and
moments on the airfoils with uniformly distributed
frequencies. The resulting random airfoil vibrations thus occur at the airfoil natural frequency,

where m denotes the airfoil mass, [a is the mass
moment of inertia, 6 m is the log decrement of
the airfoil vibration due to mechanical damping,
0
w
h and w, are the translation and torsion mode
airfoil natural frequencies, respectively, and L(t)
and M(t) represent the unsteady aerodynamic lift
forces and moments.

Airfoil Response Model
The representative two-dimensional airfoil section is modeled as a mass-spring-damper system,
Figure 3, with the single-degree-of-freedom translation and torsion mode equations of motion given
in Equation 1.
m d'h
- + m h6 m dh
m
I.
dt + mw2h
a
dt2

= Lt
L(t)

(Ia)
d 2a
la acm da
2
I*-T+
-+ loa
t
I
dt

=M(t)
(I b)

--
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I
where L and M are complex constants and ci denotes the airfoil natural frequency of interest, either
Wh or w,.
The response induced unsteady aerodynamic
and moments are expressed in conventional
nondimensional form.

-PESPORSE
I mforces

= rLresponse
p UCqCLh

I

Mespoage
I

XrtTATMN

I
-A
I
R
NA]URA
FREOUENCY,L w

Fig. 2. Schematic power spectra of turbulence excitation
and airfoil response.

turbulence generates

harmonic unsteady

aerodynamic lift forces and moments which excite
the airfoil, thereby driving the random airfoil response at the harmonic excitation frequency, w h
or w,. Thus, the unsteady aerodynamic forces
and moments acting on the airfoil, L(t) and M(t),
are each modeled as comprised of two components:
(1) those due to the unsteady aerodynamic forcing=
function, i.e. the turbulence; (2) those induced
by the resulting airfoil random response, i.e., the
aerodynamic damping. These are specified in Equation (2):
L~t)+/
ff (Lresonse
.iw (2a).
L(t)

=

(Lresponse + Lturbunce)ewt

(3b)

where CLh and CMM are the nondimensional complex coefficients defining the lift due to translation
and the moment due to torsion, respectively, acting

translational and torsional responses to be harmonic
atihe
lexcitation ree
to ansutit
at the excitation frequency 15 and substituting
Equations (2) and (3) into Equation (1).
mh ( _L2

iJwh
+

cz[(._

Z5

2

1m(CLh)

+

2kx

+ I iRe(Cih)
[m + 2]k

2

+

i[irz8

=

2

_

p

-pU

2

!(l
C~lm(CMQ])=
m

i Mturbulence

M

Flj 3.

+

nPU 2 C2 R(CMa)

M

II

+ W2

h

I
U

C 2 *CM a t

(2a)

'+Mturbulence)eIWt (2b)

*

2

on the airfoil.
The airfoil equations of motion specified in
Equation (4) are obtained by assuming the airfoil

I

The

WpU

(3a)

Airfoil section vibrational model.

)m

(4b)

h
hG

3
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where k = C/2U is the reduced frequency and
x = n/WpC 2 is the mass ratio.
The following translation and torsion airfoil
displacements are then determined by considering
the system to be lightly damped.

2

(6

2

-

(5a)

/

Lrl +
(Wh
'

(Rh(")

3

Olt

2

r2SEX +.6
2(
Ah )

h M
m1(h3m

lm(CLh )
2kx

2

Ra(r)=

Re(CMa)

2

P2

A

-h

Re (CLh

(7b)

The mean square of the responses are then determined by setting r =0 in Equation (7).

Iflrm(CMe

8AC

I cos(.,Iur)

)

2kx

ah

(7a)

IT.
+
X
2 laC~(8rn+6Au)

2
____._m + A_
6
X exp [
2War(
m+ 6 Aa)

4k-

8

transforms of the response power spectra. These

×exp [WhT(5m + 6Ah) I cos(Whr)

,2

given

_)6m +6Aa)

where:

I

m+Aa)

functions

The response autocorrelation

+

,2_ -2)

(

+

Ah)

M turbulence /IQ
a.2(5b)

I

(C-

jj2)2

have the form of a decaying vibration.

+
m

ir

(6b)

4

=

in Equation (7) are determined from the Fourier

Lturbulence/m
h

SE/12
SRa

4k0(0)
2=
2

-2

Ir SE

2mwch(m

and 6Ah and 6Aa are the log decrement of the airfoil
and torsion due to aerodynamic
motion in translation
dapn._2
damping.

+

(8a)
6Ah

21
SE
wr

ORO) =

2

2

(8b)

3
6

2lZ(W(m + Aa)

Random Response Power Spectra
For the case being considered herein, the forcing
function iscompletely random in the neighborhood of the airfoil natural frequency of interest,
Thus, the excitation power spectrum, SE, is constant, per Figure 2.
The power spectrum of the response is a function
of the excitation power spectrum. For a random
excitation with power spectrum SE, the following
response power spectra are determined from Equations (5) /3, 4t. These are also of the form depicted
in Figure 2.
(6a)

Rh4
(P

h

I

)2

W1S,/ih

2

+

m +

6

A)h

To this point in the analysis, it has been assumed
that only one airfoil in the blade row is responding
to the turbulence. However, for the case of identical blades, all of the blades will be excited. In
particular, all of the blades will respond at a constant amplitude but with a blade-to-blade phase
difference, . Values for this interblade phase angle
are determined by the number of blades in the
row: 1 = 2tn/N where I < n < N and N is the number of blades in a given row.
Because the random forces and moments acting
6n each airfoil are uncorrelated, the power spectra
=
on each blade are constant and equal: SF. SE/N.
Thus, for each interblade phase angle value, the
power spectra can be written per Equation (9).
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k2

X2I

14SE
12

01s2
I ) '2. + (Re, [C(j])
] - Yh

x (ImiCLh

(9a)

N

Si4NX
*

(Re [CM0

~

y)2 + (IM [CIMa ])2

-

where
=

2kx[(-)

(9b)

-

)

tion (10) can be replaced by an integral.
Sh(Yh)

i;

-

Y, = 4k~x(-)
0

l];

in the row. Therefore the sums appearing in Equa-

I

X

d

2

X af

3'

_

In general, there are a large number of blades
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)

4k2x (1
I

3h

2kx [(C h
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(lMCM )2

= 42

16SEk 4 X2

X

Yh

+

(Im[CLh

_ yh)2 + (ReIC LhJ1)2

II

(la)

e

Since the vibration at each interblade phase
of the
angle is uncorrelated, the power spectrum
motion of any one airfoil is the sum of the power
of the motion in each possible interblade
spectra
phase angle,.

Se(Ye) = -

X

2w

-

x f ((Re[CMa~I]-
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4SEk 2X 2

SRh

-
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S

Sh(Yh)

= I6 z 4
I24
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Sa(Ya)
Seangle

( lb)
(lOa)

(1Ob)

For the special case wherein only one airfoil
aeroresponds to the turbulence, the unsteady
dynamics are independent of the interblade phase
/5/. The values of Sh(Yh) and Set(Ye) then

reduce to the following:
where:
Sh (Yh) = (IMC Lh]

U

=

+(eCh)

Sh+
(12a)

w,

USo(Ye)

I

EN
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Cme
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Lhodd
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2w 0
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Results

I

The mathematical model developed herein is
utilized to demonstrate the turbulence excited
vibrational response of a turbomachine blade row
operating in a subsonic compressible flow field.
For this study, the motion induced unsteady aerodynamics are based on a flat plate airfoil cascade
executing harmonic translation or torsion mode
oscillations in an inviscid, compressible, flow field
/6/. The parameters modeled include the cascade
solidity and stagger angle, the torsion mode elastic
axis location, the Mach number, the reduced frequency, and the interblade phase angle.
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15-

The turbulence excited translation and torsion
mode responses of the blade row are demonstrated
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. For these particular operating conditions, the torsion mode response amplitude is larger than the bending one.
Also, aerodynamic coupling of the blades increases
the amplitude of response for both modes of vibration, but particularly the torsion mode. This
larger effect on the torsion mode response is related to the fact that torsion mode flutter is possible in this flow regime and, therefore, the relative
aerodynamic damping in torsion may be less than
that in translation. This is considered in the following.
The torsion mode flutter boundary for the case
of no structural damping can be calculated from
the motion induced unsteady aerodynamics. In
particular, when the imaginary part of the moment
coefficient is zero, the cascade has no aerodynamic
damping and flutter is predicted. Figure 6 shows
the flutter boundary determined from the unsteady
aerodynamic analysis of reference /6/ in the format
of the reduced frequency versus the torsional elastic
axis location.
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The significant effect of flutter margin and aerodynamic damping, i.e., blade row operation near
to the flutter boundary, is now demonstrated. This
is accomplished by considering the turbulence induced torsion mode airfoil response near to and
far from the flutter boundary, Figure 7. As the
elastic axis location is moved aft from the airfoil
leading edge and, thus, the torsional flutter boundary is approached, the amplitude of the response
increases, with a factor of two difference between
the 10% and the 40% chord elastic axis positions.
This is due to the decreased aerodynamic damping
as the flutter boundary is approached.
The significance of aerodynamic coupling of
the blading is also apparent in Figure 7. In particular, for the 10%, 20% and 30% chord elastic axis
positions, there is no difference in the predicted
amplitudes of response for (I) the case with no
aerodynamic coupling and a single blade responding and (2) aerodynamic coupling with all blades
responding. However, very near to the flutter boundary with the elastic axis located at 40% chord, the
blading response to the turbulence is significantly
greater for the case of aerodynamic coupling and
all blades vibrating than the corresponding single
blade, no aerodynamic coupling, situation.

S30-

Summary and Conclusions
An analysis has been developed and utilized
to predict the turbulence generated bending and
torsion mode vibrational responses of a turbomachine blade row operating in a subsonic compressible flow field. The basis of this model is considering the turbulence to generate a large number
of constant amplitude, harmonic, unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments with uniformly distributed frequencies on the blading. 1his model
also includes the unsteady aerodynamics generated
by the blade response, i.e., the aerodynamic damping, as well as the effects of blade aerodynamic
coupling.
This model was then utilized to investigate turbulence generated translation and torsion mode
forced vibratory response of a blade row operating
in a subsonic compressible flow field. Aerodynamic
coupling of the blades increased the amplitude
of response for both the torsion and translation
modes of vibration, but particularly the torsion
mode. This larger effect on the torsion mode response was shown to be due to the decreased level
of aerodynamic damping as the flutter margin of
the blade row is decreased. In particular, for the
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cas-.- of turbulence excited torsion mode response,
as the flutter margin is decreased: (I) the ampli-
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VISCOUS OSCILLATIN( CASCADE AERODYNAMICS AND FLUTTER
BY A I.OCAIY ANALYTICAL METIOD
Janes M. Wolff+ and Sanford Fleeter*
lhernal Sciences and Propulsim Center
School of Mechanical Engineering
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West Lafayette, Indiana 47907
Abstract
A mathematical model is developed to analyze the viscous
aerodynamics of an harmonically oscillating flat plate airfoil
cascade in an incompressible laminar flow. The steady flow
field is described by the Navier-Stokes equations, with the
unsteady viscous flow modeled as a small perturbation to this
steady flow. Solutions for both the steady and the unsteady
viscous flow fields are then obtained by developing locally
analytical solutions. The significant effects of Reynolds
number, elastic axis, interblade phase angle and incidence angle
on the oscillating cascade unsteady aerodynamics and torsional
Ilutter characteristics are then demonstrated.
Nomenclature
C
CM
k

airfoil chord
unsteady moment coefficient
reduced frequency, ( C/ U.

Re
S
U,.
Ilea
x
y
Yin
Ax

Reynolds number, UoC / v
cascade spacing
free-stream velocity magnitude
elastic axis location
mean flow direction coordinate
nonnal flow direction coordinate
mean airfoil position
x direction step size

Ay
lAxo, Ayo)
(1e

y direction step size
center of grid element
nan flow incidence angle
amplitude of airfoil oscillation

~intrbad
i/nondiniona[

cphaseangle

Although such classical models and integral techniques are
inponant, the development of numerical methods is enabling
the mathematical modeling to be extended and enhanced. The
various numerical methods utilized to solve partial differential
equations are distinguished from one another by the ticans
used to derive the corresponding algebraic representation of tihe
differential equations. InI finite difference nethods, Taylor
series expansion and control volume formulations are mttost
often used.
For finite elcment methods, variational
formulations and the method of weighted
residual are
employed. In the locally analytical methoil, the discrete
algebraic equations are obtained from the analytical soltion in)
each indJividual local grid lcim:nt.
The various numerical techniques have enabled the imviscid
unsteady potential flow through an airfoil cascadc to bc
analyzed, for example References 2 through 5., with ihesc
techniques beginning to be utilized to predict unsteady wIcIOus
flows. References 6 through 9. In this regard. Schoeder and
Feeter 1101 developed a model and locally analytical solution to
predict the unsteady viscous aerodynamics of an isolated flat
plate airfoil executing harmonic torsional motions in an
incompressible laminar flow at low Reynolds number "alucs.
In this paper, the effects of Reynolds number, ntcan
incidence angle, elastic axis and interbladc phase anigle on the
incompressible
unsteady
aerodynamics
resulting effect onviscous
the
tie cascade
torsional
fluttr ch au and
chrr,,tic,

unsteady stream fuction
nonditIensional steady stream fuction
nondimcnsional unsteady vorticity

are generated by the harmonic torsional motions of a flat plate
airfoil cascade analyzed. This i%accomplished h%devehi'vi v, a
mathematical model which significantly extends the nxieling
and locally analytical solution initially proposed in Reference

nondimensional steady vorticity

10. In particular, the model developed herein analyzes the
steady viscous flow at nKxerate values of the Reynolds
number
past a flat plate airfoil cascade and the tinsteady viscous
aerodynamic interaction of this steady flow field to hannoiii.
torsional moo
io. The unsteady viscous flow is assimcd to be
a small perturbation to the steady viscous tlow. The steady
flow field, described by the Navier-Stokes equations, is
nonuniform and nonlinear and is also independent of the
unsteady flow. The small perturbation unsteady viscous flow
field is described by a system of linear partial differential
equations that are coupled to the steady flow field, thereby
mnodeling the strong dependence of the unsteady aerodynamics
on the steady flow.

cascade stagger angle
Introduction
Aitfoil and airfoil cascade unsteady aerodynamics are
fundamental research areas of interest to a variety of
applications. with turbomachinery design being of particular
interest herein. As a result, considerable progress has been
made in predicting the unsteady aerodynamic response of an
airfoil cascade. Initially such unsteady aerodynamic analyses
were restricted to thin airfoil potential flow theory, with the
unsteady flow assumed to he small as compared to the mean
steady potential flow fie.d. In addition, the airfoils were
considered to be flat plates at zero mean incidence. Thus, the
+ Al:RAPT 'rainee
* Professor

I

unsteady aerodynamics become uncoupled from the steady
flow, leading to a model wherein the flow is linearized about a
uniform parallel flow. Solutions were obtained with
.LIJSNi.Al
airfoil techniques, resulting in analytical solutions iii the form
of integral equations. A model of this type which has found
widespread application to turbomachincs is that developed by
Whitehead I 11. This model analyzes the incompressible
inviscid unsteady aerodynamics of a cascade of flat plate
airfoils at zero incidence.

Locally analytical solutions for both the steady and the
unsteady viscous flow fields are developed.
In this method.
the discrete algebraic equations which represent the steady and
unsteady flow field equations are obtained froit analytical

Copyright F; 1990 by Sanford Fleeter Published by the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc with permission
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solutions in individual grid elements. Locally analytical
solutions arc then developed by applying these solutions to
individual grid elements, with the integration and separation

constants determined front the boundary conditions in each grid
element. The complete flow field solutions are obtained
through the application of the global boundary conditions. It
should be noted that the nonlinear character of the complete
steady flow field is preserved as the flow is only locally

The resulting coupled linear partial differential equation,,
descrihing the unsteady hatrmonic flow field are given in
l:qtion 4. The unsteady flow is coupled to the steady flow

field. In particular, in both the unsteady vorticity transport and
pressure equations, the variable coefficients are dependent on
the steady flow field with the unsteady stream function coup ed
to the solution for the unsteady vorticity.

linearized, i.e.. independently linearized solutions are obtained

3Mathematical
in individual grid elements.

2

V

equations, written in terms of the vorticity,

,

and the stream

function, W, in Equation 1.
020

-

y and u=

-

y;v=-

x-

(Xy) + e"I (X.y)

Vp(x,y,t) = '

it
(x.y) + C W (x.y)

u (x,y,t) = U (x,y) + eCiu (x,y)
(x~y~t
=t xy
x~)(d
it
v (x'y't) V (x~y) + ei p (x,y)
-p

(Xyt) =P

(x.y) + it p (X.y)

(2a)

<<

t-c)

Boundary Conditio,,
The steady flow boundary conditions specify that: (i) there
is no slip between the fluid and the airfoil, and (2) the fluid
velocity nornal to the stationary airfoils is zero on the airfoil
surfaces.
U = V =0

on airfoil surfaces

i)

,

(2d)
(20

(3a)

2

V TY=-4
(U)
V Pr2 U.Vy- V Uy)

on the airfoil, 'P mnust be a constant on the airfoil surfaces. The

'P

P<< 40, u << U, v << V, p << P

(upstream
Re (U 4+ V 4)

utilized. Thus corresponding stream function and vorticity
boundary conditions must be specified. These are determined
front the definitions of the stream function and the vorticity in
conjunction with Equation 5. The steady stream function is
defined by 'Py = U and Px = -V. Since U and V are both zero

(2c)

The resulting coupled nonlinear partial differential equations
describing the steady flow field, Equation 3, are independent of
the unsteady flow. The vorticity equation is nonlinear, with the
seam function described by a linear Poisson equation which is
coupled to the vonicity equation through the vorticity source
term. The pressure is also described by a linear Poisson
equation with the source terms dependent on the steady flow
field.

(3b)

2

I

i
vUy+ uyV,

(2b)

The equations describing the steady and unsteady viscous
flow fields are determined by substituting Equation 2 into
Equation I, and grouping together the time independent and the
time dependent terms. For the unsteady flow, the second order
terms are neglected as small compared to the first order terms.
Also, as the linearized unsteady flow is assumed to be
harmonic, the exp(it) is dropped, for convenience.

2

2
V p= 21 (u1 Vy+ vyU 1 )-(

vorticity is defined as
Vx - Uy. Since V is constant,
namely zero, on the airfoil, Vx is zero, and therefore = - tyU
on the airfoil surfaces.

where

V

tyj

A stream function and vorticity fornulation is being
-

The flow field is decomposed into steady and harmonic
unsteady components, with the unsteady component assumed
to be a small perturbation to the steady component.

(xtyt)

a+vky+VQ

2

The two-dimensional flow field together with the cartesian

3=v.

+uk.+tJ

Model

coordinate system are schematically depicted in Figure 1. For
harmonic time dependence at frequency 0), the flow field is
described by the nondimensional continuity and Navier-Stokes

where

=Re (ki

(3)

constant
U =-U

Pyy

on airfoil surfaces
on airfol surfaces

(0)
7j

The passage-to-passage periodicity of the cascade is
achieved by extending the computational flow field of a typical
single passage one grid element in the normal direction at the
top and bottom of the passage and then applying the calculated
values at the upper and lower boundaries. The passage-topassage stream function values differ by a constant while the
passage-to-passage vorticity values are the same. The
periodicity boundary conditions are given in Equation 8.
IF ( x, -A y )=
x, S - A y)- constant
(x ,S +A y )=P (x , A y ) + constant
A
S A )
x

x, S+Ay)=

where '

( x ,Ay)

( - oo S ) - 'P (

- 00,

(Ma)
(1)
(K)
M

0) is a constant and A y is

the grid increment in the y direction.
The periodic boundary conditions arc shifted by the cosine
of the stagger angle ( ; ) in the x-direction for the staggered
cascade, Figure 2. The flow field is extended in both the
and downstream directions to allow the
nonoverlapping grid section to be treated as far field boundary
conditions.
The inlet and exit far field boundary conditions for the
cascade steady flow are developed below. The far field inlet
flow is uniform for both the zero and nonzero mean flow
incidence flows, as specified in the following boundary
conditions.
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I

(x

-

y =0

(

- 0

y
, )b

l

When the mean flow incidence angle is zero, U = 1, V =
Ix = 0. and x 0 define the cascade exit far field flow field.
exit far field boundary conditions are given i
cascade
the
Thus
eand
Equsation
Euation 10s.e
.stream
P (x ._.00 * y = (00 - Ax, y)
(IlO)

(x -

(

00 , y )

00 -

(lOb)

A x, y)

where A x is the grid increment in the x direction.
With a nonzero mean flow incidence angle, neither U nor V

is 7Cro in the exit far field. The far field exit flow is assumed to

be uniform, defined by kx = 0. For the stream function far
field exit boundary condition a Taylor series expansion is used
in both the normal and streamwise directions. These far field
exit boundary conditions arc given in Equation I I.
4P (x

00

-

,y ) = (WP( 0O-A x.y) - V %
+

(o00-

Ax.y

u= v=

=0

(y'( x S - A y ) - constant ) / (cos P + i sin D)

(16a)

)

(1 lal

('/(x,Ay )+constant )*(cosp+i sin )

(16b)

(Ilib)

u(x,-A y) =u ( x, S- Ay)/ (cos 0 + isin P)

(16L)

The flow is steady in the upstream and downstream far
field. Hence the unsteady far field boundary conditions require
the far field perturbation velocity to be zero. Neumann
boundary conditions, analogous to the steady boundary
conditions, are thus applied to the stream function, Equation
12a. Also, the far field unsteady velocity components and
vorticity are zero, Equation 12b.
p= constant

w ( x , -A y

" x, S +A y )=

(O,y + A y) - U dy) / 2

O, y) =
00.-

The unsteady periodic cascade boundary conditions arc
developed analogous to the steady ones and take into account
he constant specified interbe phase angle, P. The mode is
extended one grid lcnient in the normal direction at the top andl
bottom of a typical single blade-to-blade passage. Ibis allows
the computational grid to overlap at the top and bottom of the
single passage. Calculated values are then used at the upper
lower boundaries, Figure 2. The passage-to-passage
function values differ by a constant while the passageto-passage vorticity values are the same. Equation 16. The
constant interbladc phase angle, D,defines the airfoil-to-airfoil
differences in the unsteady acrodynamics, with the unsteady
aerodynamics on adjacent airfoils differing by j3. The
interhladc phas angle is defined by the number of blades on
the rotor. Thus, the periodic unsteady cascade boundary
conditions are specified by changing the upper and lower
houndary conditions to reflect the interbladc phase angle.

Far Field

0 2.a

Far Field

u(x

.S + Ay )=u( x ,Ay * (cos + i sin()

v(x

-A

y)= v (x,S

vIxS +A y )=v

-

A y ) /(cos 0 + i sin 3)

x,A y)* (cos 0+i sin 0)

(16d)

(06)
(16)

(12b/

The unsteady boundary conditions on the airfoil surfaces
specify that the velocity of the fluid is equal to that of the

( x , - A y)

(xS
x
- A y )/(cos 3+ i sin 3)

(16g).

surfaces. For a flat plate airfoil cascade executing small
amplitude harmonic torsion mode oscillations about an elastic
axis located at Xea as measured from the leading edge, the
linearized normal velocity boundary condition is given in
Fiquation 13. This boundiry condition is applied on the mean
position of the oscillating airfoils., Yw.
v (x.ym) = o' k U

+ ot' I i k ( x - Xea )

I

and
k
where a' is the amplitude of oscillation, and k

I
.
i the
is

reduced frequency.
The fluid is viscous. Thus the unsteady chordwise velocity
component must satisfy the no - slip boundary condition
applied on the mean position of the oscillating airfoil, Equation
14.
u (X~y

m)

=0

(14)

The unsteady stream function and vorticity airfoil surface
boundary conditions corresponding to these unsteady velocity
boundary conditions are as follows,
m

I
I

.yl,.=- oak Iux

(X~y

m)

+ i

-- xCA x
2

= a[' i k - Uy (x,Ym)

( x , S + A y)

( x ,Ay)

where 'P( - o

3- /(

- 00

(cos

+i sin

()

(16h)

0 ) is a constant.

taxoally Analytical Solutions

I.ocally analytical solutions are obtained for the unsteady
and steady viscous flow fields. In this method, the discrete
algebraic equations which represent the aerodynamic equations
are obtained from analytical solutions in individual local grid
elements. This is accomplished by dividing the flow field into
computational grid elements. In each individual element the
nonlinear convective terms of the Navier-Stokes equations
which describe the steady flow are locally linearized. The
nonlinear character of the steady flow is preserved as the flow
is only locally linearized, that is, independently linearized in
individual grid elements. Analytical solutions to the linear
equations describing both the steady and the unsteady flow
fields in each element are then detennined. The solution for the
complete flow field is obtained through the application of the
global boundary conditions and the assembly of the locally
analytic solutions in the individual grid elements.
Steatdy Flow Field

(15 a)

(I3.1h)

'The steady vorticity transport is described by Equation 3
which is nonlinear because of the convective terms U tx + V

120

'P (x,yo+Ay) = aIW + a2W x + a341 x2
Tp
(xo+Ax,y) = h + b-) / y + h3W y2

Ty.
"rhese terms arc locally linearized by assuming that the
velocity components U and V, which are the coefficients of the
vorticity, arc constant in each individual grid element. that i.,y
locally
linearized.

2A

=

TI (x,),o.Ay) = clI W+ c2 Wx + c.;yIV \2
2
P (-Axy) = d I W + d-24 y + d3W y
4
wheic aiW
, bi' . ciWl, di'V, arc constants determined from
the
three nodal points on each boundary side.

o7

211

(21)

where A and B arc constants in an individual grid element,
taking on different values in each grid element.

The stream function equaton is linear and possesss a
the stream
couples
ix,y),
term, -4
nonhonogencous
function it) tlhe vornicity.
"to
solve which
E:qualion
3b subject
to the

The resulting locally linearized vorticity equation is given in
Equation 18. This locally linearized equation is solved
analytically
to determine
thefunctional
steady vorticity,
k, inbetween
a grid
elemn, thereby
providing the
relationships

boundary
conditions
specifiedOne
in Equation
21, ita ishomogncts
divided into
two component
problems.
prolem has

the voticity in an individual grid element and the boundary

quaion with nonhomogencous boundary conditos, whra.s

values specified on that grid element.

the second problem has a nonhomogencous eq;iation with
honmogeneous boundary conditions.
'p = pa + pb

This vorticity transport equation is elliptic. Therefore, to
obtain a unique solution for the typical uniform grid clenient
with center (xo,yo), Figure 3, boundary conditions must be
specified on all four boundaries. These boundary conditions
are expressed in an implicit formulation in terms of the nodal
values of the vonicity along the boundaries of the element. A
second-order polynomial is used to approximate the vonicity on
each of the boundaries.
. (x,yo+Ay) = aIk + a-2

x + a34 x2

(22)

Problem I:
V2 %pa= 0

(2)

,pa (x.yo+Ay) = aI + a24' x + a3W x2
'pa (xo+Ax,y) = blW + b)W y + b3 4' y 2
Ta (x,Yo.Ay) = Cl + C2 x + C3yW x2
Tpa (xo-Ax,y) = d IW+ d 24' y + d 3 W y 2

(1)

2

(xo+Ax,y) = b1 4 + bA y + b3 k y

Prollent :

2

4 (XYo-Ay) = cIk + c2k x + c34 x
, (x-Ax,y) = dI
+ d2A y + d34 y2
dj~
d3 ~>.2
d~
where ai , hi ci , di4 are constants determined from the three
nodal points on each boundary side and the x and y distances
are all measures from the center of the element (xo,yo).

V 2 lpb =k

(x,y)
ph (x,y()+Ay) = 0I

ipb (xo+Ax,y) = 0

'pb (x,yo.Ay) = 0

The analytical solution to Equation 18 subject to the
boundary conditions specified in Equation 19 is determincd by
separation of variables.
A
(x~y)

=

+separation
[B nsinh (Eix)

e

'pb (xo-Ax,y)

sinh (Ely)+ Bcosh (Ely) sin
30

4n

. It +sA

(}

The solutions for 'pa and 'pb are then determined by
of variables.
rpm*

(20)

{

I [B sinh(X
=npxy

si(x4 y + Ay))
oh(Et.%)I
+ +Bcosh
E.1sin
+ (B

(2.

}

iny
t

I2

1

2+

[B 'fsinh K #n)

The locally analytical solution for the stream function is
obtained by a procedure analogous to that used for the vorticity
after subdividing the flow region into computational grid
elements.
The steam function is described by a linear Poisson
equation which is coupled to the vorticity and also is elliptic,
Equation 3b. Therefore, to obtain a unique analytical must
he
conditions solution
for the typical grid element, continuous
specified on all four boundaries. As for the vorticity transport
equation, continuous boundary conditions are represented in an
implicit formulation in terms of the nodal values of the stream
function by second-order polynomials in x or y as measured
from the center of the element (xo,Yo).

2rx

[
I

y

sInl4+

I [~cs

+ Ay)+c

+

y

B f cosh

nY

c

W
.o

sin X. Ix + Ax)
+x

+n

nW

(25)

5n

.
W

GIn G2y

G3ny

The stream function is continuously differentiable across
The
the grid element. I lence the U and V velocity components can
be obtained analytically by differentiating the stream function
solution. The solution for P, , U and V are then used to
determine the pressure in the flow field and on the boundaries.
Thus, the locally analytical solutions for the velocity
components and the pressure are determined as post
processes.
4
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Il.e tw,: :caky slicanill utctic ci is decscribed by Ei uatio1)1 41).
I htis equiation is identical to that for thle steady stream funci (Ion.
II luaflon 3b. I fence, ain identical solt tion procedure is taili/ed

Lpscteady Flow Ficid

The un steady voric it y is described by a linear partiail

previously deterniitied steady state solution and are constant in

perturbation
coefficient
elements.
perturbation

3

~ ~
Todetennine~
~ ~~ ~t ieused
vorticity equation, it is approximated as a constant
partial differential equation in individual grid
This is atccomplished by assuming that the
velocities u and v ame
constant in each element,

peiul

(,y)=p'vx
W~

taking on different values in different grid eletments.

4- p3

The resulting linear constant coefficient partial differential
equation defines the unsteady perturbation vorticity in ain
individual computational grid element.

+

+ 2A

4,x + 2B
-

y + (2A' x + 2B' ;y)
xx + yy

5
-pW'

A

4A

vorticity. Equation 18. Thus, the solution for
is
obtained in a manner exaetly analogous it) that for the steady
voilicity. 4, and is given in Equation 29.

(x+Ax~y+Ay)(2)
+ Z) x+A~y
z2

(+Ax~J

(xAx)T

(i-Axy)

+ zxAxyAk(AxyA

z1y -Ay j~

-y

whr Z5(x-Ax,y-AyW-dxAx.y-Ay)
+ z6(x-Ax,y) -(x-Axy)

3+

z8 (x,y+Ay) -C(x,y+Ay)

weethe coefficients zi are dependent on the steady state
an V.values
veloitycomonens,
compoents
ad '
~the
U

3

(xoiAxy)

pw(x
4

+ p' '

twW(x-xy-Ay
O

(30)

-x

x-xy

60O xi-Ooyu

0 -x,y+Ay)

+ pWV~ (yo

+-i.'

(
+WOx-%
Cl2+Alyoo.

C+(w

unsteady
vlctco
frhe

This equation is of the samne form as that for the steady

Ix.y) z 1(x+ftx~y..Ay)

x~,,Tutl

5y (

an S(xy)=1..soutol

Ulinearized

P'IP

(0 -Ax.yof-Ay)+

+qW

t28)
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0 .sAx,yoi-Ay) +

ti(

7

(27)

To determiine the analytical solution in tile typical grid
element, Equation 27 is rewritten as a homogeneous equation.3

h,
Vw

ucinI

replacing
'T by W~ and the steady vorticity k by the vorticity . The
algebraic equation for tile value of the unsteady stream function
at thle center of thle typical element in termns of thle values of the
unsteady stream function and vorticity at its eight neighboring
is given in Equation 30.

where A'
and 13'are constant in each individual grid element.,

k-i*Re

laysra

~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~5
ucinslto.Eutoi2,by
th ~oal nltclslto
~ ~ ter
~ ~iesed

213'values

2A'
Re.

o h

p esudare determined

Results~
Teunsteady viscous flow model and thle locally analytical
Solutions developed herein are utilized tol demonstrate the
efet fmoderate Reynolds number, interblade phase angle,
eatcaxis and mean flow inicidence onl tile unsteady
acr(Klynamics and flutter characteristics of a flat plate airfoil

csae
usteady ac rm ly na iic resutlts atre presen ted in the
orinat o(' tile real and imaginary components of the unsteady
airfoil surface pressure difference across the chordline of a

moment, as defined in Equation 31.
cacae
CM=

mrfoal, andilith
.

eo:p

dn~oilX

used

The cascade predictions are obtained on a 126 x 37
rectangular grid, Figure 4, with Ax = Ay = 0.025 and 41 points
on the airfoil surfaces, thereby limiting results to moderate
of the Reynolds numbers. The convergence criteria for
internal and external steady stream function iteratio~ns are
10-4, with a steady vorticity tolerance of 5.1(1-2. The
computational time ranged from 825 CPU seconds on the

Cyber 205. The convergence criteria for the internal and

122
external unsteady stream function iterations arm10- 4.witll a
-4.

unstready VOrticity tolerance of 5.10) 'Metolerances for the
-5
unsteady pressure iterations are 10-6 and 10 for the internal
and external iterations, respectively. The computational teon
averaged 22(X) scconds CPU time on the Cyber 205, with an
average of 3() iterations for the solutions of the stream
function and vorticity and an additional 200 iterations for the
pressure solution,
The steady flow model and its locally analytical solutin are
first utilized to predict the steady viscous flow past the cascade.
For example, Figure 5 shows the predicted stream function
contours for two passages, with the steady vorticity on the
airfoil surface for Reynolds number of Ij,()0 and zero
incidence with 30 degrees stagger. Figure 6 shows the

predicted stream function contours for two passages, with the

stahility for elastic axis locations aft of approximalely
midchord. Also, a comparison of the 0 and 8 degree nican
flow incidence angle viscous results shows that this increased
incidence is slightly destabilizing.
Summary and Conclusions
A mathematical model has ben developed to analyze the
two-dimensional steady and unsteady aerodynamics of a
plate airfoils in an incompressible laminar flow
cascade of flat
with the unsteady aerodynamics generated by harmonic torsion
n ode oscillations of the airfoil cascade. The unsteady viscous
flow is assumed to be a small perturbation to the steady viscous
flow which is described by the Navier-Stokcs equations. The
small perturbation unsteady viscous flow field is described by a
system of linear partial differential equations that are COul)led to

the steady low field.

Reynolds
number of
on theof airfoil
surface
steady
vorticity
stagger.
30 degrees
and for
incidence
8 degrees
I,(X) with
afields
dd
e
wt
The effects of viscosity on both the unsteady viscous
aerodynamics generated by the oscillating flat plate cascade
which are coupled to the steady viscous flow and the cascade
flutter characteristics are then analyzed with the unsteady flow
model and its locally analytical solution. In particular, the
effects of Reynolds number, elastic axis location, intcrbladc
phase angle, and incidence angle on the oscillating airfoil
unsteady pressure difference across the chordline of a
referenced airfoil and the corresponding complex unsteady
aerodynamic moment are demonstrated. Also presented as a
reference are the corresponding inviscid predictions obtained
from the classical incompressible flow cascade model of
Whiteheadl 11.
The effects of Reynolds number and interblade phase angle
on the complex unsteady pressure difference are presented in
Figures 7 through 9. The viscous predictions are nonsingular
at the airfoil leading edge whereas the inviscid results are
singular. There is general trendwise agreement in the viscous
and inviscid predictions of the chordwisc unsteady pressure
distribution, with only the real part at 0 degrees interblade
phase angle exhibiting relatively good correlation. As will be
seen. differences etween the viscous and inviscid prediction%
result in large differences in the corresponding unsteady
moment predictions.
Mean flow incidence angle has only a small effect on the

unsteady pressure
predictions
iscousrenic
viffes
n of the complex
opexpesr

3

IFigure

In this approach, the discrete algebraic equations which
represent the flow field equations are obtained from analytical
solutions in individual grid elements. For the steady viscois
fow, this was accomplished by first locally linearizing the
convective terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. The complete
flow field solutions are then obtained through the application of
the global boundary conditions and the assembly of the local
grid element solutions.
This model and locally analytical solutions were then
utilized to demonstrate the effects of viscosity on both the
oscillating cascade unsteady aerodynamics and the cascade
flutter characteristics. In particular, the complex unsteady
chordwise pressure differences and resulting unsteady
aerodynamic moment on a referenced airfoil of the cascade in a
viscous flow characterized by Reynolds numbers of 5(X) and
1,0(X) were analyzed and correlated with classical inviscid
results for a stagger angle of 30 degrees, reduced frequency of
2.0. elastic axis of 0.5, incidence angles of 0 and 8 degrees.
and interbladc phase angles from 0 to 180 degrees.
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difference, Figure 10. To gain some insight into this result, the
predicted steady airfoil surface pressure difference for mean
flow incidence angles of 0 and 8 degrees are presented in

II. There are only small differences between the two

pressure distributions, with no indication of flow separation.

The torsion mode flutter stability of a cascade of airfoils is
determined by the imaginary pan of the unsteady aerodynamic
moment if there is no mechanical damping. Thus, the effects of
Reynolds number, mean flow incidence angle, and interblade
phase angle on the imaginary part of the moment coefficient are
considered in Figures 12 and 13. In particular, these figures
present the viscous predictions of the imaginary part of the
,
noent coefficients as a function of elastic axis location, with
interblade phase angle as a parameter for incidence angles of O
and 8 degrees. Also shown ame the corresponding inviscid
predictions.
Viscosityhasadestabilizingeffectonthecascadeforelastic
axis locations forward of approximately midchord. Namely te
inviscid predictions indicate that the cascade is stable for all
elastic axis locations, with the interblade phase angle value
having minimal effect. In contrast, the viscous predictions

show that viscosity is either stabilizing or destabilizing

depending on the location of the elastic axis, with the interblade
phase angle having a large effect on the increased cascade

i6

Solutions for both the steady and the unsteady viscouis flow
were obtained by developing locally analytical solutions.
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Oscillating cascade unsteady aerodynamics
including separated flow effects
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U

Abstract. A mathematical model is developed to predict the effect of flow separation on the unsteady aerodynamic lift and
moment acting on a two-dimensional flat plate cascade which is harmonically oscillating in a subsonic flow field. The unsteady
flow is considered to be a small perturbation to the uniform steady flow, with the steady flow assumed to separate at a specified
fixed position on the airfoil suction surface. This formulation does not require the difference in the upwash velocity across the
airfoil in the separated flow region to be determined before calculating the unsteady pressure difference across the chordline
of the airfoils, thereby eliminating the assumption that the upwash difference is zero at the trailing edge when the steady flow
is separated. Results obtained demonstrate that although flow separation decreases bending mode stability, it does not result
in bending mode flutter. However, flow separation can result in torsion mode flutter, with this instability being a function of
the location of both the separation point and the elastic axis.

List of symbols
d
h
k
P
u
v
x
Sx,
y
Y6
C
C,
C'
C,
D
If
M,
P
P'.

nondimensional distance DIC
nondimensional distance H/C
reduced frequency, foC/U
perturbation pressure
perturbation velocity in the x direction
perturbation velocity in the y direction
nondimensional chordwise Caretesian coordinate. X/C
nondimensional separation point location measured from the leading edge
nondimensional normal Cartesian coordinate, Y/C
bending mode nondimensional displacement
airfoil chord
unsteady lift coefficient
unsteady moment coefficient
pressure difference coefficient. Ap/p.U,
distance between leading edges of adjacent airfoils as measured in the x direction
distance between mean positions of adjacent airfoils as measured in the Y direction
Mach number at x - +
fluid static pressure
pressure at x
fluid static pesr

S
I

spacing between adjacent airfoils
airfoil angular
displacement for torsional oscillations
2
(I - M!,)''
cavitation number
cascade stagger angle
Fourier transform variable
cascade interblade phase angle
velocity potential
circular frequency

I,
0

I

a
w

I

Subscripts

b
a
+

I

a

bending mode oscillation
torsional mode oscillation
upper surface
lower surface
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Superscripts
ATT
attached flow
COR
correction
SEP
separated flow
Fourier transform
(- )
complex amplitude

1 Introduction
The continuing demand for more efficient axial flow compressors for gas turbine engines is being
achieved by higher rotational speeds, thinner airfoils, higher pressure ratios per stage, and increased
operating temperatures. As a result, the possibility of an aerodynamic blade row instability is an
important design consideration. Namely, under certain conditions, a blade row operating in a
completely uniform flow field can enter into a self-excited oscillation known as flutter. The motion
is sustained by the extraction of energy from the uniform flow during each vibratory cycle, with
the flutter frequency generally corresponding to one of the lower blade or coupled blade-disk
natural frequencies.
To predict the aerodynamic stability of a rotor, a typical airfoil section approach is utilized.
The three-dimensional flow field through the rotor is approximated by two-dimensional strips
along the blade span. For each strip, the structural dynamic properties and the unsteady aerodynamic loading due to harmonic airfoil oscillations must be determined. Finite element techniques
enable the structural and vibrational characteristics to be accurately predicted. However, accurate
predictions of the flutter characteristics of the blade row cannot be made due to inadequacies in
current state-of-the-art oscillating cascade models.
Unsteady aerodynamic models are typically restricted to thin airfoil theory, with the unsteady
disturbances generated by the oscillating airfoils assumea to be small compared to the mean steady
potential flow field. In addition, the airfoils are considered to be flat plates at zero incidence. Thus,
the unsteady aerodynamics become uncoupled from the steady flow, leading to a model wherein
the flow is linearized about a uniform and parallel flow. Kernel function methods can then often
be utilized to determine analytical solutions for the unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment acting
on the oscillating airfoils.
When the mean flow does not separate from the airfoil, i.e., unstalled flutter, a number of such
unsteady aerodynamic models have been developed. For example, Whitehead (1960) developed a
model for incompressible flow through an infinite cascade of oscillating flow plate airfoils by
constructing a vorticity distribution on each airfoil which satisfied the boundary conditions.
Fleeter (1973)extended this model to include compressible flow by using Fourier transform theory
and the linearized small perturbation potential flow equation. Smith (1972) developed an analogous
subsonic model by replacing the airfoils by a series of continuous singularity distributions. For
both subsonic and supersonic inlet flow Mach numbers, Ni (1979) developed a corresponding
kernel function analysis.
The particular problem of interest herein is subsonic stall flutter. It is the oldest, most common
type of flutter and is generally attributed to separated flow on the suction surface of the airfoils
caused by operating beyond some critical mean flow incidence angle at subsonic Mach numbers.
Bending, torsion, and coupled vibrational modes have been documented when this type of flutter
is encountered at part speed in a high speed fan and at or near the design speed in a low or high
pressure compressor.
Only a very few unsteady aerodynamic models appropriate for stall flutter prediction have
been developed. In these, the flow is considered to separate at a specified position on the airfoil
suction surface, with this separation point fixed throughout the airfoil oscillation cycle. Also, the
pressure in the separated flow region and the wake is assumed to be constant. Woods (1957)
developed a model for incompressible potential flow past an isolated airfoil. An incompressible
flow oscillating cascade unsteady aerodynamic model for turbomachine applications was formulated
by Sisto (1967). Perumal and Sisto (1975) developed a model for incompressible flow through an
infinite cascade of oscillating airfoils using conformal mapping and the acceleration potential.

I
I
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More recently, Chi (1980, 1985) used Fourier transform theory and the linearized small perturbation
potential flow equation to develop an oscillating airfoil and airfoil cascade model for subsonic
compressible flow. This solution consists of an attached flow unsteady aerodynamic solution and
a correction to account for the effects of the flow separation. This correction is determined by
solving two integral equations: one for the difference in the upwash velocity across the airfoil in
the separated flow region, and a second for the correction of the unsteady pressure difference across
the airfoil chordline due to the separated flow. Ilowever, Chi assumes that the Kutia condition
applies to the separated flow region, i.e., the upwash difference becomes zero at the airfoil trailing
edge even though the flow is separated.
In this paper, an unsteady aerodynamic cascade analysis which is appropriate for the design
prediction of subsonic stall flutter in turbomachines is developed. In particular, this model will
predict the effect of flow separation on the unsteady lift and moment acting on a two-dimensional
flat plate airfoil cascade which is harmonically oscillating in a subsonic flow field. The unsteady
flow field is considered to be a small perturbation to the uniform steady flow, with the steady flow
assumed to separate at a specified fixed position on the suction surface of the airfoils. In this
formulation, the difference in the upwash velocity across the airfoil in the separated flow region
is not required to be determined before calculating the correction of the unsteady pressure
difference across the chordline of the airfoils, thereby eliminating the assumption that the upwash
difference is zero at the trailing edge when the steady flow is separated.

I

2Unsteady aerodynamic model
This model considers the inviscid flow past an oscillating airfoil cascade. The fluid is assumed to
be a thermally and calorically perfect gas, with the subsonic flow inviscid and irrotational.
The
far upstream flow is uniform with velocity U . and approaches the cascade at zero mean incidence
angle. The steady flow is assumed to separate from a specified fixed position on the suction surfaces
of the airfoils, with the constant pressure separated flow region confined to a thin slit extending
to downstream infinity, Fig. 1. The unsteady aerodynamics of interest are generated by small
amplitude translational or torsional oscillations of the airfoil cascade, with a constant interblade
phase angle.
The linearized partial differential equation for the unsteady velocity potential, 4), is given in
Eq. (1), with the linearized unsteady Bernoulci equation specified in Eq. (2).
+

OX 2

\j2U
a01.2

+0U=-1,

2

2

a " a(

aXat

a0x,

0

P=-

'.0

(1,2)
t

a

Equations (1) and (2) are first used to derive the unsteady pressure difference across the airfoil for
attached flow, and then to derive a correction for the flow separation using the condition that the
pressure is constant in the separated flow region. As this is a linear analysis, the unsteady pressure

I
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Fig. I. Cascade and flow field configuration
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and the resulting unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment acting on the airfoils are expressed as a
sum of the fully attached flow solution and a correction due to the flow separation.
For the portion of the airfoil where the flow is attached, the velocity component normal to the
airfoil surface, the upwash velocity, must be equal to the airfoil surface velocity. This boundary
condition, Eq (3a), is satisfied at the airfoil mean position. However, in the separated flow region,
the velocity component normal to the airfoil surface is not equal to the surface velocity, and
therefore is unknown. This perturbation velocity must be determined using the condition that the
pressure is constant in the separated flow region, with the cavitation number defined in Eq. (3b)
and the separated flow region boundary condition given in Eq. (4).
d

dc*

b

V =-d-b+ U ,(X - X' a)+ U,ot at

dt

dt

I

p

,

Y= 0

0<,-X<::X,,
"

7{t)=

P
p U

2

X >X,

(3a, b)

(4)
X>X,,
at Y=O,
p= -),UWy(t)
where X, specifies the separation chordwise position.
Nondimensionalizing the spatial dimensions with respect to the airfoil chord. C, assuming
harmonic time dependence for the airfoil motion and the flow variables at a frequency (1 and
substituting these quantities into Eqs. (1.2) and (3), results in the following for the perturbation
velocity potential, the perturbation pressure, and the attached and separated flow unsteady
boundary conditions.
l20a
2
2ikMz
C0
i,
+M'
+ kk+ ,ik
(5.6)
-

v=U{+

i(l +ik(.-x,,))}

at

V=O1,

-

0<<x,

at

=

v=O4

x>x,
(7.8)

where
Mw=

#2

= I_ M

2 "

k =-()

U

a.

I

and

=ik. b.

Once Eq. (5) is solved, Eq. (6) is used to compute the unsteady pressure difference across the
airfoil. This is then integrated to obtain the unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment acting on the
airfoil.

3 Fourier transforms
Equation (5) for the perturbation velocity potential is reduced to an ordinary differential equation
by use of Fourier transforms, with the Fourier transform pair defined in Eq. (9).

I

I

+"

FT[g(x)]=g*(v)= I g(x)exp(-ivx)dx

and

g(x)=-

I g (lx

lvlv

9

*(v)exp(ivx)dv.

(9)

Applying the Fourier transform technique and assuming that all flow perturbations remain
bounded in the far field leads to the following ordinary differential equations for the transformed
perturbation velocity potential and pressure.

d2 4*
2
dy
dy

_

+

-

0,

I*(v

v) =

ip U
-

C

{k + v}t0(v.y)

(0,1

fI2 v" + 2kM 2 v + k 2 M ' .
The general solution to Eq. (10) for the perturbation velocity potential is given in Eq. (12).

where p2

= -

0* = A, sin(py) + A2 coso(Y)

I
U

(12)
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The constants A, and A2 are evaluated from the normal velocity boundary conditions on two
adjacent airfoils. The time dependent perturbations at (x +d, y +h) are taken to lead the same

perturbations at (x, y) by the constant interblade phase angle a.

The transformed boundary conditions on the upper surface of the zeroth airfoil and the lower
surface of the first airfoil of Fig. I are given in Eqs. (13).
05()'O.=o,
4
C exp(i(a - vd))iI*(v)I.o
3 L,
'ayo

=
ay

=y

C exp(i(a - d)*
(I13a, b)

Equations (13) are used to solve for the constants AI and A2 in Eq. (12) in terms of Ot' and P*.
Recall that for attached flow, both P* and j~are known. However, in the separated flow region,
Ot is unknown. The resulting solution for q*is given in Eq. (14),
4,*(v~)

Cii'U.sinfipy) C(i3*.cos( ah) - i*.exp(-i(vd-a))cos(pty)
(4
u sin(Ith)
A
This expression for 4is used in the unsteady pressure equation, Eq. (11), with the following

definitions useful
Evaluating Eq. (11) at y = 0+ and 0- and then using Eq. (14), the unsteady pressure on the upper
and lower surfaces of the zeroth airfoil is determined

I.2
"
I(k+v)cos(puh)

p.U

U.'

U.,

where

(k+v)cot(ph)

ip sin(/Ah)

3

i

B*(k + v)exp( -i(vd- Or))adC= (k + v) exp(i(vd-oa)).
ig sin(puh)
ip sin (Ih)
Equation (16) is used to obtain independent equations for the upwash difference coefficient and
the unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient. First Eq. (20) is rewritten as follows:
p

I

P*AVE

A;i,

___

(A*-~B*)-

p cU2,

. U2

P*AVE

1 AP-=
2 p. U 2

---

p.U

0 *AYE

i

U.

2

(A* - C*) V*AYEU.~

O
(A

I

2

B*

U
(*4

*

API

(I 7a, b)

Subtracting Eq. (17b) from Eq. (17a) and manipulating the results leads to Eq. (18)

I

2,3+ L*

jUAV

(18)

,

where
V=
K* = Iand
2A*
* - C*2(2A*
-

(CO -B*)
-B* -C*)

Equation (17a) is then multiplied by (A* - C*) and Eq. (17b) by (A* - B*), with the resulting
equations added. This gives the following
____

_____

p.U

2

OIa
pU

A* 2

Ao*

+ M-.,

where

M*

-

B*C*

2A* -B* -C*'

I-OMMENB

(19)
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Chi (1980, 1985) performs the Fourier inversion of Eqs. (18) and (19) and further manipulates the
result to obtain integral equations for Ax and APCOR(x)
pU
U,
However, by further manipulating Eqs. (18) and (19), independent equations may be derived for

the upwash difference coefficient and the unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient. First,
substitute

t-

_____

1______

and

____
_

P
_-

Ai*coRt

AT

U

+

into Eq. (18). The result is:
*-+--I A0* = K* A*ATT-+KU . 2 U,,,
p.U2

*P6°

P
p.U
2

+ L*

U,

U--.

(20

(20)

In the attached flow region of the airfoil, Eq. (21) is valid, with the only unknown being the attached
flow unsteady pressure difference
A -*ArT

e*

- = K* P(21)
An equation for the separated flow unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient is obtained
by subtracting Eq. (21) from Eq. (20)
Afi*COR

Aj*

(22)

= (A* -

In this equation, both the unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient and the upwash
difference coefficient are unknown. Therefore, another equation is needed.
Rewriting Eq. (19) yields the following
I PAT
+- UMM(23)M*
MAO*
U2. + )A:O
Equation (22) is solved for Af*/U, which is then substituted into Eq. (23). The resulting equation
leads to the following independent equation for the unsteady pressure difference correction
coefficient

i

K*

Q*)

T*-

where
L*2
T* -;A*

(24)

L*

Q.*; A--;Cand

K*=--.
2-A

An equation for Ai*/U,,
is obtained by substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (19)
AO* =
Afi*A rTT*(5
*
_(Q* +Kf*)-+-2/Z*
*2p ,U

(25)

The Fourier inversion may now be performed for both the attached flow solution, Eq. (21), and
the separated flow correction, Eqs. (24) and (25).
The Fourier inversion for the attached flow, Eq. (21), noting that p .- U
= 0 off of the airfoil,
co
is given in Eq., (26),AT4?,
I +'
J K*exp(ivll)dv.
(26)
6-tx)= K(x-C) AA-- dC; where K(q)=

J

U®D

0

p.U2

2 -

3
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Note that this is the same attached flow equation as obtained by Smith (1972) when differences in
notation are taken into account.
The Fourier inversion of the separated flow equation is:
a
+® OD
ACOa(Cd
+{
1
--,TT
P

3

I
LL

~ f

where

- C)
- (x - C)
19d(7

+

+00)
TO)=

A

2

LL

!1

-,,o2

-I

K(x-C)(x- 3-)

(27)

+OD
exp(ivi)dv,

-

Q(n)=-

f Q* exp(iv)dv,

K,(q) =

-

5 i

xp(ivq)dv.

LL = Lower Limit (to be determined) and T(q), Q(q) and 9,(q) are evaluated in the Appendices.
The inverse transform of the upwash differences, Eq. (25), is
ATT(C)
'P

U

{Q(x-o+/(x-O} p--

where R(x)=

3

5

dC - R(x),

(28)

Kj(x-C) dC and is presented in the appendix.

The cascade unsteady pressure difference correction equation becomes

Go__

AP'(

I

(

K(x - C)AcoR) dCt=

T(x-C)-

K'(x-oI

ApATT(C)
p.U(.d

- 5{,(x-C)-Q(x_-C)}dC.

(29)

i

The upper limits of + oo are undesirable since Apcox(C)/pcU will be obtained by collocation.
To eliminate this problem, this equation is rewritten by breaking the first and third integrals into
integrals from C= x, to C = I and from C= I to C= + oo
I K(

p (C)dC+
{d(C+
Q
(x-C)
AxcC)A
GoKx
-

2.U

--

T
)AP(C)d

op.
pU U,

As x. --. I, the integrals with upper limit of I become zero. Then
SK(x-C A

aC

-1*j'®
{/k(x-C)- Q(x - C) dC.

Since both of these integrals are independent of x,, they must be equal for all x,.Subtracting these
from Eq. (30), the final cascade separated flow unsteady pressure difference correction equation is
obtained
W(x)=

where

I

K,(x- C)

-'/TC)
dC,

(31)

,pA

..

TT(C

-C
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Once the attached flow solution is determined from Eq. (26) and the cavitation number specified,
Eq. (31) is solved by collocation to obtain the separated flow unsteady pressure difference correction
coefficient.

4 Unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment coefficients
The unsteady lift coefficient, positive in the + y direction, is defined as

CL =

LaU, =

!M

(35)

C

Substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (35) and noting that the unsteady pressure difference correction is
zero upstream of the separation point, leads to Eq. (37):
ApA T r(C)

AP(C)

+ APCOR()

+ ffcn, where

CUPffrr

-

and

p

_

!

co=

(36)

(37)

-

_

The unsteady moment coefficient, positive counterclockwise about an elastic axis at the leading
edge, is defined as
U 2,

U

(38)

.

Substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (38) yields:
EP

TT+C

where

C &

C

d

opo
0

and

-C

C

d.
U2

0(39)

5 Results
The mathematical model developed herein is utilized to demonstrate the effects of flow separation
on the unsteady aerodynamics of an harmonically oscillating flat plate cascade in a subsonic flow
field. The attached flow part of the model predictions are obtained from the Smith code (1987). It
predicts the unsteady pressure difference coefficient and the cascade translation and torsion mode
unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment coefficients. The separated flow part of the model uses the
attached flow results to analyze the separated flow unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient,
the unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment correction coefficients, and the upwash difference
coefficient for a specified separation point location and cavitation number. Note that for the results
presented herein, a zero cavitation number is considered. The separated flow unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment coefficients are then added to the attached flow values to obtain the
separated flow coefficients.
The effect of flow separation on the magnitude and phase of the cascade bending mode
unsteady pressure difference coefficient is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. A leading edge flow separation
point decreases the magnitude of C,* by a factor of approximately two. Also, the attached and
separated flow phase angles of C b are not equal.
Figure 4 shows the magnitude of the bending mode upwash difference coefficient with leading
edge flow separation for an isolated airfoil and an airfoil cascade. Recall that the upwash difference
coefficient is zero for attached now. Note that the upwash difference coefficient is not zero
downstream of the trailing edge for either the isolated airfoil or the cascade, as was assumed by
Chi (1980, 1985). The fact that a nonzero constant value is approached downstream of the trailing
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edge is consistent with the assumption that the separation wake extends to downstream infinity.
Midchord flow separation, Fig. 5, tends to produce a more rapidly changing upwash difference
coefficient magnitude than does leading edge separation. Again, the upwash difference coefficient
does not become zero downstream of the trailing edge. Also, the separated flow upwash difference
magnitude for both the isolated airfoil and the scade exhibit a sharp dip near 60% chord. Both
e region of 60
ts of the upwash difference coefficient are smoo ith
the real and imagin ar a
airfoil
chord, with this dip being caused by the real part of the coefficient passing through zero at
this
point.

I

The effects of leading edge flow separation on the bending mode suction surface upwash
velocity distribution are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for an isolated airfoil and an airfoil cascade. The
attached flow results are the same for both the isolated airfoil and the cascade since both upwash
velocities are equal to the airfoil surface velocity. The cascading effects are shown by the differences

I
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I
I

-40o

3

TTunsteady pressure difference coefficient
0
for attached flow and leading edge separation
separation.3 Phase angle of bending mode

I

i

100

AIRFOIL CHOHO)
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\

o

g
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between the isolated airfoil and cascade separated flow upwash distributions In Fig. 7 the
separated flow curve for the isolated airfoil is identical to the attached flow curve.
To demonstrate the effects of flow separation on bending mode stability, the complex unsteady
lift coefficients are calculated using ten collocation points for a cascade with solidity of one and a
stagger angle of 60 degrees. In particular, Figs. 8 through 13 show the attached flow, midchord
flow separation, and leading edge flow separation complex bending mode lift coefficients for inlet
Mach numbers of 0.0 and 0.5, with interblade phase angle and reduced frequency as parameters.
It should be noted that the Mach 0.5 unsteady lift coefficients change rapidly near the acoustic
resonance conditions. Thus a smaller range of interblade phase angle values is considered for Mach
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0.5 than for Mach 0.0 to avoid these resonances. Also, a positive value of the real part of Ci.b
indicates a bending mode instability when there is no mechanical damping.
With attached flow, the cascade is stable for all interblade phase angles and reduced frequencies
for both values of the inlet Mach number. As the region of flow separation increases, i.e., as the
separation point moves from the midchord to the leading edge, the unsteady lift coefficient reduced
frequency contours decrease in size and shift to the right, although remaining in the stable range.
Thus, flow separation, although not resulting in bending mode flutter, does decrease the bending
mode stability of the cascade.
For the case of torsional flutter, stability is determined from the imaginary part of the unsteady
moment coefficient. In particular, for zero mechanical damping, a torsion mode instability exists
whenever Imaginary (Cm.) > 0.0, with the flutter reduced frequency defined as the value at which
Imaginary (Cm.) = 0.0. To demonstrate the effects of flow separation on torsion mode stability, a
baseline cascade with a solidity of one and a stagger angle of 60 degrees is considered.
The baseline cascade with attached flow is unstable for certain interblade phase angle values
and elastic axis locations. The flutter boundary interblade phase angle, i.e., the interblade phase
angle which yields the largest range of reduced frequencies for which flutter is possible is shown
as a function of elastic axis location in Fig. 14 for inlet Mach numbers of 0.0, 0.3, and 0.8. Utilizing
these interblade phase angle values, Fig. 15 shows the attached flow flutter boundaries of the
baseline cascade in the form of reduced frequency for flutter as a function of elastic axis location,
with Mach number as a parameter. Each curve represents the neutral stability boundary, with the
airfoils being unstable at reduced frequencies below the curve and stable for reduced frequencies
above the curve. Note that a decreasing flutter reduced frequency corresponds to an increasing
value of U, for which flutter is just possible. Increasing the Mach number is seen to enhance the
cascade stability, indicated by the decreased unstable reduced frequency range.
The effects of flow separation on torsional flutter are demonstrated by determining the flutter
boundaries of the baseline cascade with attached flow and with flow separation at midchord, 10%
chord, and at the leading edge. These results, generated by varying the reduced frequency and
utilizing the previously determined attached flow flutter boundary interblade phase angle values,
are presented in the form of torsional flutter boundary versus elastic axis location for inlet Mach
numbers of 0.0, 0.3, and 0.8, with separation point location as a parameter, Figs. 16 through 18.
Torsion mode stability is seen to be a function of the location of both the separation point and
the elastic axis. Midchord flow separation produces a larger range of frequencies for which flutter
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Leading edge (low separation has a stabilizing effect for all elastic axis locations. It should be
noted that a considerable part of the torsional unsteady moment coefficient value is derived from
the singular nature of the unsteady pressure distribution in the airfoil leading edge region. For the
cases of flow separation of 10% and 50% chord, the unsteady pressure distribution is unaffected
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by the flow separation in the region near the leading edge, whereas for leading edge flow separation
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the entire unsteady pressure distribution is affected.
As ror the attached flow flutter boundaries, increasing the Mach number enhances the separated

flow cascade stability, indicated by the decreased unstable reduced frequency range.

It is generally expected that flow separation would decrease the torsion mode cascade stability.
A previously stated, the results obtained from the separated flow analysis developed herein
indicate that the stability is a function of the location of both the separation point and the elastic
axis.
However,
it should
that this
analysis
is basedthe
onnonlinear
quite restrictive
zero mean
incidence
anglebeis noted
considered,
thereby
eliminating
featuresassumptions.
of the attachedA
and separated flow fields. Also, the separation point location is fixed throughout the cycle of airfoil
oscillation in reality, the flow may separate and reattach during each cycle of airfoil motion
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creating hysteresis effects in the torsional unsteady moment coefficient. Finally, the separation
region may be large and partially block the flow passage, thereby affecting the flow field upstream
of the separation point. If these restrictions were removed from the model, it might be found that
flow separation tends to always decrease cascade stability.
Finally, comparisons of the results obtained with the model developed herein and those
developed by Perumal (1975) and Chi (1980, 1985) are considered for an airfoil cascade executing
harmonic torsion mude oscillations in an incompressible flow. The comparison with the Perumal
model predictions of the magnitude of the unsteady moment coefficient versus separation point
location are shown in Fig. 19. The analysis developed herein predicts a smoothly varying moment
coefficient with separation point location, as expected based on the model assumptions. In
contrast, the Perumal model yields widely varying and probably unrealistic results. Fig.20 shows a
comparison of the results obtained with the model developed herein and that of Chi with flow
separation at 25% and 50% airfoil chord. The Chi model predicts larger changes in the imaginary
part of the moment coefficient as the separation point location is moved from 25% to 50% airfoil
chord than does the present anlysis.

6 Summary and conclusions
A mathematical model was developed to predict the effect of flow separation on the unsteady
aerodynamic lift and moment acting on two-dimensional flat plate airfoils and cascades which are
harmonically oscillating in a subsonic flow field. The unsteady flow was considered to be a small
perturbation to the uniform steady flow, with the steady flow assumed to separate at a specified
fixed position on the suction surface of the airfoils. In this formulation, the difference in the upwash
velocity across the airfoil in the separated flow region was not required to be determined before
calculating the unsteady pressure difference across the chordline of the airfoils, thereby eliminating
the assumption that the upwash difference is zero at the trailing edge when the steady flow is
separated.
This model was then used to investigate the effect of flow separation on bending and torsion
mode cascade stability. In the bending mode, the effects of airfoil leading edge and midchord flow
separation on the unsteady aerodynamic lift coefficient for several reduced frequency and interblade
phase angle values were considered for inlet Mach numbers of 0.0 and 0.5. In the torsion mode,
the effects of airfoil leading edge. 10% and 50% chord flow separation on the cascade flutter
boundary as a function of the elastic axis location were considered for inlet Mach numbers of 0.0,
0.3, and 0.8. These results demonstrated that although flow separation does decrease the bending
mode stability, it does not result in flutter. In the torsion mode, however, flow separation can lead
to flutter, with the cascade torsional stability being a function of both the location of the separation
point and the elastic axis.
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Appendix A
The functions T(x),Q(x) and k(x) are evaluated by the residue theorem of complex variables.
These functions are given in Eqs. (AI) through (A3).
ex pIikM ,2x)

T(

x e2p

k
4h

I
I

}

+ sgn(x))+(,)
2

±

sgn(x)

Y

'".(x) + sgn(x)

rF.(x)}
O.±1".± 2._

(Al)
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I
2A*-B*-C*
2A*-(B*+C*)
For zero stagger angle and ninety degree interblade phase angle (B* + C*) = 0 so that K* K*
The function K,(x) is found to give identical values, to six digits right of the decimal point, to
Smith's function K(x) evaluated at the special case just described.
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Appendix B
The function R(x) is obtained by evaluating Eq. (BI) by analytical integration, Eq. (B2).
R(x)
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=
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